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PREF~CE

This dissertation is an outgrowth of research on Thomas
Bradwardine, the fourteenth-century theologian and scholar.
centuries, Bradwardine' s highly philosophical!!!, cauaa

~

For
has

been recognized as a significant factor in fourteenth-century
English thought.

Now his Sermo Epinicius, a brief work published

in its Latin version, helps to assess Bradwardine's influence by
abstracting from!?!, Causa•a speculations certain theories that
readily apply to practical questions of his own and of Chaucer's
time.

This dissertation demonstrates how these theories either

directly or through John Wyclif affect Chaucer's outlook on social
and ecoles1ast1cal questions, and how the Bradward1nian-Wycl1ffite
thought links Chaucer• s views with those of bis English contemporaries, principally John of Gaunt, John Gower, and Ralph Strodeo
With their individual approaches to current problems, Chaucer and
these

associ~tes

represent a cross section of the radical and

conservative forces that shaped their century into one of the most
polemical in English history.
Chapter One relates Chaucer's attitude on free will to Bra.dwardine's speculations, disputed by Robert Holcot and others.
This chapter is the

d1sae~tat1on's

matrix, since the general

unrest of Chaucer's century was complicated by speculations and
disputes like these, at first confined to the university, tp.en

spreading to all segments of English society.

To support the

argument and proof of the discussion, reference will be made to
the larger issue of realism and nominalism, and to the separate
opinions of Chaucer's contemporaries on problems arising from the
conflict between free will and predestination.

At the chapter• s

close, resolutions are suggested for two questions:

why Chaucer

gives fatalism a free hand in Troilus !.!lE:. Criseyde, and why he
gives no definite opinion on the issue of free will and predestination.

A solution to the first question emerges logically from

Bradwardine's stand on free will, determined by contrasting the
theories

in~

Causa Dei and the Sermo Epinicius with Holcot 1 s

views, and by relating these to Troilus
Nun's Priest's Tale."

~

Criseyde and •The

The second question is automatically

resolved as we realize that Chaucer subscribes to the coexistence
of free will and predestination as a mystery of faith.
Chapter Two analyzes the impact of Wyolif 's theory of dominion on Chaucer's position toward the relationship between Church
and State.

Since he avoids taking up the pros and cons of social

teachings, Chaucer's reactlon to Wyclif' s theory must be determined from his cormnenta on such topics as Lollardy, dominion or
lordship, and diaendowntent of the Church.

It is concluded that

thaucer, like Strode and Gower and his patron Gaunt, rejects the
untraditional views of Wyclif and his followers but agrees with

'
the practical aspects of Wyclif'a
theory of dominion, and that the
poet's sentiments seem to lean toward sovereignty of the State.
iv

Chapter Three deals with Chaucer's attitudes on kingship,
stemming in great part from Wycl1f'a De Officio Regis, a work
reflected appreciably not only in the Canterbury Tales but also
in Gower's

Confe~Amantis

and in Gaunt•s politics.

viewpoint is related to three main topics:

Chaucer's

medieval theories on

kingship, Gaunt's solicitude for royal dignity, and Gower's
opinions on what constitutes a worthy king.
Apart from the information pertinent to the period of
Bradwardine and Holcot, this dissertation relates chiefly to
events occurring from 1369 to 1400.

The year 1369 is chosen since

it is the year connected with Chaucer's first major poem,

~

Book of the Duchess, and the year of his second military journey
into France, this time with John of Gaunt.

It is twenty years

after the death of Bradwardine and Holcot and about the time when
interest in theology was revived at Oxford, mainly under the
leadership of Wyclit.

In 1369 on a major scale, greatly through

the weakened power of an aging king and to social upheavals,
England began an experience from "weal to wo" in military exploits
and in domestic fortunes.
For the purpose of comparing Chaucer's works with the writings of others or for illustrating phases of thought, whenever
possible but not exclusively, Troilus
Canterbury'Tales will be cited.

~.

Crisezde and the

In these two works Chaucer

directly names three principals of this dissertation--Bradwardine,
Gower, and 3trode--and implicates the other three.
v
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CHAPTER I
PREDESTINATION AND FREE WILL:
ER/l.DV~RDINE

!ND HOLCOT

"• •• whom shal I leeve?
For ther ben grete clerkes man7 oon,
That destyne thorugh argumente1 preve;
And som men seyn that, nedely, ther is noon,
But that fre chois is yeven us everychon.
o, welawayL so sle1ghe am clerkes olde,
That I not whoa op~youn I may holde. ul
(Tr, IV, 967-73)
In its entirety Troilus's complaint is Chaucer's most
impressive comment on the question of free will and predestination, the inscrutable myster,2 troubling Christian minds as far
back as the days of St. Paul--and, to judge by works of antiquity,
a mystery speculated on by thoughtful men of every persuasion
throughout the ages of mankind.

No other Chauoerian character

reflects such sad futility in the attempt to justify tree Will and
predestination as Troilua does.

To a degree, the fatalism in

ttThe Monk's Tale" and the scepticism in ••The Knight's Tale" are
balanced by the commonsense of their narrators.

A man controls

lAll references from Chaucer are from The Works of Geoffrey
Chaucer, ed. F. N. Robinson (2d ed.; Boston,J:957). The quotations are specified by abbreviated titles arid line numbers,
2we should bear in mfnd that the question of free will and
predestination presupposes a belief in the existence of both. ~s
Chauncey Wood explains in Chaucer and The Countrv of the StE1rs
(Princeton, New Jersey, 1970), p. 2"21" tille fourteenth-century
debate did not question "whether or not our wills are tree, but
rather how free will can be explained."

2
his destiny more than he suspects, the Monk intimates, for example, in the story of Hercules.

Though a great vanquisher of

tyrannical forces, Hercules himself when blinded by fortune di sregards another's rights and is destroyed.

Not unlike Hercules,

anyone heedlessly pursuing the ways o.f the world risks being
gulled by fortune.

The wise man "that kan hymselven knowe, 11 the

Monk says, guards against the danger of acting as he pleases when
luck is on his side:

.for when .fortune takes pains to .flatter,

then "wayte th she her man to overtbrowe / By swich a wey as he
wolde leest

suppose"(~,

2139-42).

The Knight tells us that

after Arc1te 1 s death no one csn console Theseus except Aegeus,
That knew this worldes transmutacioun,
As he hadde seyn it chaunge bothe up and doun,
Joye after wo, and wo after gladnesse,
And shewed hem ensamples and liknesse.
(~, 2839-42)

And Theseus apparently adopts his .father's confidence in an ordered universe, .for he re.fleets the same kind of optimism in his
lon~-

speech at the end of the poem.

Again,·in "The Nun's Priest's

Tale" the narrator evinces lively interest in the problem of free
will without giving way to deterministic gloom.

In fact, the

Nun's Priest closes his digression with cheerful nonchalance:
I wol nat han to do of swich mateere;
My tale is of a cok, as ye may heere,
That tok his conseil o.f his wy.f (3251-53).
So, the Monk hints that tb:!'ough a mandate higher than fortune's a
man may influence his own success or failure on the merits of his
.free action.

The Knight suggests that man, a microcosm of the

world, .follows also a providential pattern of woe and gladness;

3

but, as the Monk instructs, to find contentment he must effectively rationalize the pattern of ups and downs in his life, a
kind of medieval adaptation of counting one's blessingso
~lthough

the stories of the Monk and Knight have settings

as pre•Ohristian as that of Troilus

~

Criseyde, the Power direc-

ting their characters allows them some share in determining their
own destinies.

But no alleviation of fatalism appears in Troiluso

'Which thyng cause of which thyng be1' the hero asks;
1
' •••

wheither that the prescience of God is
The certyn csuse of the necessite
Of thynges that to comen ben, parde;
Or if necessite of thyng comynge
Be cause certeyn of the purveyinge."
(IV, 1009-15)

Does God oversee man's destiny or does he remain aloof, delegating
the 'purveyinge' to a blind necessity?

Troilus' s inability to

rationalize the loss of Criseyde, therefore, seems to follow from
the lonely anguish of one unblessed by revelat1on 9

~nd

Chaucer

seems to indicate as much when he restores order at the close of
the tragedy.

He contrasts Troilus with the young people gifted

with a traditional trust in divine mercy and love; and so, as R.

s.

Loomis says, the poet finally reconciles the inconsistency of fortune and ttthe undeserved torment of a noble soul" with belief in a
divine redeemer.l
It is commonly thought that the works of Chaucer's maturer

' his earlier writings.
years show leas fatalism than

This idea

luwas Chaucer a Free Thinker?" Studies in Medieval Literature, ed. :MacEdward Leach ( Ph1ladelphia,-Pennsy1vania, Hf6l),
P• 31.

4

gains plausibility if one considers certain of his works in chronological order.

Throughout ttThe Monk's Tale" (1374) fortune is

the ruling motif.

"The Knight's Tale," possibly composed before

Troilus and Criseide (1380-86), introduces gods rather than planets as directors of destiny, thus lessening the force of astral
determinism by associating it with paganism.

~t

the same time,

though, these gods become involved in the affairs of men, a warm
contrast to the remote and mechanical operation of astral determinism.

Written earlier and adapted later for the Canterburx

Tales, "The Franklin's Tale" unfolds in an atmosphere of paganism,
but Chaucer plays down fate by belittling the worth of astrology
and magic.

When he wrote the General Prologue in 1387, the poet

almost totally ignored astrology and other supernatural elements,
a tendency reflected in varying degrees throughout the later tales
The Man of

Law,

for example, speaks ot judicial astrology and des-

tinal control, yet fundamentally he credits the safety of Constance to God, the protector of Daniel e.nd Susanna and of all the
1nnocento

The Wife of Bath traces her proclivities to the stars

yet never admits complete subservience to the edicts of her horoscope.

Rather, she cheerfully takes credit for the events of her

lifetime, indicating much like the protagonist of a twentieth•
century ballad, "I did it my way."
Thus,-Tro1lus

~ Cr{seyd~

with its date of circa 1385 does

not fit in With the later poems reflecting a less servile spirit
toward destiny, and in 1 ts tre·atment of free will even exceeds
earlier poems in desolation an.d scepticism.

About the time that

5

Chaucer wrote Troilua, Loomis points out, he seemed to experience
a period of disillusionment when doubt weakened his sense of
assurance and hope. 1 Between 1374 and 1385 he wrote ~ ~~ 2f.
~'

and even in this poem filled with delightful humor he ms.ni-

fests an 1ron1o outlook t_oward the inequities of reputation and
fortune.

Yet, during this same period he transla tad the De

••a

Consola.tione Philosophiae,

trines of doubt and de•pair." 2

reasoned antidote to all these doc-

F. N. Robinson mentions that

apparently he composed Troilus at the same time he worked on
Boece, completed a.round 1380. 3

Since Chaucer shows slight aware-

ness of Boethius in early poems, and his references to the philosopher after Troilus lack central importance, Robinson adds, it
seems that Boethius praYailed with Boccaccio in the middle of Chaucer' s .Italian period.4

t consideration of "The Nun's Priest's

Tele" later on may tend to qualify the last statement.
Chaucer made three significant revisions in Troilus.!!!!!.
Criseide:

the hero's hymn to love as the bond between heaven and

earth; his soliloquy on the conflict between divine foreknowledge
and man's freedom; and the description of Troilus' s flight to
·heaven.

Though the exact date of these revisions remains undeter-

,mined, we know th.at a reference to the free will passage appears
in Thomas Usk's Testament of Love written around 1387. 5 In his

--

libid., pp. 29-30.

.,

3worka of Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 3200
p. 900

5R.

2Ibid.
4Ibido

K. Root,~ Poet!:ZQ.£ Chaucer (2d edo; Boston, 1922),

6

soliloquy Troilus pursues the Boethian line of argument, Robinson
notes, with the exception that while Philosophy finally defends
man's freedom, Troilus closes with the fatalistic conclusion: 1
" • • • the bifal lyng
Of thyngea that ben wist bifore the tide,
They mowe nat ben eschued on no syde.
(IV, 1076-78)

Thus, although well aware of Philosophy's, attitude on free will,
Chaucer still elects to take away Troilus' last shred of hope.
Chaucer never expresses a belief in free will, but neither
does he specifically subscribe to determinism.

Apparently, he

goes along with the tradition that to fit into the providential
plan, people must live responsibly.

With his failure to pronounce

on the free will controversy, however, Chaucer is unlike other
writers of his time, John Gower, for example, and two disputants
on the subject of predestination, John Wyclif and Ralph Strode.
In his writings Gower consistently states his conviction that free
will exists, a credo he summarizes in the Prologue of Confessio
Amantis:

some people blame fortune or the planets for whatever

happens, but in all truth man alone is to blame.

For when man, a

little world, goes awry he not only prompts his own misfortune but
"is the ca.use of alle wo, /Why this world" is divided., (965-66). 2
lworks of Chaucer, p. 830. See Nevill Coghill, The Poet
Chaucer (London, 1949), pp. 69-70; Carleton Brown, "The Author of
The Pearl," Publications of, the Modern Languase ~ssociation, XIX

[!904), 128.

-

-

2References to Gower's poetry are from The English Works of
John Gower, ed. G. c. Macaulay (2 vols.; LondOri'; 1900-1901).

~essio

and lines.

Amantia will be cited as CA, followed by book number

7

we will take up the views of Wyclif snd Strode latero Right now
it is sufficient to remind ourselves that Strode too professes
belief in free will; while Wyclif, particularly in his late writings, proclaims a kind of divine determinism. 1
From our discussion so far, then, two questions emerge:

why

does Chaucer give fatalism a free hand in Troilus end Criseyde?
and why--as just implied--does he avoid taking a definite stand in
the conflict between free w1112 and predestination?~

Before ·

attempting any answers, it is necessary to gain an understanding
of certain theological issues debated in the fourteenth century,
chiefly the results of differences between the realists and nominalists.

These differences, in turn, were aggravated to polemic

1 H. B. Workman, John Wyclif: A StudI of the English Medi~ Church (2 vols.; Oxford, 19~6),-I, 125.- 2 since Chaucer's philosophy is essentially scholastic, the
Catholic Encyclopedia (1967) will be consulted for many of the def·
initions in this paper. P. Nolan (VI, 91) explains "free w111 11 :
though the term is usually regarded as an accurate transls.tion of
liberum arbitrium,. the more exact translation of' the Latin expression is free choice or free decision. One objection to using the
translation nrree willu is that it implies too often that every
voluntary act (once but nqt necessarily always willed freely-like walking) is by definition a free act preceded immediately by
del:l.beration. So that freedom will not be confused with voluntary
acts and non-deliberste acts (like the heart-beat), free will is
~sually deflned as a man's freedom to choose whether or not to
yield to the attraction of a finite object.

l

~

3Ibid., XI, 715. The mystery of predestination is the midle of two extremes, says A. G. Palladino. One extreme over- stres- .
es man's independence and'self-activity to the exclusion of God's
nitiation and supervision of man'.s preliminary steps and contin[ ed progress; this is lmown as Pelagianism or semi-Pelagianism.
~he other extreme represents God's initiative and guidance as ine:JEors.bly dr1.ving and hurrying man along to suoh an extent that his
own free movement and advance are obscured or wholly denied; this
is known as predestinationismo

8

proportions as scholars adopted a re.dically new approach to theology that moved away "from a universe governed by the Divine Reason to one resulting from the Divine Will." 1

Eventually this

study will focus on the doctrines of Thomas Bradwardine and Robert
Holcot, since their conflicting views on the question of free will
quite aptly demonstrate the extreme reactions caused by stress on
primacy of the will--div1ne and human.

But first we should learn

more about the larger issue of realism and nominalismo
These two opposing points of view--one Platonist, the other
Aristotelian--originated with St.

~ugustine

and Boethius, two men

appearing "more and more as the great philosophical educators of
the early Middle ~ges .'•2

Augustine sponsored a modified Platonism

with his theories on God and h:ls deductive method of connecting
them, and w1 th his teaching on the soul's independence and the
inferiority of material knowledge and sensation.

He inspired

those using the synthetic method of reconciliation and explaining
the real by relating it to God.

Conversely, Boethius represents

the analytic, Aristotelian method.

Starting from an observation

of the materiel, th1 a method recognizes the importance of sensation .
and finds reality in· the sensible.

~ugustine's

influence pre•

vailed from the ninth to the twelfth centuries; that of Boethiua,
or Aristotelianism, increased during the same period.

The stages

ln. Knowles, The Religious Orders in England (2 vols.;
Cambridge, lg48-55)-;-Il:, 76.
2Maur1ce de Wulf, History of Mediaeval Philosophy, transo
c. Messenger from 6th French ed., I t3rd ed.; London,
1935)' 265.266.

Ernest

9

marking the popularization of Aristotle's works attest to the
growing interest in his philosophy.
It was around the eleventh century that theologians began
to synthesize Christian dogma with ancient thought, first with
the Platonic, later with the Aristotelian.

They knew a certain

stability under the aegis of Platonic scholasticism, for then
faith was the starting-point of knowledge, With reason merely an
instrument to demonstrate belief.

W1 th

the upsurge of Aristotel-

iani sm in the late 1200's, however, St. Thomas
began to use reason 1n support of revelation. 1

~quinas

and others

But all this time

the schoolmen continued in their attempts to reconcile theology
and philosophy, subjugating the natural to the supernatural; that
is, theology acted as supervisor for philosophy, science, and

ethics.

All activities were directed toward Augustine's goal of

universal peace, a dream inspiring St. Anselm's hope for a Christian philosophy, and one that seemed near fulfillment with the
greatest of syntheses, the

Summa theologic~.·

A modern historian

describes this brilliant but short-lived triumph of !quinas, when
• • • varieties of intellectual materia, streamin~ toward a
central E,2._;_nt from many d~fferent sources beforehomas Fqui~' and very rn after his time scattering again in many
directions, ~~!brief, scarcelz measurabl~ ~~..!!!._ent of
history organized in a single recognizable framework QY the
''universal teacnerTS"astoni shing capacity for order.ZS- laordon Leff, Medievpl Thought (London, 1958), pp. 99,
215-16.
2Joaef Pieper, Scholasticism: Personalities and Problems of
Medieval Philosop~y, £rans. Richard and Clara Winston (New York~
and Toronto, 1964 , PP• ll-12.

10
The opinions

1

•~

me.ni different sources" affected the cause of

scholastic philosophy both positively and negatively.

Wider

speculation led to independent thinking that made possible a masterpiece like the Summa; but it also encouraged a diversification
that upset the order of thought and at last changed the status of
theology.

From time to time during this discussion of realism

and nominalism, it will be helpf'ul to recall the Sunima as a
·.~--·

••central point" between the two opposing doctrines.
To judge from the respect usually held for •quinas, one
might suppose that his opinions met with unanimous approval in his
own century.

But, actually, many scholars disapproved of them;

and of course the conservative followers of •ugustine were his
strongest opponents.

Their opposition to Thomism stemmed from a

legitimate concern; for, ironi.cally, when Aquinas founded reason
in a Christian Aristotelianism based on sense perception, he was
the first to decisively separate reason from faith. 1 In 1277,
three years after his death, some of his views were condemned as
dangerous innovations at Paris and Oxfordo 2 Then the question of
how to deel with philosophical problems still divided scholars-was theology superior to, or the equal of philosophy?
nas, reason end revelation were complementary.

For

~qui

By giving to

lJ. A. Robson, Wyclif ~~Oxford Schools (Cambridge,
19 61 ) , p. 19 •

"

2 Frederick c. Copleston, Medieval Philosophy (2d ed.; New
York and Evanston: Harper and ROw, 1961), Po 98. See also p~
99: ••Arter Aquinas's canonization in 1323 these attacks were
naturally greatly modified; and two :veers later the bishop of
Paris w1 thdrew the censures of 1277. Ti
.

ll

philosophy "a complete freedom of action and movement in its own
domain" and in 1 ts own sphere, 1 he sanctioned fre.edom for all discussion of purely metaphysical topics.

But the

~ugustinians

con-

tinued to look upon all secular learning as a branch of theology
and thus denied to philosophy any freedom of actiono
One area of medieval discussion took up the question of
whether the intellect or the will is the nobler faculty.

~quinas

sided with the intellect; while the Augustinian-Franciscan tradition chose the will, largely because love is better than knowledge •2 Understandably, any opinion leaning toward de termini am or
any attitude regarding God as a servant of his own laws became
suspect after the censuring of Aristotelian determinism in 1277.
Thus, a tendency to give precedence to the will over intellect
began--and with it the move toward voluntarism--especially among
the Franciscans· and with Duns Sootus in particular stressing the
divine liberty. 3 Scotua turned his doctrine against both Thomism
and Augustinianism.4

And, as one historian observes, he may be

lnani.el Ao Callus, The Condemnation of St. Thomas at Oxford
( 2d ed.; London: Blackfriars Publics.tions;-1955), p. 1a-:2copleston,. Medieval PhilosoEhy;, PP• 112-13.•
3Ibid • .See also Knowles, II, 77; and Emile Brehier, The
History; of .fhilosophy;: The Middle Ages~ the Renaissa.nce-;-Tra.ns>
Wade Baskin (Chicago, 1965), p. 188. Scotusi-s-a1m, Brehier ss.ys,
was not to substitute for Thomism the Augustinian view making
love rather than knowledge 'the final end of things, 11 but to free
will from understanding just as he freed matter from form, the
individual being from the species, the intellect from divine
illumination."
4Leff, Medieval Thought, p. 262.

I
•

regarded as "the first great figure of the

12

~moderns":

he dis-

tinguishes between theological and scientific knowledge; he
denies any certainty to reason and limits its application; and he
emphasizes God's freedom: to will .and to act .1 it.fter him the controversy began to widen in earnest; and by circa 1320 when Bradwardine, Holcot, and 1filliam of Ockham are students of theology
at Oxt'ord, the intellectual climate is complex indeed.
In the 1200 1 8 leading thinkers already recognized the distinction between theology and philosophy; but since most of them
were. theologians they wanted no break between the two.

Instead

they persisted in compiling their "great syntheses • • • in which
the two sciences harmonized'' using metaphysics as the "junctionpo1nt o "2

The more famous of these syntheses survived and became

associated w1 th the doctrinal schools of religious orders:
Thomism with the Dominicans, Augustinianism with the Franciscans,

~and Giles of Rome's teaching with the Hermits of St. ~ugustine. 3
In the fourteenth century these three schools represented the via
iantigua, the older tradition.

lmodern~,

It was challenged by the !!!_

a new movement receiving its greatest impetus from Ock-

r,

fham's teachings.

The Modern p~ilosophers insisted upon a clear

l

ldistinction between reason and revelation, thus effecting a radi~cal change in the theological approach to God~

Theycriticized

ineoplatonism £or confounding God and man in one metaphysical sys1 Robson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, p. 21.

2copleaton, .Medieval Philosophy, p. 15.
3Ibid.
• 118-19

tem, for belittling the importance of both divine and human will,
and for its excessive determinism.

In place of these, they offer

the transcendence of God (the impossibility of knowing him except
as his nature is expressed in the world of being), the primacy of
divine will, and the radical contingency of all action, divine and
human.1

Here we see the beginning of conflicts that often cre-

ated an intellectual confusion--auch as Troilua and the Nun's
Priest reflect in their discussions on free will.
The new movement (referred to as nominalism2 or terminism2
as well aa Ockhamism3 ) in more than one way upset the traditional
system of thought, for it comprised at once "a body of doctrine.
an attitude of mind, and a new technique of thought."4

Entering al

mental climate already critical and eclectic, Ockhamism attracted
minds of every shade of opinion.

Ockham himself was a Franciscan.

Dominicans like Holcot and the essentially Thomistic Nicholas
Trivet both proved vulnerable to his teachinga.5

The impact of

Ockham•a doctrine came through its combination of theological radlicalism and logical innovation.

None of his disciples possessed

fto the full the unique abilities of their master.6

I

~~Oxford

1Robson, Wyclif
Schools, P• 19,
2E. A. Moody, The Logic of William ·of Ockham (London, 1935),
Rp. 33 (explains logic of termsT:' See a1s0-Copleston, Medieval
h~hilosophy, pp. 126... 28.
·

~

.

"
3copleston, p. 127, refers
to Ockb.am as a conceptualist.
4Knowles, Religious Orders, II, 81.
5rbid. See also Copleston, pp. 120-21; 136-52.
6Robson W olif and the Oxford Schools p • 21-220
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Ockham saw in logic an instrument end means of all knowledge;~ therefore, we should briefly review 1 ts place in the four-

teenth century.

The art of disputation had been established by

the schoolmen centuries before Ockham; in fact, without logic
their syntheses would not have been possible.

~lthough

useful for

clarifying subjects and for training students to be alert and
questioning thinkers, dialectics sometimes prompted argument for
victory's sake without regard for merit or truth.2

H.

o.

Taylor

rather gloomily observes that in scholastic decadence "the preposterous use of logic was a palpable element," both a cause and an
effecto 3

While scholasticism disintegrated, the university men

were exercising a "hypertrophic logic,u mistaking words for
thoughts.

The emptiness of philosophy kept increasing, and so did'.

the num:t>er of schools, of professors and students.
of intellectuals decreased.

But the numbe

During the time Bradwardine and Hol-

cot were at Oxford, the study of logic reached a zenith With Oakham; and its·practice introduced into English thought the new
sceptici am that seeped into all ranks of society.

In the ls te

l330's Ockham already noted that "laymen and old women" questione
theologians on such difficult matters as necessity and contingenc
lH.

o.

Taylor, ~Mediaeval Mind (2 vols.; London, 1911),

II, 552-53.

2J. w. Adamson, "Edu()ation(tt The Lef5e.cy 2f. ~Middle jges,
ed. c. G. Crump and E. F. Jacob corrected ed.; Oxford, 1932 ,
PPo 278-80).

3Mediaeval ~' II, 553.
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and God's power. 1

The spreading of the new thought was inevitable

since the university disputes drew large public gatherings.
tions debated covered a wide area of topics:

Ques-

logic, moral philos-

ophy, or science; or they might deal with problems current in politics and economics.

These disputes introduced the via moderns

approach for delicate problems of orthodoxy and served not only as
agents for spreading certain philosophies, but also as testing
grounds for new ideaso 2
Whether any careerist in the fourteenth century could have
succeeded without some talent for logic appears rather doubtful.
Bradwardine and Holcot, Wyclif and Strode all advanced their
careers with skill in disputation.
dialectic control in their writingso
deai about logic.
putations:

BJth Chaucer and Gower show
~nd

Chaucer knows a great

In fact, he probably attended many public dis-

"in scole is greet altercacioun/ In this mateere, and

greet disputisoun'•

(~,

3237-38).

But whether he thoroughly

approves of the opinions emerging from these disputes is another
story.

Troilus is less than flattering when he refers to •an

, opynyoun of some/ That han hire top ful heighe and smothe yshore•
(IV, 995-96); while the .fiend in "The Friar's Ts.le" scoffs at
theological speculation:

'I do no .f ors of youre dyvynytee' ( 1512).

We noted above that the reali s·t-nominalist disputes early in
the fourteenth century caused theologians to move away "from a ,
lBeryl Smalley, English Friars and. b..ntiqui ty in ~ Early
XIVth Centurx (Oxford, 1960), P• 29. See also Robson, P• 330
2Astrik L. Gabriel, "The College System in the Fourteenth•
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universe governed by the Divine Reason to one resulting from the
Divine Willo"

Now, let us investigate more closely how this move

to voluntarism effected the area of thought essential to Chaucer's
views on free will and

predestina~ion.

To rightly understand the

debates on voluntarism, we must first recognize those opinions
held in common by both conservative and radical thinkerso

In

brief, they agreed that the major questions for dispute in their
time no longer were concerned with the divine nature or human
psychology, as in the previous century, but with God's activity
toward men; that is, our knowledge of God and his of us,
the relation of his will to ours, and the capacity of men to
act freely and completely both in their own power and in respect of God's will towards themo The divine will was to
be seen in every human ict, and man's strongest desire was
to be justified to Godo
·
There were violent disagreements in answering these questions,
!

however; and in the resultant conflicts, every extreme opinion
was propounded as a solution:

from scepticism to fideiam, from

free will to determinism, ttand from the natural and inalienable
'goodness of human nature to the total depravity of all men unsano•
2
tified by the gratuitous gift or grace."
The debates qn voluntarism required the f'requent use of the
·traditional distinction between God's absolute power, or potentia
absolute., and his "normal use of that power in His 'ordained' or
Century Universities," The Forward :Movement of the Fourteenth Oen. turx, ed. Francis Lee Utley (Columbus, Oh1o,196l}, PP• 99-lOOo
lRobson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, P• 32. See also
Knowles, !ieligioua Orders, II, ~75.
2Rnhi:1nn _ nn-

32-~!2. ..
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established economy,"l or ;eotentia ordinata.

Previously, theolo-

gians had limited their study and argument to God's ordained power as known through reason and revelation; and his absolute power,
reverently safeguarded, did not really enter into their reckoning.
Gradually, these positions became reversed.

Beginning with Duns

Scotus, theologians more and more considered God's possible use o
his potentia absolute, until they were devoting all their attention to the realm of the absolute.

In such speculation, Knowles

explains, "the elaborate hierarchy of means and laws--the clumsy
but indispensable method by which the human mind can express the
fragmentation of eternal Truth," fades away and only God's limitless and incomprehensible power remains.

The system of supernat-

ural virtues and gifts, of grace and merit, also disappears in
view of God's free and absolute will.

Thus, with all in a sense

uncertain, he continues, the plan of salvation and grace as something impossible to grasp or formulate is bypassed in order to
concentrate-on what can "be seen and known by man•s unaided powers:

to adopt a kind of theological pos1tivism." 2

accepts this diagnosis of' theological positivism.

Oberman
However, he

· suggests adding to "be seen and known" the phrase "and be
man's unaided powers."

~by

And he observes that in this medieval

Iperiod the theological outlook in respect to predestination and
'

I
'

lKnowles, II, 75. This discussion relies on Knowles, II,
74-83, and on H. A. Oberman, ArchbiahoE Thomas Bradward1ne: A
Fourteenth-Centurt Augustinian (Utrecht, 1957), pp. 34-43. Oberman's work will o ten be cited as Archbishop Bradwardine.
2Knowles, II, 76.

l8

free will, grace and merit, and penitence, presented man as "the
image of' God in his almost absolute powero" 1
In the realist-nominalist disputes the Scotist idea of' God's
will as the sole cause and guiding norm of man•s activity underwent some radical modifications.

Whereas Sootus saw the divine

will as primarily an all-embracing, creative, and outgoing love,
his successors of'ten replaced this beneficent attribute with a
will operating as pure libert·y. 2 The lE!.ter conception of God's
freedom, especially when combined with the Ockhamistic empiricism,
almost inevitably incurred a two-fold consequence.

First, God's

will untrammeled by any law, even his own--since his knowledge is
a function of his will3--can dispense with the ordinary means of
enriching or rewarding men, thereby making unnecessary the traditional structure of supernatural habits and virtues, with even
1 oberman, Archbishoe Bradwardine, P• So See also p. 118:
The uses of the terms ~otentia ab8oluta and potentia ordinate in
nominalism not only li erated philosophy f'rom dependence on theol•
ogy but ultimately gave man a freedom second only to the absolute
' power of God.
2Kn.owles, II, 77. See also ArchbishoE Bradwardine, P• 38:
For Scotus the divine Will can never become arbitrary, since it
finds its standard in God's being: holiness and justice. The
same thought occurs in Bradwa.rdine, "and through the contrast it
becomes clear how God's potent1a absoluta plays quite a diff'erent
part with the Occamistic nominalists on the one hand, and with
Duns and afterwards with .Bradwardine on the other."

I

3Archbishop Br>adwardine, p. 39: Ockham is connected with
the development of' God's po~entia absoluta f'rom Scotus: "Outwardly God cannot act inordinately • • • In God himself there are not
two different potencies." Ockham's conception of the 'potentia
Dei absoluta' is sometimes considered 1•a religio-theologica.l
motif of the first order. tt It is understandable that Bradwa.rdine
e.t first ttcould so well give e. place to the potentia. a.bsoluta of
God ••• rt and thus. be depicted by some scholars as an Ookhe.mi st o
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grace and merit super:fluous.

Second, this divine liberty renders

theodicy (the study o:r God and his ways with man) so :flexible and
undetermined that any consideration of it proves useless;the
theologian must confi.ne his study to the visible actions of' me.no
Consequently, under the pretense of honoring divine liberty, any
consideration of God becomes imposs·ible and f'or a.11 practical purposes he is left out of sight. 1
By emphasizing God's absolute freedom and

liberality~

the freedom of man's actions, the voluntarists o:r the Scotist
school see the likelihood of God accepting those actually unrepentant o

On the other hand, their optimistic view of man's power

to love and choose impels them to minimize the need :for God's
acceptance in the work o:f salvation.

Ockham carries such views to

extremes when he denies the absolute necessity of forgiveness in
justification and considers habitual grace as little more than a
right relationship o:r man to God.

Such radical theories, of

course, follow naturally from his belief in God's absolute libert
and his refusal to recognize any power or quality not immediately
experienced by the mind. 2
Most of the scholastic theologians in the :fourteenth centur
believed in a moderate predest1narienismo3

Thus, it is no sur-

prise that authorities at Ox:ford found a taint of Pelagianism in
lKnowlea, II, 770
2rbid., p. 790. See also Robson, Wyclif and ox:rord Schools,
ppo 21-24.
3Robson, p. 61.
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Ockham's doctrine because it gave free will, and not grace, the
chief role in good works.

They asked Thomas .Bradwardine for help

in stemming the movement; he responded with a course of lectures
developing into the monumental ~ causa Dei adversus Pelag1ano!o 1
Bradwardine found in

~ugustine•s

doctrine "the fullest answer to

the problems of grace end predestination,"2 the most effective
counteraction to those views limiting GQd 1 s power or denying reality to the supernatural order.

The three books ot the De Causa

-ence

the first establishes the exist-

Dei follow a logical sequence:

of God and his attributes; the second takes up the nature of

free will; and the third seeks a meeting-place between God's
sovereignty and man's freedom.3

~t this point, it may help to

recall the ordered system of the Summa theologica (bearing in mind
that Holcot is a follower of Ockham).

Knowles believes that both

Bradwardine and the Ockhamists--with doctrines the antithesis of
each other--forsake the balance of natural end supernatural in
Aquinas's system.

For Oakham finds concrete reality in man's

action in all its freedom; he puts God in the background and
allots to the supernatural a questionable existence.
Bradwardine, God is all.

But for

His knowledge embraces and determines

all things, past and present and future; as the author of grace,

.

1Edited by Sir Henry Savile {London, 1618)0
2 Knowles, II, 800 See also Robson, Wzclif !!!.£Oxford Schoolf
pp. 36-39; ArchM shop Bradws.rdine, pp. 119-21.
'

'·

3Gordon Leff, Bradwardine ~the Pelagiens (Cambridge,
England, 1957), P• 17;
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he controls all men at all timea. 1
While comparing Bradwardine end Ockham we should mention
their opposing views on contingency,

2

that all-important aspect of

predestination in Chaucer's discussions of free will. Does "Goddes
worthy forwityng/ Streyneth me nedely for to doon a thyng," the
Nun's Priest's wonders; Troilua declares tba.t if God from eternity
"Hath wist byforn oure thought ek as oure dede,/ We hen no fre
choia, as thiae clerkes rede 0 'i.V, 978-80).

t somewhat lengthy

passage from Oberman•s study illustrates the contrasting opinions
of Bradwardine and Holcot and should assist us to better understand the kind of conflict experienced by Chaucer's characters:
The thought of the potentia absolute with Occam enlarges
the sphere of contingentia; with Bradwa.rdine, however, that of
necessitas; whereas Occam thinks of the necessitas ~ hXE~t~
esi, Bradwardine thinks of the necessitas consequentis. Occam,
just like Bradward1ne views the world from God's point or
view. But it is in the application that their ways part;whereas Occam de.fends the "possibility" against the "certainty" on
account of the ~qssible operation of God's potentia absoluta,
Bradwardine is certain of the constant operation of God, His
revealed power being evidence of his sovereignty. For Bradwardine there is not the possibility of seeing the world siD'llJl.
taneously as a believer and, from another point of view, as an
unbeliever.3 For Occam this means in practice that man can be
redeemed without grace ude potentia absoluta," as God can forgive sin and remit punishment Without the infusion of graceo4
l

Knowles, II, 80; Robson, po 39; !rch. Brndward.ine, P• 540

2w. Ho Turner in Catholic EncycloEedia, IV, 267: The medi•
eval idea of contingency may be summed up in ~quinas 1 a thesis:
'that which can be and not peo•
3Archbisho~ Bradwardine, P• 24& The great number of philosophical writers quoted in De Cause De1 may be explained by the
fact that Bradwardine subscribes to Anselm's view making no division--aa the nominalista do--between believing end knowingo

4Ibid., PP• 39-40.

In this passage Oberman implies how the attitude toward contingency crucially affects the doctrine of grace and merit in the
Christian scheme of salvation, and thus how intricately this attitude is connected with the conception of divine power.

He goes o

to say that Ockham shared Aquinas's opinion that the difference
between potentia absoluta and potentia ordinata should be thought
of as a linguistic distinction.

However, in the elaboration of

this difference Ockham goes his own way, one that clearly shows
how the idea of the absolute power can pave the way for salvation
'ex puris naturalibus.• 1
Nowhere in De Causa

~does

Bradwardine list his Pelagian

opponents, but it is generally conceded that Holcot as well as
Ockham are included among them. Robert Holcot, 2 like many other
fourteenth-century theologians, reveals a strong individualism in
his thinking • . He does not adhere sedulously to Ockham•s opinions;
in fact, his deviations of thought lead to conclusions far more
radical than his master's. 3

In epistemology, he outdid .Ockham by

libid., P• 40.
2 Th1s analysis of Holcot relies on Knowles, II, 81-82; Oberman, Archbishoj Bradwardine, PP• 43-46; Catholic En~'l!lopedia,
XII, 532-33.
ee also Leff", Medieval Thought, PP• 9 ·-92.
3Here we should observe that Ockham may often be too severely criticized for vagaries in his doctrine. Cardinal Mercier in
IA Manual of Modern Scholastic Philoso,eh'l, II (3rd English ed.;
lfLondon, 1926), 417, explains that though Ockham•s system contained in germ "many anti-Scholastic doctrines,". not all were formulated by him but were seized upon and developed by others.
Wyclif noted much the same a generation after Ockham. In
one instance he absolves Ockham from advancing what he considers
to be an erroneous interpretation of the reality of ideas--and he
even excuses the Moderns for advancing the view (Robson,ppol73-74)

l
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stating that the object of knowledge is the proposition in the
mind, not the individual the proposition represents.

In his the-

ory on God's potent1a absolute, he not only accepts but draws out
further Ockham's views on grace and the supernatura1.l

With him

as with Ockham the absolute power is no mere speculation contrasted with God's known activity, but a constant possibility more
real than the potentia ordinata that can be superseded.

We al-

ready mentioned Ockham's belief that with his absolute power God
could eliminate grace and the supernatural virtues and accept
man's natural acts as meritorious for salvation.

But here Holcot

again goes further; since God can reward without any precedent
grace or merit, he claims, he
at all on man's part.

~an

also reward without any action

In fact, God could even permit men to act

without a sense of right or wrong and reward them for their actions.2

So the divine operations, indeterminate and unregulated,

cannot have a pert in our reckoning; we must depend for our con•
clusions upon what we see and experience. 3
As early as the twelfth century two events seemed to anticipate the disputes on free will and predestination in Bredwardine'
lArchbishOJ;? Br~dwa.rdine, p. 37: In Duns Scotus' s :e_otentia
absoluta God cen decide to accept w:1 thout merit or to make a law
whE1reby man cen be saved in another way. This thought is later
carried to extreme by Robert Holcot.
2Knowlea, II, 82 •
.·
5rbid. See also Leff, Medieval Thought, p. 292: "Holcot' s
discussion of future contingents is notable for the way in vhich
it involves revele.tion; he tends to suggest that God, rather than
be misled in His knowledge of future contingents, knows only whet
is necease.ryj contingents are outside his purview."
•

,, __________________________________________

"

....,

time o
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In 1141 1 the Council of .Sens condemned Peter A.be lard's

opinion that 'free will as such suffices to p:irform something
good.'

Conversely, in 1148, the Council of Reims censured an opin

ion that undercuts the value of man's efforts:
there is no meritorious human action.•

'~part

from Christ

Future theologians, obvi-

ously, were expected to strike a course between ''the Scylla and
Charybdis of these two condemned extremes." 1 Until the end of the
thirteenth century, as we know, theologians did attempt to strike
a middle course with their syntheses; but the stress on the primacy of the will in the next century propelled some of their successors toward one or the other extreme opinion.

The:antithetical

doctrines of Bradwardine and Holcot, for example, stray from the
tre.di t ional balance of Thomi am and come very near the censored
opinions of the twelfth century.
Though they disagreed intellectually, Braqwardine and Holcot
had strikingly similar careers.

Both were born circa 1290 and

died during the first outbreak.of the Blsck Death in 13490

They

both pursued the arts and th9ology at Oxford; Bradwardine•s bent
was doctrinal and mathematical, while Holcot's was moral and human
istic.

After Oxford, their careers drew widely apart.

Bradwar-

dine entered Edward Ill's service aa royal chaplain, diplomat, and
homilist for the army.

Holcot assisted in the composition of the

Philobiblon and wrote b1bl1Qal coimnentaries and exempla; but he
also devoted considerable time to pastoral dutieso

Perhaps the

lH. A. Oberman, Forerunners of the Reformation (New York,
Chicago, Sen F'I'ancisco, 1966), PPo-Y29-30o
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similarity at the close of these men's lives is the most striking
of all.

If !rchbishop Bradwardine had.not left Avignon and hur-

ried to take up his new duties, he might have evaded the Black
Death;~ if Holcot had not been closely associated with the people

in pastoral work, he too might have survived·.2

They both seem to

demonstrate the kind of charity Chaucer ascribes .to the Parson:
Wyd was his parisshe, and houses fer asonder,
But he ne lefte nat, for reyn ne thonder,
In aiknesse nor in meschief to visite
. The ferreste in his parisshe, muche and lite.
(Gen Prol, 491-94)
In appraising the doctrines of Brsdwardine and Holcot in the
past, most historians of thought have followed a set pnttern:
:sradwardine is a determinist; while Holcot leans toward extreme
nominalism.

Their doctrines are far too complex to be labeled

that simply; and recently there is a trend to take a more careful
and tolerant look at their theologies.

For the sake of contrast,

however, let us summarize some of the earlier views, beginning
with Bradwardine.

With his absolute determinism Bradwardtne so

inappropriately mixes up metaphysical and material ideas with an
lworkman, ~ Wyclif, I, 122: ttBradwardine returned to
England t·o assume his dut:1.es. On the 19th of .l&ugust he landed at
Dover, having walked the whole way from ~vignon to Calais at an
. average· of twenty miles a day under an August sun." Oberman,
ArchbishoE Bradwardine, p. 22: ''After his return from ~vignon
Bradward1ne, who must hav~ known what dangers awaited him, was
overcome by one of the last eruptions of this epidemic • 11
2Beryl Smalley ''Robert Holcot o. P.," Archivum Fratrum
Praedicatorum, XXVI (1956), 8: Holcot last appears in a bishop's
register in !343-48. •Hence we may believe the tradition th&t he
died at Northampton of the plague in 1349; he is said to have
caught it while ministering to the sick."
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ethl.cal question that his doctrine of salvation by grace a.lone
rests upon an lnsecure foundation.l Although influenced to some
degree by both Scotus and Ockham (see above, p.18, notes 2, 3),
Bradwa.rdine' s system of theodicy and ethics is on the whole original and made a deep impression on his contemporaries.

His

restrictions eliminating the genuine .freedom of man also elimininate the entire scholastic system of ethics.

In a sense, then,

his restrictions move in another way toward the

~verro~stic

view

ha wanted to counteract; he attempts in vain to safeguard man's
responsibility and merit. 2 tccording to Bradwa.rdine, the divine
will is the necessitating cause of all contingent activity and
thus of man's volitions.

Freedom for man actually consists in

independence of intelligence and conditions of sensibili ty--of
everything but God alone.

He denies determinism to external

agents, to heavenly bodies, and to external violence.

Liberty,

then, is reduced to spontaneous volitio~.3
Bradwardine•s theory that God's free will operates as the
sovereign norm of man's nature and the necessitating cause of all
his actions destroys man's liberty by reducing freedom to spontaneous vol1t1on. 4 In his analysis Robson agrees with Knowles (see
above, po20) that Bradwa.rdine 1 s attack on the Pelagians (or Ockhamists) exhibits a determinism as unorthodox as the Pelagian

..

la. v.

.

Lechler,, John Wycliffe and£!!.! English Precursors,
trans. P. Lorimer (2d edo; London, 1884), P• 680
2Maurice de Wulf, Histor~ of Mediaeval Philosophl, trans. Po
Coffey, II (3rd ed.; New York, 1909}, pp. 445-47.
3

4

.~
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claims f'or me.n's freedom. 1

The doctrine of Bradwardine is this,

Workman says, "that the divine will is the antecedent necessity of'
every effect." 2 In his earlier works on medieval philosophy,
Gordon Leff' generally adheres to the judgment that

~adwardine•s

outlook aff'ected theology much as scepticism af'f'ected reason.

By

placing all truth on a theological plane, he says, Bradwardine
\

refuses any concession to natural considerations; and thereby, as
much as the sceptics, he causes a break between faith and reason.3
Bradwardine agrees with Ockha.m in his stress on God's liberty and
omnipotence and the moral law's dependence on divine will, Father
Copleston says. 4

tnd although he appeals to !ugustine for bis

theological predestination, a question arises of how f'ar

~ugustine

alone influences him e.nd how f'ar the nominalist•a view of God's
power and will aways his interpretation in the last analysiso 5
In Holcot 1 a case, it is

s~td

that he accepts all of' Ockham's

doctrines (see above, PP• 20-23 ) but draws some of' them out f'ur"i:;her, tor example, those on grace and the supernatural; and that
in his teachings he sometimes lacks consistency. 6

Vw'hether inten-

tionally or not, Oberman seems to prove such inconsistency by
1 wyclif'

!!ill! O.xf'ord Schools, p.

38.

~Jopn Wyclif 1 I, 123.

3This analysis is from Leff's Medieval Thought, p. 299.
4Medieval Philosophy, p. 136.

'
5prederick c. Oopleston,
~ History 2f. Pbilosophz, III
(Westminster, Maryland, 19 53), 124.
6.smalley, English Friars, PP• 198-99.
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telling us that Holcot opposes the idea of God's all-causality but
that he maintains a connection between God and sin, for nothing
happens outside the divine will or contrary to it.

In fact, "he

sees God's causality work in such a way that man is psychological
urged to a definite act or choice •"l Although Holcot does not
openly defend determinism, Oberman says further, his elaboration
of the Eotentia absolute idea in the doctrine of will extends so
far that spontaneity of will is lost--an
ways attempts to avoid.

effect Bradwardine al-

Thus, Holcot 1 s concept of the will defi-

'nitely opposes Bradwardine's.

~nether

aspect of his doctrine con-

trary to Bradwardinian thought lies in his philosophical scepticism that encourages expressions with a Pelagian flavor; that is,
he uses the absolute power to undermine the potentia ordinata.
Since future contingency exists for God as well as for man, he
says, whatever may have been revealed is continually liable to
contingency, and so what Scripture says can be untrue. 2 This
statement can yield far-reaching conclusions when subjected to
Holcot 1 a method of argument, Oberman explains.

1stating

of a contingency may progress to

11

What begins as the

the teaching of merit

without true faith, i. e. without grace."3
1

Archbi.s~o.E Bradwardine, P• 440 It seems to me that Holcot rs idea is an extension of' Aquina:s' s thought that man is free
with respect to finite goods but naturally determined toward infinite good. One would not 'Qe free if' he encountered an infinite ./
good and if his intellect recognized it as such--however, man in
tru.s lif'e does not directly encounter an infinite good (Catholic
Encyclopedi~, VI, 90).
2Ibid., P• 45.

3Ibid., PP• 45-460

~·
;.

-------------------------------~~..,
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Holcot posits the thesis that formulated judgments, not real
things, are the object of. science, de Wulf says; "he outlines the
theological determinism afterwards developed by Bradwardine 0 and
holds that God .by virtue of his absolute power could command man
to hate him. 1 The unqualified away Holcot allots to God's absolute power

tt swallows

up any semblance of order," Leff says.

he.m used man's freedom as

~ ~qua~

Ock-

for meritorious action,

but Holcot eliminates even this prerequisite.

With no order be-

tween grace and merit and salvation, and the possibility that God
can reward without any action at all, Leff continues, man does not
need free will to do anything to gain divine acceptance. 2 Quite
in contrast to the kind of criticism Holcot usually inspires,
Workman judges him without rigor:

Holcot differs from Bradwardine

and Wyclif by his emphasis on the need for free will as an antecedent to merit,3 an appraisal that for all its mildness disagrees
with the opinion of both Oberman and Leff.
Essentially, Father Copleston rejects the traditional views
on Holcot.

As a theologian Holcot postulates a logic of faith not

conformable to Aristotle's natural logic, he says; yet this makes
h:tm neither a religious sceptic nor an agnostic.

Rather, perhaps

he and
... his followers were returning to St. Peter Damian's notion
of God transcending the principles of logic and man's thought.
Holcot points to the

doct~ine

of the Trinity as one truth tran-

1 Maurice de Wulf, Rister~ of Mediaeval Philosophl, transo
Ernest c. Messenger from 5th French ed., II (London, 1926), 1890
2Medieval Thought, p. 292.
3 ~ W~clif, I,119.
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scending the Aristotelian principle of contradiction. 1

This

defense of Holcot seems to question the justice of judging him as
an intellectual sceptic because he rejects the conventional proofs
for God's ex1stence 2 or yields too much credit to the efficacy of
man's choice.

In general, any attempt to turn the medieval nomi-

nalists into rationalists or into sceptics in the modern sense
takes them out of their historical setting and mental background,
Father Copleston reminds us; in time, nominalism served as a regular current in scholastic thoughto3
In his later works Oberman also questions whether Holcot
deserves criticism for unorthodox thinking.

Holcot was an enthu-

siastic follower of Ockham, he says, but not a servile student4-just as Bradwarcline, we might say, was not a servile student of
Augustine. 5

~nd he further points out that, unlike Holcot, a

sceptic or an agnostic would not pay tribute to ttthe authority of
Hermes-- • • • of ,Socrates, Plato and .U.ristotle.*'6

(This same

argument might be used to defend Chaucer against the charge of
scepticism.)

In any case, despite the paradoxes and deviations

lMedieval Philosophy, pp. 136, 141; see also A. Maurer,
Cathol:J.c Encyclopedia, XII, 532.

2Smalley, "Robert Holcot

o.

P.," p. 5.

3Histori of Philosophy, III, 151-52.
4Forerunners of Refo~mation, p. 133.

5Archb1sho~ Rradwardine, p. 840
6
H. A. Oberman, Harvest of Medieval Theology (Cambridge,
Massachusetts, 1963), pp. 238-39.
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from Thomism in his doctrine, Holcot continued to see himself as a
1Dom1n1can adhering to Aquinas•• system1 and his teachings, like
Ockham's, were never condemned.
We observed Cardinal Mercier's comment (above, p.22 , note
3) that parts ot Ockham 1 s doctrine were "seized upon and developed
by others 11 --by Holcot, f'or example.

It appears that Bradwardine 1 s

position may have been similar to Ockham 1 a in that contemporsries
carried his doctrine to its logical consequences.2

This practice,

plus the condemnation of deterministic doctrines in

13~6

and 1347,

created an audience unfavorably disposed to ~ Causa ~·3

~d

thanks to an inadequate interpretation of his work--based on the
first chapters of Book III--Bradwardine immediately came under
suspicion for teaching ••a predestination coupled w.1. th divine oompulsion."4

Even in Chaucer's generation, according to Carleton

Brown, the Pearl-poet shows Bradwardinian influence, but he carriei
Bradwardine 1 s views to extremity in the boldness "with which he
pushes .the doctr:i.ne of free grace to its logical conclusion.•• 5
This exaggeration of Bradwardine's teaching no doubt savored of
lA. B. Emden, A Biographical Registe.£. of the Uni verai ty
Oxford to A.D. 1500 f3 vols.; Oxford, 1957-59)", II, 946-47.

2£

"

2wor1anan, ~ ~yclif, I, 123; see also de Vfu.lf, History of
Mediaeval Philosophy, tr&ns. ·F. Coffey, pp. 445-47.
3rn the first book, chapter 21, Bradwardine asserts that
something 1 s just because C',od wills 1 t, a.n emphasis typical of the
fourteenth century but often misunderstood as making God an arbitrary tyrant (Oberman, Forerunners of Rei'ormation, p. 164).
4ArchbishoE Bradwardine, P• 226.

5 "J.uthor of iJ.'he Pearl Considered," p. 130.

r
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t

·heresy in Chaucer's time 1 and could have affected the poet's attitude toward free will.
Wycl1f apparently misunderstands the Doctor Profundus, Ober. me.n says, when he finds in Bradwardine 's doctrine of coefficiency
an impl:loation that lawbreakers 11 can claim being driven to their
evil act by God." 2 On the contrary, just as ethical quietism
1

does not follow from the Christian conception of predestination,
Bradwardine's teaching on grace contains no statement undermining
individual responsibility.

1

In his discussions of man's servitude

to divine will, Oberman continues, Bradwardine always reminds his
audience to live in their servitude to the glory of God. 3 On
'

this same point, Robson notes that in the twenty years following
· Bradwardine's death, his marked influence at Paris and Ox.ford
"was indeed somewhat equivocal.••
causa

~,

-

he says, could be used even in the cause of radical

jtheologians, themselves
~Paris

The extreme voluntarism in De

~nee

under attack by Bradwardine.

~t

in 1360 (when Wyclif was at Oxford), for example, an Ock-

hamist theologian arguing that God is the cause of sin could quote
the Doctor Profundus to support his claim. 4
One modern historian shows unusual perception in his anal-

lysis

I

or

Bradwardine--tbe anti-Pelogian almost going so rar "as to

lp. G. Thomas, English Literature before Chaucer {London,

11924)' p. 138.

~

2.Archbiahop Bre.dwe.rdine, pp. 79-80.
3 Ibid.

4
wyclif ~Oxford .Schools, p. 40.

r
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f1·

·deny outright any causal1 ty other than di vine causal! ty. etl

Brad-

wardine's dry theory of the enthralled will, widely accepted in
the fourteenth century, he says, joins God and man not through
mediation and love but with man like a thrall dependent upon his
lord.

Yet man is a thrall by his own free will, not by restraint.

As we already noted, Leff in his earlier writings generally refers to .Bradwardine as a theological determinist.

In one of his

later works, however, he qualifies his stand by retracting some of
his remarks on Bradwardine•s orthodoxy in the matter of grace and
merit.

2

He owns that these observations, based on post-Tridentine

teaching, failed to fully recognize the lack of clear-cut definitions in fourteenth-century theology; and, .consequently, he now
looks upon Bradwardine as' rigid, but not unorthodoxo 3
In his retraction Leff calls attention to a fact often lost
sight of, that at all times theologians may hold contrary opinions
on a question and debate its truth so long as the Church's decision is pendingo 4 This liberty encourages flexible and sometimes
adventurous thinking; perhaps at no time more apparent than in the
.fourteenth century and among theologians like Bradwardine and
Holcot.

And judging by the writings of these two men, it appears

1 Brehier, History of Philosophl, pp. 189-90.

2Gregory

E.f. Rimin1 (Manchester, England,

1961), p. 241.

~

3Ib1d. In his note Leff explains his retraction of certain
judgments expressed in Bradwardine· ~ ~ Pelagians, pp. 149-501
15~-56.

4:smalley, English Friars, P• 130; $\.demson, "Education,"
T.JE1gacy of Middle~ges, pp. 284-85.
LOYOLA, UNIVERSITY LIBRARY,
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that fourteenth-century thinkers not only questioned the opinions
of others but were also willing to qualify their own at times.
The folloWing passage indicstes that Bradwardine shows some fle.xibili ty in his stand on free will and predestination;
• • • in the question De Futuris Contingentibus he does indeed
leave little to the spontaneity of the free will, of the psychological freedom of the will, so ths.t here one can rightly
speak of determinism. But in De Causa ~, probably written
later, matters are different. He tries to maintain the freedom of will as wel [sic] as the ttnecessitas 'antecedens"
against fatalists and Pelagians.l
And in the .Sermo Epinicius ( 1346), we should add, he speaks forthrightly against a prevailing trend of astral determinism as well
as against Pelagianism.

In Holcot•s case, although

crit~cs

may

find high nominalism in his doctrine, they generally concede that
he is indeed an enigmatic philosopher, a

11man

of many pa.rado.xes 112

with consistency not his outstanding virtue as a thinker.3
fact, because of his adventurous

~peculation

In

it is not easy at

times to decide where Holcot expresses his own opinion and where
he is quoting the views of' another.4
The current controversy over Bradwardine's doctrine of predestination ia discussed briefly in an introduction to the .Sermo
'Epinicius, 5 a work helpt'ul in determining how the Doctor ProlArchbishop Bradwardine, p. 226.
21"orerunners of Reformation, p. 134.
<'

3smalley, "Robert Holcot," p. 93; English Friars, p. 1900
4

~rchbishop Bradwardine, p. 44.

rpi-

5H. A. Oberman and ;J. A. Wei sheifl eds
"The Senno
nicius .Ascribed to Thomas Bradwardine lt46), tt trchives ftlh a oir!_
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fundus may have influenced Chaucer's attitude toward free will.
?

W1 th

the add1 tional light the Sermo throws on Bradwardine' a

views, the editors find compelling proof that his doctrine is in
thorough agreement with the Church's teachings on free will and
predestination. 1 Their conclusion harmonizes with an observation
in the Catholic Enczclopedia:

Though historians usually regard

Bradwardine as a theological determinist, this assertion must
still be proved.2
H. A. Oberman selects treatises based

on~

Against the Pelagians and on Holcot 1 s Lectures .2!l

Cause £f_

~

~Wisdom

of

Solomon to clarify the. differences of opinion between Bradwardine
and Holcot on such issues as free will and grace and merit. 3 The
debate in these passages centers around the theme of grace in the
ninth chapter of Paul's epistle to the Romans, and even more
specifically around the

11 potter

end pot" simile that Paul uses to

symbolize the relationship between God and man.

In a sense, Brad-

wardine• s entire doctrine on tree will and predestination emanates from tlds Pauline chapter; and the history of its significance to him begins with his pre-theology days a_t 0.xford, accorddoctrinale et li tteraire du moyen a~, XXV ( 1958), 295-306.
work willbecited as 0 sermo"EEinicius."

This

lrbid., PP• 305-306. The editors point out that Bradwardine's views on predestination and free will, grace and merit,
, agree fundamentally with the teachings of tugustine and Aquinas.
See also Wood, Chaucer end Country£!_~ Stars, PP• 21-29.
2xrv, 116.

3Forerunners
I'.

l;

.2!... Reformation,

pp. 123-64.

r
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ing to an autobiographical account in De Causa ~. 1

:serore

Paul's teaching on grace converted him to the realization that
God's help precedes "all good works in time and in nature," he

I

says, he held a near-Pelagian belief that man is the master of

I

i

his own action, that he can do either good or evil, be either vir-1

tuous

or vicious as he chooses.

In fact, he consistently heard

theologians make such claims for man's freedom, but they spoke
about grace only rarely and then in an ambiguous sense.

During

this time, consequently, he concluded that the disciple erred
when he magnified grace and belittled free will as in the follow, ing verse:

So then it is not of him that willeth, nor of him
that runneth, but of God that sheweth mercy (Romans: 9:16). 2

I

From the moment of his new insight, however, this verse apparently

~became

the central text of Bradwardine's theology.

I.than any other reference in De Causa

~starting-point

~'

Quoted oftener!'

it always serves as a

for his treatises on grace and predestinat1on,3

land it is a recul'l'<lnt

thought in the Sermo Eein1cius as well as

in De Causa. Dei.

-

-

.

~
1.

1

Since the simile of the potter and his clay proves to be onel,

lof Bradwa.rdine' favorite images for describing God's relation- ,
to man, quite understandably it attracts the attention or
1---pp. 14-16. See also Robson, Wyclif
s

1

~

~ship

~

1
1

l~rchbishop Bradwardi~,

and Oxford Schools, pp. 3S.-39; Vforkman, John Y!Y.cl1f, I, l20-2lo

iWorkiiian prints a translation of this famOUS-pessage (De Causa Dei,
! Eook I, chap. 35, P• 308).
,
2Translations are rrom the Douay version (New York, 1929)0
~

3ArchbishoE Bradwardine, p. 16.

rr--------------------~
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I

Holcot.

But let us place the controversial image in context:

~

Such interpretations of the Creator-man relationship could damage
the cause of a pastor anxious to teach lessons of moral responsilForerunnera of Reformation, p. 136 •.

2 Ibid., P• 1330

r---------------·
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biliti and to inspire penitents with trust in divine mercy. 1

One

of Holcot•s sermons, for example, might be directly intended as a

counteraction to the effects of Bradwardine • s teaching.

He

ex~

pends the theme that man•s free will permits him to accept or to
reject God's grace.

If man did not have this choice, he could not

be held responsible for his evil deeds. 2

Like Chaucer's Parson,

he teaches that God wills all men to gain "the blisful lif that
is perdurable"; and to help everyone on the way to the heavenly
kingdom: "ther is a ful noble wey and a ful convenable, • • •
cleped Penitence, of which man sholde gladly herknen and enquere
with al his herte" ( ParsT, 75-85).

Penitence is necessary for

with the will that all men be saved goes the specification that
. God only wants salvation for those living according to his established laws. 3
We should remember that

Iwork designed to

~

Ce.usa Dei actually is a polemic

counteract the unorthodox views of Bradwardine•s

"opponents. In Book I, he presents the traditional opinions on
I doctrine of God that most effeotively serve to combat the

I

~the

l'elagian. claims of his opponents.

~he

~
~

I

Thus, Oberman points out, while

puts forward God's sovereignty-·the theme of the entire work-lSmalley, English Friars, P• 190.

2Holcot echoes a venerable belief and reflects both tugusE. J. Ca;oney (CB;tholic Encyclopedia, VI, 94)
~explains Augustine' a claim that God f s precepts of both Old and Ne
I Testaments would be worthless without free will. If man were not
lfree, Aquinas says, all "counsels, exhortations, precepts, prohi1bitions, rewards, and punishments would be purposeless. 11
i

tine and Aquinas.

3 Harvest

.£! Theolog~, p. 245.
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he apparently does so in the interest of De Causa• s main question:
what does God's sovereignty mean for free will and predestination,
sin and grace?l

Or, how do predestination and justification

relate to, or become reconciled with, man•s responsibility as a
moral agent? 2 He keeps to traditional teaching by defending both
man's freedom and divine necessity3 and by proposing a method for
reconciling the two.4

This proposal involves a s-ynthes1s wherein

"God' a government by the acientia media is cause coe.fficiens o.f
all that happens in the world. 11 5 God becomes the senior partner
in every act of man. 6 His doctrine o.f coe.fficiency raises the
I

problem of divine responsibility for sin, an imputation he wards
off with his concept of evil as

E_r1vat1~

boni.

Although God is

coef.ficient in all acts, he is not coef.ficient insofar as an act
is evil--but only by its essence, necessarily good like every
other form of being.

Such reasoning sounds stranger than it is,

Oberman notes; "an act is something, so it comes from God, no act
being possible without Him. Evil cannot come .from God, so God
only the acttt ;the evil will determines the direction. 7

I
~

gives

1.Archbi shop Bradwardine, p. 49.
2see also Forerunners of Reformation, pp. 134-35.
3Archbishop Bradwardine, p. 75.
4 c. Regan, Catholic Encyclopedia, VI, 93: Ultimately, the
reconciliation o.f free choj;Ce and man's total dependence on God's
grace is a mystery. The Church has always taught both truths with
theologians at f'ull li.berty to explain their compatibili tyo
6Forerunnera, pp. 134-350
5Archbi shop Bradwardine, p. 77 o
7Archbishop Bradwardine, p. 79.
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Bradwardine's concept of God's coefficiency received criticism from the 'Pelagian1 Moderni'--as in Holcot's case--for deny1ng all of man's responsibility and thereby posing a threat that
"every meri tum and demeri tum would become unthinkable. 111

In

refuting this accusation Bradwardine asserts that man remains
responsible for the intention of his act, even though God is its
source of energy and in its essence the doer.

For it remains

everyone's duty to choose the best according to capacity; divine
necessity acts freely and without compulsion, in no way hampers
man's choice.

Man's unawareness of divine coefficiency effects

for him the psychological experience of acting quite alone.

This

should not surprise us, Bradwardine says, for even the animals
suppose they act freely.

~nd

it is precisely this experience of

autonomy that allows man to voluntarily choose the good or to
•oppose• God's plan. 2 But here Bre.dward1ne does not revert to the
•

scholastic explanation of the meritum ~ congruo,3 already rejected by him.

He is aiming for the inalienable responsibility of man

Ito meke the best possible choice.4

3Robson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, p. 66: 1 ~Scholastic theology distinguishes the absolute merit, which cannot exist in men
inaturally, but is a supernatural quality deriving from grace
( meri tum de condigno), from the disposition to good which has a
certain claim to grace, thoueh not possessing it (meritum de
'congruo). God's grace is his free gif't which renders our works
condign, a double reward of' merit and acceptance following from
his promise that what is done with his love should merit eternal
life.'• See also Archbishop Braclwardine, PP• 149-590
I.

4ArchbishoE Bradwardine, P• 79 o
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Basically, as Oberman tells us, the wo1•king of God's grace
for Bradwardine the realization of divine predestination, just
coefficiency of God's will means the realization of divine
necessity; that is,
predestination is not the effect of that which comes into
existence through the co-operation of the human will with
God's grace, but conversely grace rests on predestination.
Predestination and grace--in this order--are equally
rels ted to God's immute.ble w111.l
It appears, therefore, that with his system of coefficiency and
grace Bradwardine applies the traditional idea of divine cooper-

Iation in man's action.
.,

He reflects in particular the Thomistic

teaching of God's activity;?

as the Creator and First Mover, God

is the First Cause in all activity, even in the free activity of
man, and God "freely and gratuitously predestines to grace and to
glory those whom He wills.n3

Therefore, anything man does without

grace cannot possibly merit grace, the principle of meriting further grace and salvation.

This in no way undermines the value of

man''s dignity, "for the entire value and dignity of free will
comes from God. u4 .So, Bre.dwardine' s controversial theology seems

2Forerunnera

2£. Rerormation,

3nsermo Epinicius," p. 306.

PP• 134-35.
4Ib1d.

r
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to hold no surprising originality with its plan of qod's coefficiency; nor, actually, does any of its ideas on the Creator-man
relationship deviate startlingly from orthodox teachings.Instead,
the characteristic and driving force of his doctrine results from
his gathering into one system those earlier opinions that together can most clearly give God's sovereignty its full valueo 1
In essence, of course, Bradwardine's idea of man as the instrument of God contains the same germ of divine cooperation as
does Holcot•s concept of man as God's partner in a covenantal re18 tionship--s.n immutable commitment nby which God in etern1 ty

'oblige.ted himsel.r." 2

Within the God-man covenant, Holcot says,

man receives God's support .for his serious efforts, but he is
expected to make his own choices, thus determining his own conduct and making him responsible for his oYltl. salvation.3

An out-

standing difference between Bradwardine and Holcot on the question of God's cooperation--since both allow for free choice-seems to lie in their views on the merittun

£!.

congruo.

We might

say that Holcot exaggerates the scholastic claim for natural merit; but Bradwardine, as we saw, refuses to even consider it.4
l.Archbishop Brs.dwa.rdine, p. 94.
2Harvest of Theology, pp. 246-48.

In

3 Forerunners, p. 1360

4A kind of parallel to these views exists :tn the modern
debate on free will and gr~ce between Dominican and Jesuit theologians (Catholic Encyclopedia, VI, 94-95). These schools remain
irreconcilably opposed in their method of explaining how the sovereign efficacy of God's grace is compatible With the psychologii cal dominion of man's own act essential to his liberty; but both
I affirm it is. It remains the legitimate ·task of theology to seek
~a formula for expressing the complex data of the problemo

I

r

r.
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his objection to the Pauline simile Holcot infers that Bradwa.rdine' s doctrine of God's coefficiency fails importantly through a
jra.ulty conception of divine motivation.

I

In the Pauline simile no

pact or commitment binds the potter "over against the clay," but

'

1narvest of Medieval Theologx, p. 247.
2.see Wood, Chaucer and Countri pf~ Stars, pp. 26-27, for
a. brief, helpful analysis of this problem.
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grace to heal his nature impaired by ignorance and concupiscenceo 1
IWithout divine assistance he is only able to do wrong; but with
~

'grace his will is

f~eed

to overcome the flaws of !dam's trans-·

gression, thereby making possible his liberation from sin and his
·meritorious action .2

We can see'· there.fore, that Hole ot' s cove-

nantal relationship does not leave sufficient room .for Augustine's
notion o.f God's prevenience in predestination and justification. 3
Bradwardine, too, in his anxiety to present man as completely
ldependent on God, does not do justice to this area of Augustine's
lteachings.

Adam's rebellion represents the wrong direction of

·will common to mankind, Augustine says, and that can only be corrected by God's gift of grace.

Bradwardine 1 s

doctrine, however,

'fails to give Adam's fall any positive or concrete significanceo

1

'~The

ruinous effects of original sin seem to trace back to God's

.decision to punish this sin," Oberman observes, rather than to

1Adam 1 s deed4 that weakened human nature and makes all
:dependent on God's grace and mercy.

or

mankind

In fact, Bradwardine's view

rof sin ignores Augustine's position of the objective and irretrievable depravity of man and emphasizes the separate, .faulty
lLeff, Medieval Though~, PP• 37, 440
2wood, Chaucer and Country o.f the Stars, Po 27; ArchbishoE
I
!Bradwardine, PP• 12-6, 134-;;- 3Forerunners of Refo~mation, P• 1360
4Archbishop Bradwardine, P• 126. See Po 134: Bradwardine
does not view sin 111 as a pror~und debt and a turning away from Godo
o
•
• In spite of his admire. t ion and imi ta ti on of his great ma st er
Augustine, Bradwardine shows himself here very remote from him, as
he does not understand one of his profoundest ideas.''
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acts of will; and the seriousness of these actual faults lies in
man's u:nwillingness to be the instrument of God.

Thus,. he stres-

ses man's submission rather than his rebellion against God--the
central point of departure for

~ugustine.

Once again not in tune

with Augustine--nor with Holcot·-Bradwardine provides little
space for the role of Christ in his arguments • 1 This neglect of
the redemption theme does tend to stamp him as a writer emphasizing divine justice to the exclusion of mercy, but such a grim portrait of him is not a true likeness, as we will see.
It appears that by dwelling on Holcot•s criticism of Bradwardine we have neglected the other side of the argument:
reasons for Bradwardine's opposition to Holcot.
reasons.

the

There are two

First, Holcot's scepticism encourages a Pelagian ten-

dency in theology by magnifying man's natural ability and minimi zing the role of grace.

Second, paradoxically enough, his elabor-

ation of God's absolute power leads to the loss of spontaneity of
I

w1112--to a psychological determinism.
this double threat in

~

Causa

J2&,

Bradwardine counteracts

and in the Sermo

~inicius.

lster, by arguing both against a Pelagianism camouflaged by God's
absolute power3 and against Averroist1c determinism. 4 Finally in
lForerunnera

2f.

Reformation, p. 138.

2Archbishop Bradwardine, p. 46.
~

.

3Ibid. See Leff, Medieval Thought, p. 292, where he refers
to "the audacity of many of Holcot•s conclusions sheltered by the
umbrella of God's po,:tentia. absolute."; also Knowles, II, 82: "Holcot {like Durand and Ookham before him) safeguards all his most
alarming assertions by his appeal to God's 'absolute' power."
4ArchbishoP Bradwardlne. n. 46.
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~~.

'•'

connection with the divergent views of these two theologians, Leff
comments on their reverse definitions of God.

For Bradwardine,

the identity between divine essence and existence distinguishes
God from everything else; his being is wholly realized and without potentiality.

For Holcot, God alone possesses the ability to

attain what he has not yet reached: this element of incompletenes
makes him infinite. 1 The initial difference in these definitions
led to the dispute between Bradwardine and Holcot; just as, on a
wider scale, such differences led to the larger controversy
between realists and norninalists.
In both Troilus

~

Criseyde and "The Nun's Priest's Tale,"

Chaucer's discussion of free will and predestination centers
around the question of contingency. We do not need to be reminded

Ithat

in the poet's century the attempts to reconcile God's knowl-

edee of the future and man•s freedom resulted in some very complex

I

controversy.

The stress on voluntarism (the primacy of will, bot

divine and human) in the

re~list-naminalist

debates

~d farm,

of

course, the real basis for the great interest in future contingen-

I
I

cies; but the complexities of the solutions proposed came in large
part through the use of three-value logic. 2 The history of this

new logic has its beginning with ~ristotle•s principle that any

'l

pronouncements not related to ree.li ty are neither true nor untrue.
lBradwardine e.nd the~ Pelagi_~, p. 224. See !rchbishO£
Bradwardine, pp. 54-56, for the central thought of Bradwa.rdine rs
doctrine of God •
2

~rchbishop Bradwardine, p. 108.
~Stars, PP• 27-28.

Country of

See also Wood, Chaucer and

I
~
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Consequently, then, since future contingents achieve no reality
until they become present, any proposition dealing with a future
contingent is necessarily nothing more than speculation.
The problem of future contingents, essentially philosophica
entered scholasticiam by way of Boethiua 1 s

~

Consolatione Philos-

ophise; and ever since then philosophers have been seeking for
terms to maintain both God's foreknowledge and the freedom of
created will against aristotle 1 s claim.

Thirteenth-century schol-

ars held that the propositions on future contingents destined to
come true already have eternal truth before they become present.
Against this the fourteenth-century nominalists stated their
opinion, already Widespread in Bradwardine's time:

if the truth

of the future contingent is already applicable, the contingency
is lost; but in fact a proposition about the future only stops
being neutral at tha moment the future becomes present.

Thus, if

God does not determine man 1 s will but really allows it freedom,
he does not know his own determination.
room for· a real prescience of God:

So, "there is no longer

the future contingents are

neither true nor untrue, but neutral. ul.
According to the nominalists, then, one can make true prolnouncements only about the past and present.

And no matter how

'difficult it may be to explain how God knows future things, Ockham
says, the important point i~ that he does not know them in a
determining way. 2 We have already touched on Holcot's extension
of this, that future contingents exist for God as well as for man.
1Archbisho

Bradwardine

• 108.

• 104-105 •

I

4a

;Leff observes that Holcot's discussion of future contingents is

i

notable .for the way it involves revelation.

He seems to suggest

that God, "rather than be misled in His knowledge of future contingents, knows only what is necessary: contingents are outside
his purview. 1• 1 Bradwardine of course rises in rebellion against

I such opinions.
:i

I

He realizes that Ockham by subtle logic "thrust a

wedge between psst and present on the one hand, and the ruture on
the other hand," Oberman says.

This division could not exist for

God's greatness and could only bring about a

s~paration

God anJ.man and a depreciation of man's humility. 2

between

He defends the

certainty and immutability of both God's knowledge and man's freedom, and he judges Holcot' s suggestion "that Christ could have
been deceived about the .future as blasphemous. t13
Further in regard to Bradwardine's views on man's freedom,
it is helpful to remember the three successive stages of an act:
the poss~, the velle, and the ~·4

j ly

These correspond respective-

to possibility, movement of will, end action.

A Pelagian be-

llieves God's help is needed only in the first stage, to create the
possibility.

~ugustine

objects to this.

God must work in the sec

ond stage also, .for the will must be freed (by grace) before performing an act.

Iimovement

For Bradwardine, not only the possibility and the

o.f will but &lso the act itself needs divine assistance.

, He reasons thus:

without the First moving Cause, the second cauRe

!Medieval Thought, p. 292.

2Arch. Bradwardine, p. 105.

3catholic Encyclopedia, XIV, 116.
4Arehbisho

Bradwardine

p. 80.

I
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(man's freed will) is not capable of movement.

But in the second

stage' when the transition takes place from Eotentia to actus
another movement of the will is necessary.

This willing requires

divine assistance no less than the initial movement (velle).

The

divine operation on the will does not come from outside but from
within, that is, God performs in man all movements of will but in
such a way that man's freedom of choice is not abrogated.
Would it be impossible for the Creator of free will to make
it an instrument and yet leave it in freedom?

Bradwardine asks.

Neither man alone nor God alone finally decides an action of will;
man's nature is no more determined by God than the world is managed by blind fate.

Yet, and this anti-Pelagian thought comes

through strongly in the Sermo Epinicius, neither should man think
that he can perform a single act alone.l
We should be able by now to see reflections of the real1stnominali st tension in

~The

Nun's Priest's Tale."

In fact, we

might even say this tension arises significantly from Chaucer's
awareness of the conflict between Bradwardine and Holcot.

There

is instant proof that Chaucer has Bradwardine in mind for he cites

~the Doctor Profundus as an authority on predestination; .further

I

proof· 11e s in the collllllonly-s.ccepted .fact that he acquired an

1understanding of Bradwardine'a theology by reading De Causa Deio 2
~

&lt to establish Holcot 1 s place in the poem requires digression.
libid. I P• 81.
2J. L. Lowes, Geoffrei Chaucer (Boston, 1934), p. 111; T. R.
Lounsbury, Studies in Chaucer ( 3 vols.; New York, 169?) ,II ,382-83.
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First of all, analyses of "The Nun's Priest's Tale 0 •-preeminently that of Kate Petersenl--point to Holcot's conunentary on
Wisdom as a significant source for the exempla presented in the
poem.

Quite logically, therefore, since the passage refuting the

potter-pot simile also appears in Holcot's commentary, we may conclude that Chaucer read this passage and knows the issues debated
by Bradwardine and Holcot.

In feet, even without the opinions of

Miss Petersen and other schols.rs, we might safely conclude that
Chaucer knows Holcot 1 s Wisdom; for,

w.

~.

Pantin says, this work

was·a best-seller of the age, ttthe sort of book you would be sure
to find in every respectable late medieval library."2

For our

purposes, Wisdom's importance comes not so much from what its
exempla mean to Chaucer as from how it may have introduced the
poet to that area of Holcot's thought usually called sceptical.
!s an exegete Holcot does not parade the scepticism he professes as a theologian, Beryl Smalley explains. 3

For example, the

· texts of Eoclesie.sticus and of the Lesser Prophets offer no reason
for discussing proofs of God's existence or of the soul's immortality, so he does not raise these questions.

But, on the con-

trary, the text of Wisdom presents a mets.physical challenge to

iHolcot, and he answers its questions with the opinion appearing in
f his commentary on the Sentences •

This opinion seems even starker

..

lon the Sources of the Nonna Preestes Tale (Poston, 1898),

9e-ITs:-

- -

2~ English Church !!!, the Fourteenth Century (Cambridge,
19 55 ) , p • 145 •
3 "Robert Holcot "
• 82-83.

r ____________..

r
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~-

"

when shorn of the commente.ry's scholastic arguments:

God's exist-

ence cannot be proved; but God gives sufficient knowledge of himself by revelation or inspiration to those sincerely seeking him.
Holcot' s conclusions on immorte.li ty follow from h1 s consideration of Wisdom 2:1;

in this chapter the unjust are quibbling

about the possibility ot an afterlife:
For they have said, reasoning with themselves, but not
right: the time of our life is short and tedious, ana-Tn the
end of a:man there is no remedy, and no man hath been known
to have returned from hell.
Holcot does not entirely disagree with the sentiments of these
unjust.

Man's afterlife can be inferred, he says, on the bases of

God's goodness, on his equity (rewards and punishment), and on his
·i;ruth; but it cannot be demonstrated through reason.

We

might

observe that the Knight seems to evince the san1e type of doubt as

Holcot's when commenting on !rcite's journey after death:
His spirit chaunged hous a.rid wente ther,
I cam nevere, I kan nat tellen wher.
Therfore I stynte, I nam no divinistre;
Of' s oule s fynde I na t in this re g1 s tre ,

~s

nor does the Knight care to tell the opinions of those that
"wri ten wher they [the souls

I dwelle n

(!!!..!,

2800-14).

byone with

a firm belief' in Scripture ( Holcot asserts that what .Scripture

1says oen be untruel) may find implications of an afterlife in the

Isucceeding chapter (Wisdom ,3: 1):

But

the souls of' the just, are in

lthe hand of God, and the torment of death shall not touch them.
But Holcot and his fellow nominalists relied on natural ability
for knowledge, so they could accept nothing less than a literal
lArchbishop Bradwardine. p. 45.
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statement.

It might be observed, however, that not in the books

chosen by Holcot for his commentaries nor in any other book of the
Old Testament--until the Book of the Maccabees--will we find a
definite statement of man's afterlifeo
rection is

m~inly

The doctrine of the resur-

a message of the New Testament.

Rather ironi-

cally, in his scepticism toward the soul Holcot neglects the
i

:
'

~

f

theme of redemption so prominent in his sermons; and here he ap.

pears to display some of the inconsistency ascribed to him.
we can say that Chaucer is inconsistent, too.
Troilus

~

Maybe

At the end of

Or1sezde he counteracts the Knight's flippant scepti-

cism by admonishing his audience to love him,
• • • the which that right for love
Upon a crois, oure soules for to beye,
First starf, and roos, and sit in hevene above.

( v'

1842-44)

But, of course, the afterthought at the close of Troilus follows
the trend toward a. lessening of fatalism in the poet's later wor
Holcot possesses none of Bradwardine's confidence in the
capacities of natural reason, and he never tires of showing that
no one can prove the existence of God.1

He takes up the question

of God's existence With the thirteenth chapter of Wisdom (2-3)o

IHere

the point arises whether pagan philosophers actually could

I have

attained to the lmowledge of God:

I
~

But all men are vain, in whom there is not the knowledge of God: and who ~y these good things that are seen,
could not understand him that is, neither by attending to the
works have acknowledged who was the workman:
Blt have imagined either the fire, or the wind, or the
lHarvest £!Medieval Theologz, p. 237.
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swift air, or the circle of the stars, or the great water, or
the sun and moon, to be the gods that rule the world.
How could these philosophers possibly gain the knowledge of God
,I

that even Christians cannot reach by reason1

Holcot asks.

His

answer is, of course, that God reveals himself to those who truly
seek him.

He goes on to the problem of the succeeding verses

(3-9) that pose the question whether the philosophers might have
deduced God's existence from the grandeur and beauty of creation,
for example in verses 3 to 5:
W1 th whose beauty, i.f' they, being delighted, took them
to be gods, let them lmow how much the Lord of them is more
beauti.f'ul than they: for the first author of beauty made
all those things.
Or if they admired their power and their effects, let
them understand by them, that he that made them is mightier
than they:
For by the greatness of the beauty, and of the creature,
the creator of them may be seen, so as to be known therebyo
In all fairness, Smalley says, Holcot discusses the argument by
reference to Aristotle's 'attempt' to prove the existence of a
first mover.

He concludes that some of his fellow philosophers

may understand that God is Without understanding what God is.
lhe bases his own approach to the problem on

tugus~'s

But

view that

. a primitive revelation made possible to everyone the knowledge o.f'
God's existence.

We should note that Bradwardine also agrees with

Augustine that man cannot by understanding "climb up to God, but
God must reveal himself to us o nl However God's incomprehensibili t

'
must not only be defended against
the pride of philosophers, but
also against those acknowledging the incomprehensibility of his
1Archb1shop Bradwardine, PP• 52-530
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being but not of hi.a action.

In the knowledge of God, as in all

sciences, Bradwardine says, without faith certainty carmot be possible.1

1:

Finally, Smalley points out that Holcot does not attempt

to justify his rejection of intellectual proofs in these lectures

on the Scriptures.

He merely states his position, but with the

popularity of· his Wisdom commentary this mere statement must have
had wide results in his century.

,.

She wonders how many of Holcot'

readers learned the scepticism of the schools through his plain
speaking in the Lectures

.2!!_ ~Wisdom

of Solomon.2

Now let us turn to "The Nun' s Prie at' s Tale • 11

It 1 s common-

ly accepted that both Augustine and Boethius believe in the coexistence of free will and God's foreknowledge.

~nd

from what we

have learned of Bradwardine's views it seems fair to make the same
claim for him.

Further, all three of the Nun's Priest's author-

ities are concerned with time and contingency in an effort to reconcile man's .freedom Vii th God's necessary foreknowledge.

In De

·: Civite.te Dei, 3 Augustine describes the character of God's prescience and points out its immutability.

Philosophers act futilely,

. he says, when they try to limit God's active government by fore' knowledge to a passiv,e waiting until man acts.

Conversely, before

e.11 time God decided what would transpire in crea. tion; yet he doe

not act arbitrarily.

In his eternal present he leads the .future

of the world and all men without destroying individual .freedom.4

2"Robert Holcot," p. 85.

'l>v, viii-xii.
4oberman

Arahbiaho

Bradwardine

• 120.
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primary cause, and any' resulting paradox is nevertheless true. 0 1

As an immediate disciple of

~ugustine,

Boethius adopts his

lconcept that for God the past, present, and future all exist in an
'eternal present.

An elaborstion of this concept in the Consola-

ltion ( Boece, V) enables him to add the important supplement thEtt
!distinguishes between two kinds of necessity operating Within God's
schema of government:

;

I

I

tt. • • that oon necess.i te 1 a symple, as thus:
that it
byhovith by necessite that alle men ben mortal or dedly;
anothir necessite is condicionel, as thus: yif thou wost
that a man wa.lketh, it byhovith by necessite that he
·walke" (pr •. 6 1 170-90).

!And by utilizing the distinction between simple and conditional

I~necessity

he explains why God's prescience--the eternally present-

f

jdoes not preclude free Will.
2
jquestion in full, Boethius•

~all

Since Augustine did not answer this
solution provided a vital premise in

medieval disputes on free will and predestination.
Like other medieval philosophers, Bradwardine accepts

iBoethius'

principle of time in relation to God's foreknowledge
'•and tba freedom of man's will. 3 In his doctrine of coef'ficiency,

l::e::::,t~: ~:~:o:u::i:: :::e:::~y~: :::~:et::.:i:~:ep:::::::

~le dwelling on this Bradwardinian concept, Robson states that
rn

llt'adw~rdl.ne•s

cosmos "th• past, the present and the future com-

lwood, Chaucer ~Country .£f ~Stars, p. 27.
3ArchbiahoE Bradwardine, PP• 54, 730

2Ib1do

,.

i
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I'

~

i

Iprise

an 1nd1 v1s1 ble unity, which 1 s God

are mine).

himse 11' 11 1

According to Oberman such a pantheistic

( the 1 tali cs

I

interpretation~

cannot be arrived at if God's coefficiency and necessity are kept

1

,; toeether as forma and ma.teria in Bradwa.rdine' s system:
~
• • • the coef.ficiency is the way in which the "necessitas"
realizes itself. If one does not leave these two together
and think of them as complementary, one must inevitably fall
into heresy. Since in the "necessitas," as a description of
God's sovereignty, the dists.nce, the absolute otherness of
God is comprehended, coe.f.ficiancz without "necessites" must
lead to pantheism • • •

I
II
I

I

I

Since, however, the co-causality o.f God and the freedom
of the created will are implied in the coe.fficiency, as we
~aw, "necessitas" without coefficiencr leads to fatalismo
••.• The "necessitas" with coeft'iciency blocks these roads
to pantheism and fatalism and at the same tim~ des.ls the
death-blow to every form of semi-Pelagianism.

~'
Most authorities in the Middle Ages recognized the fact
;
jthat God's omnipotence and compulsive power cannot be suitably

jdescribed in terms of simple coercion3 and still allow for God's
lmagnanimity, particularly in the case of man's free action.

Conse1

'
lquently--and
this al~o applies to the Nun's Priest's authorities,

I

j

!.

,j

lof course--they all distinguish between divine coercion or a.ntece-,
ldentia C"symple neoessitee") and an intermediate factor, some type
iof contingentia (ttnecessitee condicioneel").

I

For .&,ugustine, man's!

lwill through grace is a secondary cause permitting him to act

j
!

ifreely; for Boethius, man's freedom is effected through
>
I

~al

;

necessity; and for

Brad~ardine,through

~~~~~~~~--~

~

lwycl1f and Oxford Schools, p. 600
2 Archb1shop Bradwardine, pp. 82-830

3wycl1f

!fil1 Oxford Schools, p.
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condition-~

divine power man's will

I

i

~
iremains f'ree although God participates in every action.

s7

I

For the

(

jsake of turther clarity, we should add that scholastic theologians

I

jused the term antecedent necessity ("a divine imperative tout

I

~

.

~courtn)

and consequent nec.essity (a result .from given circum-

~

.

'stances~

In consequent necessity the circumstances can never be

!compelling; end no m?tter how pressing they may be, man's ultimate·
lfree choice ia not impaired. 1
~this

a

I

Undoubtedly, Chaucer is aware of

I

schola. s tic distinction.
In order to determine whether Chauntecleer flew down from

lthe beams f'rom free choice or through necessity, the Nun's Priest

ltakes up three possibilities ( 3234-51) that represent the usual
japproeches to the question of' f'ree will--that is, the orthodox
;view of predestination between two extremes.

Since we know some-

thing about fourteenth-century debates on ruture contingents, we
l are

not inclined to ceneure the Nun's Priest f'or not committing

!himself to a conclusion•

However, since he gives no indication of

'how he believes these possibilities jibe with the doctrines of the

f three authorities, literary scholars must themselves attempt to

I

solve this problem of identity.

In the past most oi' them have

l•cceded to an interpretation similar to that Of a. L. Jefferson,
~compiled some fifty years ago. 2 ~ccordlng to Jei'i'erson the three

laspects of the question accord quite neatly with the different
positions of the Nun's Priest's authorities.

I
~

i

1

He allots the first

rb1d.

2 chauoer and the Consolation of Philoso phz
(Princeton, 1917}, PP• 76-790

2£ Boethius

J

I

r

II
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view of divine determinism to Bradwardine:~
Wheither that Goddes worthy forwityng
Streyneth me nedely for to doon a thyng,-0Nedely" clepe I symple necesaitee;
the next, the traditional view, to

~ugustine:

Or elles, if free choys be graunted me
To do that same thyng, or do it noght,
Though God forwoot it er that was wroght;
and the third, the Pelagian view allotting an unlimited degree of
freedom to man, to Boethius:
Or if his wityng streyneth never a deel
But by necessitee condicioneel.
We might note that if the Nun's Priest's order of these three
positions is reversed, there is a parallel to the three stages of
an act:

the possibility, the movement of will, and action.
Jefferson pronounces briefly on each authority. 2 If we

accepted Holcot's point of view in the potter-pot controversy, we
might wholly conour with his judgment on Bradwardine:

that the

Doctor Profundua ardently upholds pre ordination and even bitterly
opposes free will.

We must agree, of course, that Bradwardine

does uphold preordination.

But he does not,

as we have abundant-I

lly seen, downgrade man's free will any more than do the other two

I

authorities.

Next, Jaffe rson explains, Augusti ne believes that

lrree will is a gift from God, that man exercises free will only
1 R. K. Root in The Book of Tro1lus and Cr1seyde :2.z Geoffrey
Chaucer (Princeton, 19264 p. 518, explains that among the great
clerks asserting the power of destiny are Cicero and Bishop Bradwardine; the orthodox doctrine of free choice is !ugustine's•
2chaucer ~ ~ Consolation, PP• 78-790

I
I
l

I

I
i

r

I
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~insofar

as God allows:

1t is graunted to man.

But basically

Brs.dwardine and Boethius too believe that man enjoys free will

I

through God's magnanimity.

~tains

Then, Jefferson says, Boethius enter-

I

II

the theory of conditional necessity--a view allowing man s.n

lunhampered freedom under the watch of Providence.

But

~ugustine

and Bradwardine both subscribe to the concept of man's freedom of
choice Within the framework of God's omniscience.
In order to illustrate the distinction between simple and

i

Iconditional necessity,

Philosophy submits the events of the sun

Irising and a man walking.

iil though tm man walks voluntarily and

ltbrough his own physical effort, his action is as much necessary
41n the providential plan as is the rising of the sun:

!

'the

I

lthynges that God hath present, withoute doute thei shollen beno'
However, some of these things (like sunrise or death) 'desoendith

~of

the nature of th1nges 1 ; while others (like the man's walk or

. the charioteer's driving) 'descendith of the power of the doeris'
(Boece, V, pr. 6, 220-40). An extensive explanation would be refdundant after Philosophy's graphic exposition; but we might note
that simple necessity embraces the unexplainable workings of Providence, while conditional necessity takes in all activity related

i

~to

i·
~

man's temporality.

Or, in Philosophy's more e.f.fective langua{'.P:I

nyif that thise thinges ban referred to the devyne lmowynge,
than ben thei necessarie; and yif thei ban considered by
hemself, than ben thei~absolut fro the boond of necessite."
(V, pr. 6, 220-40)

~
i

'This statement o.f Philosophy might have served as a point of depar
ture for Bradwardine and Holcot toward developing their di.fferent '

L.

r
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views on contingency and free will.

!Oberman that
I sphere

the thought of the potentia absolute enlarges the

of contingency for Ockham (and even more so for Holcot);

Ibut that, conversely, it enlarges the

I

We may recall an assertion by

Bradwardine.

i,, refers

sphere of necessity f'or

Thus, With his doctrine of coefficiency Bradwardine

all things 'to the devyne knowynge' since God participates

11n ell of man's acts.

Holcot's covenantal pact between God and

man, on the other hand, magnifies the scope of things •considered
by hemself' to the extent th.at man assumes an almost absolute
;freedom--and by now one begins to suspect that the Nun's Priest
jmay have Holcot in mind for the third opinion in his digressiono
•

.l,

Within her discussion of necessity, Philosophy places herself quite firmly on the side of the .Y.!!,. antiqua with an acknowlI

ledgment of neoplatoniam (an indication that Boethius still funda-

1mentally
·

;i

adheres to tradition):

"Right so as alle thingis the. t apiereth or scheweth to the
wittes, yif thou referre it to resoun, it is universal;
and yif thou loke it or referre it to itself, than is it
a1nguler 11 ( 230-40) o

IFrom his

thorough perusal of the Consolation, the Nun's Priest

lmust know this passage very well; and bearing this fact in mind
one wonders whether he would assien to Boethius, one of the pioneers of medieval realism,l the liberalized view of man's freedom
expressed in his third opinion.

And again Holcot comes to mind.

Vie know that as Ockhe.m' s disciple he wielded "Ockham' s razo1""
more d1.ligently than his master to eliminate all non-essentials
1 copleston, Medieval Philosophx, PPo 33-340

r
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~

i such as universals

i Philosophy refers

and the reality of future contingents.

When

to the universal and singular she acknowledges a

j

~relationship between supernatural and natural that is closely

Iallied to ~ugustine's
I Bre.dwardine 's

system of ideas and shows an affinity with

theory of divine coefficiency.

Thus, in contrast to

Holcot With their mutual leaning toward realism,, the three author-

i 1t1es once more

appear to be in agreement, this time on a crucial

issue in the medieval tradition:

the validity of realism as

opposed to nominal1sm.
Further in connection with contingents,, Philosophy considers

,,,
~the

immutability of God's foreknowledge, a question debated by

IBradwardine

and Holcot.

She concludes of course with Augustine

~

land the Doctor Profundus that God's prescience cannot change, no
!matter how often a man's disposition may fluctuate from one will-

Iing
J

'

to another a
"For the devyne si ghte renneth toforn, an,d see th alle
futures, and clepith hem ayen, and retorneth hem to the
presence of his propre knowynge; ne he ne entrechaungith nat,
so as thou wenest, the stoundes of foreknowynge, as now this,
now that; but he ay duellynge cometh byforn, and enbraseth at
o strook e.lle thi mutaciouns'• (V, pr. 6, 260-80).

Here she contradicts Holcot's claim that God's knowledge of the
future is incomplete or that, in a sense, God waits for men to
lmove first in all circumstances that permit action through the
, , power of the. doeri s.'
c

I appears

Consequently, in this passage Boe thius
'

;
I

I

to be unsympathetic toward the opinion that God's knowitg

I readily

see that the interpretation of Boethian reasoning--no less

'"streyneth never e. deel/ But by necessitee· condicioneal. 11

We can

I

I

e2

I

than a consideration of fourteenth-century innovntions--contrib~

utes its share of complexities to the Nun's Priest's conruaion.
He undoubtedly attended many of the school disputations,
well-prepared with

three-v~lue

logic.

This fact plus his refer-

ence to Augustine, Boethius, and Bradwardine belies the implication that the Nun's Priest does not understand the current controversy on free will.

Instead, he most 'likely refuses to become

involved with the intricacies of scholastic argument; and no doubt

~he observes, as we do, that. after the "chaff" is cleared away the
three authorities agree on the one essential point:
Jforeknowledge does not abrogate man's free action.

that God's
Consequently,

iit seems logical to attribute to all three authorities the Nun's
Priest's moderate opinion:

that free choice is "gra.unted me/ To

do that same thyng, or do it noght,/ Though God forwoot it er that
was wroght.tt

It seems equally logical to attribute the last

opinion to a nomina.11.st or

Pel~gian

like Holcot.

His stand on

conditional necessity that eliminates any divine determination ofi
the future does grant man a role wherein God's "wityng streyneth
never a deel."
If we presume that the Nun's Priest assigns

Iopinions as indicated,
first opinion?

~s

last two

to what philosopher does he assign his

Quite likely, to Wyclif.

Certainly, every though

tul person of the late foU+:"teenth century was aware of Wyclif's
theory on the predestinate churchol

Even thought Wyclif died

lworkman, John Wyclit, I, 125; II, 6-15. See also John
Stacey, ~ Wyclil~ ~form (Philadelphia, 1964), ppo 99-lOOo

/
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'·11ves,

he ce.nnot of course alter the predetermination.

SUch

divine arbitrariness vetoes the need of free will on man's psrt
lend clashes with the theme of hope in traditional Christian doc-

ltrine.

A teaching on predestination such as Wyclif's appears to

be uppermost in the Nun's Prieat'.s mind, for his digression begins
lwith the question:

whether "Goddes worthy forwityng/ Streyneth

me nedely for to doon a thyng.n
To conclude this part of our discussion let us turn to
Troilus

~

Criseyde for an example of how the intricacies of the

free will question are woven into Chaucer's thought.

In Troilus•s

soliloquy the passage beginning W1 th 'For ii' ther si tte a man yond
'on a see' (.!!:,,IV, 1023) ia usually thought of as Boethianinspired (Boece, V, pro 3).

Yet here Henry Morley sees not Boe-

thius but Bradwardine as Chaucer's source.

In his hour of pas-

sionate emotion, Morley says, Troilus expresses over one hundred
lines of reasoning from D& Causa ~. 2
1 Workman,

Chaucer's stanzas begin-

I, 125.

2E:ngl1sh Writers, V (London, 1890), 197-98.
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ning with line 1023 "popularise .Aristotle's argument,

1

Socratem

sedere dum sedet, 1 cited by Bradwardine in the reasoning on this

J corollary j· De Causa Dei, III ..~. ul

Morley's observation that

Chaucer reflects Bradwardine's reasoning in this passage comes as
no surprise.

Historians generally concede that Wyclif 1 s doctrine

-

of predestination owes its beginnings in part to De Ceusa Dai.
Certainly, in his earlier

writi~gs

-

Wyclif attests to Bradwardine's

influenc.e by i'requent rei'erences to the Doctor Pro:fundus.
· A brief, recent evaluation of Bradwardine 1 s thoue;ht appears

in an introduction to the .Sermo Epinlcius,2 a thanksgiving sermon
preached originally in English before King Edward III and his
. nobles after the battles of Crecy and Neville' a Grosso

Though not

complete in its Latin translation, this sermon emphasizes certain
themes recurring in Bradwardine's wr1tings 3 and thus helps toward

an evaluation

or

the orthodoxy of his theology, so often ques-

tioned by critics.

The two works previously relied upon !'or the

. study of Bradwardine, the monumental De CausJa. Dei and a fragmentDry

II

libid., note : 11 'De Cauaa De 1 contra Pe lag1um, 1 L1 b. III .,
capo Io, and its corollary, •quod aliqualis necesaitas et libertas
lac meritum casusque et fortune. invicem non repugnant; de re.ti
f quoque praescientiae, praedestina.tionis et gratiae cum libero
iarbitrio ac merito concordia genere.11. 10
I
See also F. J. Snell, ~A~ of' Chaucer, Handbook of Eng-· .
lish Literature, ed. Professor Hales'"l""London, 1901), p. 228:
Chaucer incontinently makes reference to Bishop Bradwardine, who
survived to the poet's day~and whose treatise De Cause. Dei Chaucer
had already quoted in Troilus and Criseyde.
2 oberman and Weisheipl, "Sermo EJ2in1.c.~," pp. 295-308.
3J. /\. Weish~ipl, "Ockham and .Some Mertonians," Mediaeval

Studies, XXX (1968), 194-95.
,.
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iguaestio

1

on future contingent events, are slanted toward his

l
!
I

intellectual peers and are too complex for average comprehension.

Thus the Sermo, intended for a less learned audience, more readil

reveals the highlights of Bradwardine's doctrine and leads to an

I understandlng

of his views on such timely issues as Providence,

'

f free will, and morality.

I

We may logically assume that Bradwardine•s reputation for

Ii

• piety and wisdom in his own day came not so much from a wide reading of

~

Causa

~as

frorn sources nearer the people--from his

sernions to the army and from everyday association w1 th military

II

and courtly circles.

I highly.

His countrymen must have respected him

The two prelates responsible for his appointment as

~

jEdward III's chaplain wanted him near the king for stabilizing
2
influence, sn understandable motive since Edward was in bis ear-

I

I ly

I

thirties and the Black Prince sixteen when they led the Englis,

army at Crecy.

~victories

Writers of the time oftan credited the English

not to the king's military genius

strength but to the virtue and counsels
A~parently,

Igreat as well as

I

or to the army's

ot the royal chaplaino

3

Bradwardine like Chaucer's. Parson admonished the
the humble; and like the Parson he won affection

1 B. M. Xiberta, ed., Fraf:£Y!ents d'una questio inedita de

'Tomas Bradward1ne, in Festschrift M. Grabmann ( B. G. P. M.=i'.,
Sup.PI". III, 2}, 'Munster i. w. i9·35;-1I6~f-80.
2w. F. Hook, Lives of' the Archbishops o:f Cantez:burx, IV
, (London, 1865), 97; see pp. 80-110 for fuller account.
'

,

I

3J. Milner, Historl of th~ Church 2£. Christ, IV (London~
1847), 86. See also Lechler, ~1.?£! Wycliffe and~ English Precurso~~' P• 67; Hook, IV, 102-1030
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r.

~and respect though he was a firm disciplinarian.

I appease

1

He was able to

the king's anger and to temper his retaliatory actions

i

~ when successful in battle.

j "so

In addressing the army he spoke with

I

much meekness, and persuasive discretion" that he restrained

I

But he did not adapt well to life at

the warriors from the insolent excesses too frequently the after-

• math of military success.2

court, and some aristocrats discovered in his manners and deport-

~

lment a source of amusement. Thus, he must have gained royal
'
favor by his integrity, not through aggressive or courtly behavior.3

The fact that Edward at first resisted his appointment to

· the see of Canterbury indicates how highly he esteemed his chaplain.

Such unworldly and pastoral aspects of Bradwardine's char-

acter belie the portrait of a .grim preacher of God's justice so

I

often shown in historical accounts of the Doctor Profunduso

I

We may assume that Chaucer knew Bradward.1.ne both as a

•Cause.

~is

I,

learned author end a practical preacher,

Hi• ramiliarity with De

generally accepted of course; and he must have

gained further insight into Bradwardine's thought from the speculations of Wyclif and other English scholars.
;causa

ledge

~it

or

Since he read De

is logical to suppose that Chaucer also had knowl-

Bradwardine•s sermons to the army.

In addition, Chaucer

1 Gower expresses a thought similar to Chaucer's in the ProI logue to Con.f'ess1o Amantis,~ 422-28: If the poor sheep offend,
I they are· 1Eredy forto smyte"; but "upon othre that ben grate/ Hem
,• laoketh herte forto beta.''
·

~

2

Milner, Historx of Church Qf.. Chrlst,IV, 86; Hook, !rchof Canterbur1, IV, 102-103.
·
3

I
f

I"undoubtedly had personal recollections of Bradwardine; he was 67nine
years old when Bra.dwardine died.

His father end Bradwardine both

accompanied Edward III on a trip to the Continent in 1338, and
, surely John Chaucer must have shared remembrances of this associat1on with his son.

Finally, with his scholastic bent for knowl-

edge, Chaucer must have admired Bradwardine for his career in the
'Sciences as well

~s

for his expertise in philosophy and theology.

In any event, he evinces a high respect for the archbishop by cit-

I ing him with Augustine
l

I

and Boethius in "The Nun's Priest's Taleo"

When Bradward1ne, nthe uncouth scholar, nl addressed the

army before the battle of Crecy, perhaps he had in mind the dis-

lastrous dereat.or Bannockburn some thirty years earlier.

Chroni-

1clers around 1314 generally saw in that disaster a punishment for

I

English misconduct before the battle; for all the most notable

facts trot victories in the Olde Testament," the Pardoner reminds
1us, "were doon in abstinence and in preyere" (PardT, 574-77).

I

But

on the .way north Edward I I had robbed monasteries; the evening

i

before the conflict, the English reveled while the Scots tasted
and prayed. 2 Crecy and Neville's Cross gave the English chron1-

I

I

lclers

f~r happier

pl1c1ty and virtue

events to record.

or

I
,.
.·

For in these battles the sim-1

the English proved victorious

11

~of the French counsels and the Scottish immorality.tt3

in th• race

I

The eve-

lning barore Crecy, Edward Sntertained his army leaders; arterward'1
'

lHenry Morley, English Writers, IV (London, 1889), 62.

l

2May McKisack, The Fourteenth Centur..z (Oxrord, 1959), P• 390~
3n

I
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'he knelt in his chapel and prayed for honor in the forthcoming

·battle.

After the victory, in harmony With the theme of the Serino

the king forbade any wild rejoicing but he and his people rendered
thanks to God. 1 Of interest here, also, is a poem composed after

I

the battle at Neville's Cross--perhaps by an eyewitness, a monk of

Durham--that tells of English bravery against Scottish numbers,
and ends with an admonition like that in the Sermo:

I

the success

at Neville's Cross must be credited to God's miraculous help and
lnot to the strength of the Engl1sho2

I · Plus its
i

s1 gnificsnce in analyzing Bradws.rdine' s thought the

Sermo Epinlcius has 11 terary value as a fourteenth-century victory

I

sermon,3 and historical value for its account of English, French,

land Scottish armies in 1346.

~ witness at Crecy, Bradwardine

jdesoribes the three English lines of battle, outnumbered three to
lone by the French.
f" thrae

The English withstood the enemy's assault in

distinct encounters--w1th the first line under the Black

"Prince subjected to the main impaot--and imposed heavy losses on
the French, including John of Bohemia and a brother of the French
jking. Amazingly, there were no notable English casualties.

i

For Bradwardine the battle of Crecy, far better than any

Iart if ic~.al

_analogy, served to demonstrate man's dependence on God,

lH. D. Sedgwick, The Life of Edward the Black Prince
. (Indianapolis, Indiana,J:93<2), p:-5s~
I
2G. G. Coul ton, ~ }.!!. the Middle Ages (2d ed. in 4 vols.;
~Cambridge, 1928-29), II, 108-111 o

I

3G. R. Ow.st, Literature and Pulpit in Medievel England (2d
ed. revised; Oxford, 1961), p. 2250

r
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his motif two years earlier in De Cause

~·

Outnumbered at both

crecy and Neville's Cross, the English, he says, must now recog-

1
1nize

God as the author of all the It goodness, power and victory
lmanii'est in human activity, 111 As we already noted, this thought
1

of God's participation in all that happens in the world holds no

1r1sk
1
;.

of pantheism.

For in his control of the world God is:

what a captain is on his ship, a conductor before his choir,
law in the state and a cornms.nding officer at drill. As captain He determines His course, as a choir-director He draws
everything harmoniously together, at His command. the seasons
change end the stars and the sun move in circles with fixed
· radiuso2

~One

cannot fail to detect a 13oethian strain in this imagery:

ithow makere of the wheel

th~t

•o

bereth the sterres •• •' (Boece, I,

~

Im. 5); as well as its reflection in some of the sentiments in

i

Chaucer's poetry, particularly in "The Knight's Tale'':

I

For certainly, oure appetites hear,
Be it of werre, or pees, or hate, or love,
! l is this reuled by the sighte above.
( 1670-72)

'

"The Pirate Moevere of the cause above, • • •
Hath ate.blissed in this wrecched world adoun
Certeyne dayes and dura.cioun
To al that is engendre d in this place • tt

lI

( 2987 j 2995-97)

l

In the Sermo Epinicius, Bradward1ne defends ' the cause of God
by censoring seven views 3 that credit victory to pagan divinities,
lor to man himself.

j the

I.

The first erroneous view attributes victory to
(

power of the stars and venerates the images of gods in the con
1

"Sermo Epinicius,tt p. 3040

2ArchbishoE Bradwardine, p. 770

3ttsermo," p. 304.

r
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stellations.

The second identifies the presentiments of victory

or defeat with the constellations.

A third credits blind fortune

for victory; while a fourth attributes victory to the three fates
or other intermediary divinities, or.to certain dispositions of
the stars.

The fitth view attributes victory to human prowess;

the sixth to human counsel; and the seventh to the virility of
sexual prowess.

13radwardine's concern indicates the popularity of

·these views that seriously undercut the divine sovereignty.

I appear

They

prominently in fourteenth-century literature, and an

;author's attitude toward them--either rejection or acceptance-lgives some indication or how he stands on the issue or free will.
To the astrologers crediting the stars for victory, Bradwar1 dine

answers that God, as the sacred writers insist, created the

stars and rules them within his dominion as the Creator and Ruler
of all celestial bodies and the entire universe.l

I
I

I
i

I

Chaucer agrees:

"· •• men by this ordre wel discerne
That thilke Moevere stable is and eterne.
Wel may men knowe, but it be a fool,
Th.at every pert dirryveth fron1 his hool."

(!!:!,

3003-3006)

Thow oon, and two, and thre, eterne on lyve,
That regnest ay in thre, and two, end oon,
Uncircumscript, and al maist c1rcumacrive.
( 1!_, v' 1863-65)

~Within this all-embracing control, fortune snd the fates and other
divinities, or dispositions of the stars, are either creatures or
~

'attributes of God, subject to his will.

Hence, the popular medi-

lwood, Chaucer~ Country of the ~~. p. 52: "· •• the
age old Boethian pattern, in ¥.h.ich the planets are both given pow-.
er over eerth end yet made servants of the providential order."
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eval saying,
Godo ~tl

~the

wise man governs the stars through the aid of

Gower uses the saying to pre.face the passage on astronomy

and astrology 1n Confessio Amantis; and even in his most .fatalistic poem Chaucer implies the same:
Fortune, which that per:mutacioun
Of thynges heth, as it is hire comitted
Thorugh purveyaunce and disposicioun
Of heighe Jove.
( ~ .. V, 1541-44)
What God wills in his freedom can be neither avoided nor predicted
2 Bradwardine says. He transcends the pow-JI
by anything or anybody,,
ers above earth, symboliz~d in the Fattmi,3 just as he wholly governs the actions of man.

Thus, only futility attends such ritual ,

as casting lots before the eve of battle to know the future,, or
predicting events by constellations; victory for one combatant
always spells de.feat for another.
urn's dilemma in

11

Here we are reminded o:f Sat-

The Knight's Taleu when Venus grants victory to

Palamon, Mars to Arcite.

Both knights must obtain victory, yet

both in turn must also lose.

Two o:f Chaucer's most sceptical

characters, Pandarus and Criseyde, freely belittle the doings of
the gods, or Fa tum;-. as in the :following passe.ges.
1Ibid., p. 38.

2Archbisho~ Bre.dwardine, pp. 58-59.

3Ib1d., pp. 75-76. Bredwardine 0 combines the distinction
between an acceptable and an unacceptable necessity with the twofold meaning of the idea 1 Patum.' For there is a form of necesaity which is in conflict with biblical evidence, which suffocates
1the freedom o:f the human will. • • • This is the Fatum by which i
it did exist, the will would be robbed from its spontaneity," and
it is founded on the error that God stands aloof from the world.
The second meaning of "Fatu.11° conforms wl th an acceptable ne cessity lesvlng the will free; it trac~3 back to the linguistic background of the word '•by which is denoted the Word which is spoken
by God.tt Its necessity does justice to God's sovereignty.

r

r

"For goddes speken in amphibologies,
.And, for a sooth, they tellen twenty lyes."

1.

(IV, 1406-1407)
1

•For prestes of the temple tellen this,
That dremes ben the revelaoiouns
Of goddes, and as wel they telle, ywis
That they ben internals illusiouns."
.

(V, 365-68)

The Parson denounces the practice of divinations through birds
and beasts, or by chance, as forbidden by God and the Church.
charms should s•em to heal wounds

o~

If

cure the sickness of men or

beasts, perhaps the Crea.tor perm.its it, t•for folk sholden yeve
the mo ore .fei th and reverence to his name" ( ParsT, 600-610).
At every moment in time God is active, never assumes an

a. t ti tude of waiting; and so Bradwardine remlnds anyone ere di ting
f

victory to Edward III 1 s genius or to the bravery and wisdom of
soldiers and of.ficers th.e.t the English were weak indeed at Crecy

..

and Neville's Crossol

He

, human prowess, recognizes

discounts the claims of victory through,
~nstead

th.st God wills to protect the

virtuous in the face of great odds.

Dame Prudence almost liter-

1ally expresses this Bradwardinian sentiment:
1

•For the victorie of bata.illes that been in this world lyth
nat in greet nombre or multitude of the peple, ne in the
vertu of man,/ but 1t 11th in the wyl and in the hand of
oure Lord God Almyghtytt (Mel, 1655-65).
jWidely applied, this providential intervention gives the much-

1tried heroine of

The Man of La¥r' s Tale 0 the "myght and vigour"
I
~
to defeat the purpose of the renegade steward (MLT, 932-45), and
0

it touches the chivalric heart of Theseus in behalf of the Theban
libido, P• 62.

~jwomen

(KnT, 897-967) and prompts Hector's compassion in behalf of

ICriseyde

{!£,

I, ll0-23).

j

.Since the French were "as ~rgus and the English as the one; eyed Pol1phemus" 1 in planning- battle, human counsel played no
!part in the English triumph.

Chaucer illustrates tbe worthless-

nesa and even danger in certain counsels in "The Nun's Priest's

'Tale."

Chauntecleer's dream suggests the wisdom of heeding right

I

counsel, but he chooses to be misguided by Pertelote--and only by

Ian exercise
f

of human prowess does he escape the fox.

But

a more

apropos analogy to the French counsellors in opposition to Englis

~ simplicity occurs in "The Tale of
~suggestions of numerous advisors,

Meli bee."

!.fter hearing the

some wise and some dishonest,

IMel.:J.beus finally listens to his wife's recommendations.
~majority

The

of his counsellors had urged him to make war on his

!adversaries; but, instead, he takes the advice of Dame Prudence
J.end settles the quarrel amicably.

~

Vlith·a show of nationalism Bradws.rdine blames the "notorious profligate behavior of the Scottish king and the .Scottish
people"2 for their defeat by the virt;uous English at Neville's
Cross.

No doubt, Bradwardine is referring to an unbridled behav-

ior that might result from a too-liberal application of the court, ly love doctrine, that sexual prowess increases a man's courage
land wisdom.

Near the

1----

end~f

the thirteenth century,3 the Church

1".sermo E,einicius, 0 P• 304.

3Douglaa Kelly, ~Courtly Love in Perspective: The Hierarch
of Love in Andreas Capellanus," Traditio, XXIV (1968), 136.

IIwith its teaching of self-mastery and self-discipline began to74
Ioppose

those tenets of courtly love that promoted extra-marital

!relations and sexual self-indulgenco.l

~s

a priest, Bradwardine

certainly understood the Church's disapproval of courtly-love
license, especially since the condemnation of 1277 included the
·~Amore

of !ndreas Capella.nus among the works contrary to ortho-

doxy and good morals.2

Andreas teaches that courtly love is true

'according to nature and reason, but false according to grace and
divine authority.
'of double truth:

Thus, he is guilty of advocating the doctrine
he holds two contradictory propositions to be

true at the same time.3

With the "fate" of his protagonists in "The Nun's Priest's
Talel• and Troilus and Criseyde, Chaucer appears to qualify the
belief that sexual prowess gives rise to an increase in wisdom and
moral stamina.

For the tragic hero Troilus, his virility leads to

' a complete worship of Criseyde and a debilitation of his selfconfidence.

I

At first, Ida L. Gordon explains, Troilus•

appears to ennoble him.

j and

~.

He becomes a braver warrior, a friendlier

gentler person--1n short, one of' the best knights

. (I, 1079-85).

love

o:f

his time

:&it the transformation proves to be superficial

lA. J. Denomy, uThe Two :Moralities of Chaucer's Troil~ ~
Criseyde,u Chaucer Criticism, ed. Riche.rd J. Schoeck and Jerome
Taylor, II {Notre Dame, Indiana, 1961), 147. Reprinted from
Transact:tons of the Royal tociety of Canada, ser. III, sec. 2
fJune 1950), PP• 35-46.
2A. J. Denomy, "The De .Amore of 1lndreas Capellanua and the
Condemnation of 1277," Medie."eval Studies, VIII ( 1946), 107-109 o
3Ib1d •, P• 148.
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romance

1
j

I

I: For the

Swich fyn hath, lo, this Troilus for love1
$wich fyn hath al h1 s grete worthynesse t

(v,

1828-29)

.

comic· hero Chauntecleer, pride in his virility merely

occasions the blind egotism that causes his downfall.~

The Nun's

Priest chides Venus:
Syn that thy servant was this Chauntecleer,
And in thy servyce dide al his poweer,
Moore for delit than world to multiplye,
Why woldestow suffre hym on thy day to· dye?
( 3343-46)

But despite unlucky Friday, Venus, or fortune--when Chauntecleer

regains his self-mastery, exerts his will as he lies on Daun Russell's back, and speaks in all "his drede unto the fox" ( 3406) he

manages to outfox his abductor.

In general, Chauntecleer and

Troilus differ critically in their reaction to "fate."

Chaunte-

cleer, caught in foreordained events, manages to extricate himself
. through reason and will.

Troilus, on the other hand, rationalizes

his fate and concludes that he has no freedom to act.

Thus, . he

1 The Double Sorrow of Troilus (Oxford, 1970), pp. 55-570
2
~R. Patch, uTroilus on Determ:tnism," .Speculum, VI (1931)
241-42. According to Pate~, Troilus was responsible for his own
fate on two counts: he sinned against the court of love, was punished by Criseyde's infidelity. ~nd from the Christian viewpoint
he was guilty for yielding to blind pleasure, so he suffered.
3Wood, p. 271: 0 It is a basic self-deception that closes
the eye of understanding,, as Boethius says, and subjects one to
false goods."
~

'1
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I

succumbs to despair without any attempt to follow the suggestion

I~ of

the reasonable Pandarus:

I

•ti. • • Fortune, as wel thi sel ven woo st 1
Helpeth hardy man to his enprise,
And weyveth vtrecche s for hire cowardise o '"
(IV, 600-602)

~
~

I
~

I

IFinally, contrary to Chaucer's implications in Troilus, the Nun's

Priest apparently agrees with Augustine and Bradwardinel that the

~goddess

Fortune no longer enters into man's affairs; but that she

f;

l1s merely a vestige of paganism that serves to explain--for want
t.

of a better term--the unfathomable in God's will.2
The task of reconciling free will and astral determinism was
responsible for much of the complexity in the fourteenth-century
controversy over predestinationo

As early as 1267 certain tea.ch-

ines of Averroes were pointed out as erroneous:

Since matter is

eternal no creation ex nihilo ever happened; the universe can never run down, for it is the preordained scene of ''ever-recurring
stellar conjunctions and oppositionso 1 ~ 3

The Averroists assumed

lArchbishop Bradwardine, p11 76: Augustine dist:tnguishes
between necessitas invita and necessitas voluntaria; the first is
the Stoic necessity of fate, the other the Christian necessity
that confesses God's world dominion. The statement 1•a1J. things
that happen, happen of necessity'" ce.n thus be meant in two ways:
111
as an excuse for guj_l t wt th reference to des tiny, and e. s a confession that God performs everything according to His willo 11 For
Br&dwardine the necess1.tas volunte.ria became the basis of t~a doctrine of coefficiency according to which God works supremely,"
but in such a way that the freedom of will is upheld.
2 M. J. Donovan, u'The Morsl. i ty of the Nu..'"'l' s Priest's Sermon, tt
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, LII (1953), 498-508.
3
Rene Taton, ed., History of Science: Ancie~~ and Medi~val,
trans.A. J. Pomerans, I (New York, 1963), 500-501. See also
Archbisho Bradwardine
o 6-7 o

7?

that all men take part in one active intellect, and thus denied
the existence of individual souls destined for immortality.
Though opinions based on these theories were condemned in 1270,
1

certain philosophers continued to promote the

~ristotelian-based

determinism and "to embarrass Christian theologians in a number of
important respecta.••l

In brief, their doctrine repudiated the

'existence of the Ideas, and thus God by only knowing himself becomes an impersonal and immovable mover.

The traditional doc-

trine of Providence is inconceivable, since God has no knowledge
of the future.

In fact, contingency no longer enters into the

reckoning, for everything is fixed by the laws of necessity to
such a degree that man's will must act according to those lawso 2
Bradwardine•s fight against the astrological notions leadin
to determinism indicates how prevalent they must have been in popular belief as well as in theology.

Like tugust1ne before him,

Bradwardine comments on astral determinism as part of his denunciation against Pelagianism; and in such theological debates the
emphasis falls on God's power in causing good action rather than
on man•s ability to will the good freelyo 3 The ~verroists assert
that God's only action consists in putting the heavens in motion,
and thus man's acts are influenced astrally.

But not so, for the

operation of the divine will is absolutely necessary for anything
that happens.

Just as the' mind operates in the body, so

1Taton, I, 500.

2Archbishop Bradwardine, PP• 6-7.

3wood, Chaucer and Country of the Stars, p. 26.

I

I

I~
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God works in all the good achievements of' humanity: agriculture, development of sci0nce, jurisdiction, commerce, peace;
and also in all that nature yields: not only fertility and
beauty but also lightning, rain and storm. All these do not
obey impersonal powers such as the laws of nature, but God.l

~One alone is the Father of things, Eoetbius says.

One alone ad.min

listers all things: . ~He yaf to the aonne his bemes, he yaf to the
;moon hir horne s, he ya.f the men to the er the" ( Boece, III, m.6).
~Although

God is the chie.f Creator, Nature says in "The Physician's

Ta.le, t• he 'ha th me.ked me hl s vice.ire general' ( 19-22).
A lengthy survey of opinion on astrology and free will in

.

the fourteenth century would be redundant here.

We ere mainly con

•earned with Bradwardine's attitude toward astrology in the larger
framework of free will and predestination and with the reflection
of his attitude in Chaucer's thought.

;this
1
'

So far, the discussion of

dissertation indicates that Bradwardine guards against any

unorthodox opinions in

~

Ca.use.

~

and the Sermo Epinicius; and

two recent analyses of his thcmght, already referred to, 2 lead to

j

the judgment that he holds the traditional belief in both free wilt
and God's foreknowledge.

His disapproval o.f astral determinism

lends strength to this judgment, of' course; but before making a

l

more definite statement on Bra.dwardine's position, perhaps we
should summarize some highlights of op1n5.on on astrology and free
In the Middle Ages almost everyone believed to a certain

~

j

lArchbi shop Bradwardine, p. 57.

2Introduct1on to the Bermo ~pinicius by Oberman and Weislheipl, and Wood's Chaucer~~ Countr~ of~ Stars, in
!particular PP• 24-29.

I
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;degree that the stars exert a power upon men.

Yet, "not only

lwha.t one believed but how one believed was important."l

It makes

a great deal of difference:
whether one believes that the stars compel or merely inclineo
Similarly, how one belleved in stellar influence could vary
considerably; for while astrology was often the instrument of
profiteering charlatans, no less an event than the birth of
Christ had been foretold ir not foreordained by a star. ~t
the ssme time that diviner.s were condemned, prophets we1"e
exalted. Thus, the wise man might use even judicial astrology well, even though the subject was widely abused.2 '
St • .bi.ugustine and his followers reject the notion that God allows
the stars to affect human behavior, since that would make God
responsible for man's misdeeds; and even the stars do_ not deserve
such an accusation.

Although Boethius assigns more power to the

stars than

does, he shows definitely that fate operates

~ugustine

in the plan of Providence and allows for free will; but his opinions undoubtedly encouraged medieval thinkers to a broader acceptance of celestial influence th.an Augustine allowed.

St. Thoms.a

!Aquinas recognizes an indirect celestial power upon man's will and

I1nte lle ct,

an opinion that upholds .free choice end reconciles it-

lself with Christian doctrine, just as the

i

~ugust1n1an

and Boethian

doctrines do o·

Ii

Bredwardine quotes ~ugustine, Boethius, ~quinas, and a host

of other authorities

in~

causa

~·

All Doctors agree, he says,
that t~ra.te in the sta.ratt does not exist,3 a view reiterated in the

'
·sermo EE_inicius With the explicit
denial of astral determinism.
lwood, Chaucer and Count:::z: of the Stars, p. 7.
3Archbisho.E_ p]~B.d~·mrdin~, P• 670
2 Ibid.

!

r------------,_,,

' Le expl a1n athe act1 on of the stars on ""'n' s 1 ewer ns ture ace o::_

.

I

ing to the reasonings of Aquinas, and says that the shrewd man
studies his natural disposition implanted by the heavens in order
to foster good traits and overcome the bad.

He summarizes in De

ca.uss. Dei the condemnation of '*the ancient readers of horoscopes";
yet he supports the legitimate astrology of his day, accepting the
Ptolemaic and scholastic teachings.l

An astrologer himself and a

mathematician, he advises theologians to take up astrology and
mathematics; in its occupation with the celestial, astrology is
'nearest to the science of God.

Bradwardine finds biblical proof

that the observance of heavenly signs accords with divine will,
and sets hl.s final approval on astrology's general utility by

citing from Aristotle's .Secretum Secretorum. 2

We note that these views of BI-adwardine are quite similar to
Boethius's stand on celestial science.

The wise man of Boethius

is an astronomer studying the motions of the heavens in an attempt
to determine the causes of things (E.occe, I, m. 2); yet Poethius
denies that man can br should know the intricate workings of the
stars (IV, pr. 6) or that he can be ruled by astral .force ( V, pro ·I

2-3).

In common with other medieval philosophers, Holcot e.ppar- .

ently took an active interest in astronomy; in re.ct, he wrote a
number of works on the subject.3

In Vlisdom he agrees ·with Brad,-

'
lT. O. Wedel, The Mediaevl:.1.1
Attitude toward li.strologz. (New

Yale University Press, 1§20), pp. 124-260
2Ib1d., p. 127.
' 3 Lynn Thorndike, Hi st)r;r of Me.J5iC and Experimental Science
(8 vols.; New York, 1923-58 III; 2180

Haven:

I

rwardine that one may legitimately attempt to foreknow the

ru:~.

through signs, since many ancient writers seem to prove the truth
of such foreknowledge through experimentation.

Then, quite in

contrast to Bradwa.rdine, he lightly adds that experimentation is
not always reliable.

For an example he mentions two religious

meeting with each other,; many have

t•p1~oven••

that such a meeting

raight be a "sign•• or rrustration in hunting. 1

He then continues

by citing Augustine's objections to divination.
We cs.nnot fail to see that Chaucer, like Bradwardine and

other medieval philosophers, holds the traditional opinions on
astrology and rree will.

The poet disproves the irresistibility

I

of astral persuasion by hinting that the natural inclinations of
his characters are subject to selr-control:

for example, the Wife'

of Bath's lament, "Allasi a.llasl that evere love was synneltt
614) 2 and Ori seyde '

cussion on the

s "slydynge

0 tates"

or c orage tt

(

~, V, 825) • 3

(Yl..fil:,

Our di

s-1

of Chauntecleer and Troilus also reveals

Chaucer's basic belief in freedom of choice despite destinal
forces.

Chauntecleer proves that an alert man can fall but need

not remain fallen, fortune or no rortune. 4

a.it Troilus, weakened

by self-pity and self-1ndulgence--one hesitates, however, to class:

lwood, Chaucer and Country of the Stars, P• 500
2see J. M. Manly, Some New Light on Chaucer (New York~ 1926)

PP• 293-95; Wood, PP•

172-'SO.~

3see Lowes, Geoffre~ Chaucer, p. 188; Wood, pp. 48-49,
76-78.

4r>onovan, "Morality of the Nun's Priest's Sermon," P• 508.

r, I

. a2j

I him as a slave to desire 1 --cannot cope with a change of fortune.
Chaucer undercuts the worth of judicial astrology in his

I

I

f treatment of horoscopes in the well-known section of the bistrolabel
{II, 4., 50-60); and in the Franklin's comments:

nswich folye/A.s

in oure dayes is nat worth a .flye 0 (1131-32) and ''he hath his tyme

· yfounde/ To ma.ken bi's japes and his wrecchednesse/ Of awich a
supersticious cursednessett { 1270-72). · He belittles and even
smiles at believers in astrology.

If her father finds a negative

prognostication for her return to Troilus, says Criseyde, she will
convince him that the gods are a spurious lot--that is, if her
gold·fails to buy his permission to leave the Greek camp (IV, 1380

-1405).

The carpenter expects misfortune for the amateur astrol-

ogist Nicholas as he recalls how another clerk .fell into a marble
pit when walking and gaping at the stars (Mi llT, 3456-61).

Like Bre.dwardine again, Chaucer shows respect for astrono111y
and other true sciences, demonstrated by his translation of Boethius and his writing of the Astrolabe, and by placing Aristotle's
books at the Clerk's ttbeddes head."

Like Bradwa.rdine, too, he

disapproves of the misuse or abuse of astrology--by characters

I

like Nicholas, the Wife of Bath, and the Physician; for all three

ot these rely on astrology for a perverted reason:

I the

Nicholes and

Wife in the interest of illicit love, ,and the Physician for
f

10. w. Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton, 1963),
p. 494. Instead of agreeing with Robertson, I lean toward Root's
view (Poetry of Chaucer, p. 115) that Troilus, a typical enthusiast and idealist, lives in fantasy and dreams; when awakened by
Criseyde's faithlessness, he is unable to recover .from his
sorrow.

r

i love
~

l

of gold.

1

And he disapproves of the misuse of other soi-

ences through his extended satire on alchemy in "The Canon• a Yeo-

; man's Tale" and against magic in uThe Franklin's Tale."
~mansions

The

of the moon, considered less than respectable in Chau-

!cer·• s age,

are_ connected with image-making ( FrankT, 1120-21; 112832) and astrological magic in removal of the rocks (1172-1305)0 2
Gower expresses hostility toward astrology as a fatalistic

philosophy by expounding the orthodox doctrine of free will in

his preface to the passage on astronomy and astrology in Cont'essio1.·
AmHntis (VII, 633-63).

Ieverything

.
I

But

The

learn~d

men tell u.a, he says, that

I

on earth is governed through the constellations:

I

The stat of realmes and of kinges
In time of pes,.in time of werre
It is conceived of the Sterre. ( 646-48)
theologians say otherwi ae; for if' men are ''goode and wise/

pleaant unto the godhede, 1• they need not .fear the stars.

~nJ

He does

admit that the celestial influence is a powerful element in man's·

. life, but since the Creator rules the stars no Christian needs to
heed such lesser powers:

for one man's welfare "is more worth

than ben thei alle/ Towardes him that weldeth al."

~

I
I

One other opiri,.

ion is especially significant to our study, that of Wyclif.

In

II

I

lThis seems especially true of the Physician for, as F~orenco M. Grimm indicates in Astronomical Lore in Chaucer (Lincoln,
Nebraska, 1919), p. 54, Chaucer speakS-or-t'hel:Ioctor's knowledge
and use or astrology "as 11' it were his chief excellencett (Gen
Prol, 412-l~. And the doctor is fond of gold--but because gold
has excellent medicinal propertiesl Marchetta Chute observes in
Geoffrez Chaucer of' England (New York, 1946), PP• 253-540
I'
2G. G. Fox( The Medieval Sciences in the Works of John Gower,
(Princeton, l931J,°"PP• 77-80. See also WOocr;-pp. 245=71-:---

r
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lcontrast to Bradwardine he evinces no particular interest in science as a whole; although in bis earlier career he appears to be

I

.well-acquainted w1 th contemporary astrology and even approves of
1t •

Later, however , like the early Fa thera he looks upon as tro 1-

1ogy as a trivial concern compared with the eternal issues. Then,
ult1~a-conservative

in the traditlon of .&Lugustine, he advocates a

~banishment

of astrology and astronomy from the schools and would

Isubstitute

instead the "pure Word of God. ul

At the outset of this chapter two questions arose:
does Chaucer give fatalism a free hend in Troilus

~

why

Criseyde?

And why does the poet avoid taking a definite stand in the free
will-predestination controversy?

An answer to the second question

·emerged automatically during our consideration of the Nun's
Priest's digression:

the paradox of free will With God's fore-

knowledge cann()t be exple.ined--even though all orthodox thinkers
·1n the Middle Ages believed that man's freedom and God's foreknowledge do indeed coexist.

The answer to the first question is

involved importantly with what Bradwardine says about free will;
for, as we know, many literary scholars accept the opinion that
Chaucer owes bis fatalism in some measure to Bradwardinian influence.

In order to reach a statement on his attitude toward free

lwill--and at the same time ,on Chaucer's--let us summarize some of
~the

'

available facts on Bradwardine.
His defense of God aeainst the nominalism of his time con1 Wedel,, Mediaeval Attitude towe.rd Jtstrology, pp. 127-31.

r
'
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I

sists in a dual attack against the excessive subjection of will inl

!~verroism, and against
'~ism; and both~ Cause

1

the excessive freedom of will in Pelagian- '
~and

the Sermo Epiniciu! support the

lcause of God in the face of these threats.

On the basis of a sur-!

1race judgment, one would concur with Leff that in his opposition

Ito
~!

the autonomy thus given to man's will, Bradwardtne

f ~ and the Sermo

Inone
l

to man. l

Epiniciu~

in~

Causa

assigns all power to God and virtually

0n the other hand, of course, the revolt of Holcot ,

!•nd other Modern philosophers against the so-called determinism orll.
Bradwardine allows virtually no scope for the play of free will
through secondary causes.

Yet our investigation showed--chiefly

ithrough the thought of Brsdwardine and Holcot--that both the Doc-

~tor Profundus and the nominalists profess the fund&mental belief
'1of free w11i with God's foreknowledge.

The extreme views of both

1--not only of Bradwardine--are the natural outcome of a highly

f POlemical approach common to most participants in the medieval
ldebates between realists and nominalists.
'

In Bradwardine's case,

'

ithis means stressing God's power in causing good actions rather
ijthe.n me.n's e.b~.lity to will the good freely.2
!
j
No historian· denies that .Bradvrardine greatly influenced the
j

~intellectual

I

~that

climate of his time.

the .Sermo Epinicius more

~~to his fellowmen.

One is inclined to feel, thoug

than~

Ca.usa

~conveyed

his views

Slanted' to the average layman, the sermon

1R1che.rd Fitzre.lph (Manchester, 1953), P• 9o
2wood, Chaucer .!!:!.£ Countrl

.2f.

~Stars, P• 260

.

r-l
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""'
.
Me,bstrac t s 1n a iew
pages what the longer
work sets out to prove in

r·

i

almost one thousand pages of complicated argument and proor.
,stated simply, and not encumbered by the citations of authorities,

~the Sermo' s message allows no ambiguities to be
lsubject~vely interpreted by others; and it thus

seized upon and
serves as a read-

ier guide to Bradwardinian thought than De Causa Dei.

-

-

On the

IContinent, too, Bradwardine must have been well accepted; the
victory sermon was tr&nslated into Latin by request of a foreign
dignitary, a fact suggesting that on continental visits Chaucer
might have supplemented his knowledge of the Doctor Profunduso

la

theologian, mathematician, and scientist,

~adwardine'a

ff. s

renown

must have been significant; and Chaucer with his interest in scientific matters possibly also found valuable insight into Bradw.ar-1
dine's thou8ht through his scientific works.

Igraphical

Judging from bio-

accounts, Bradwerdine 's effect on the court, the army,,

land the king was beneficial and long lasting.

That the monks of

lcanterbury chose him for their archbishop seems to indicate tr.iEot

l

his opinions were accepted and understood by the orthodox and less

'learned English of his time.
Ito

~adwardine's

These combined facts certainly point

support of the traditional teachings on freo will

,and to the conclusion that Chaucer--since he is well a.ware of
I

:Br'adwardine's attitude--could hardly be re-fleeting Bradwardinian

~ 0 fatalism••

I

in Troilus and Griseyde.

The orthodoxy of Bradwardine 's thought is effectively upheld

in the introduction to the Sermo Epinicius.

tt the end of their

defense, the editors logically assert that Bra.dwardine is no more

I

~

Ildeterminiatic
t'
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than are

lthan is Boethiua.

~ugustine

or Aquinas--or, we might add,

For the Doctor Pro:fundus never denied :free

w111, nor do his teachings lead to such a denial, these editors

1
1's&y.

In fact, Bradwardine saw more clearly than his opponents

'"the

precise relation between the First Cause of all reality and

the rree second causes of contingent events.nl

Their argument is

taken up in Wood's work; however, Wood suggest s--ra ther than conclude s--that the Nun's Priest could have implied that Bradwardine,
Augustine, and Boethius all held similar views on the problem or
free will and predestination. 2 From what we have learned about
the thought of Bt'adwardine and his opponents--particularly in the

discussion or the Nun's Priest's digression and or the dirference
between Bradwardine and Holcot--it is clear that Bradwardine does
not denyrree will, and that his doctrine on .foreknowledge and
free will does jibe with the opinions of

~ugustine

and Boethius.

So, actually, the Nun's Priest does reconcile the views of his
three authorities; and as he does so, surely, he indicates that
Chaucer too accords With Bradwardine on an orthodox belief in free
will and predestination.
The Nun's Priest not only reveals that Bradwardine and Chaucer are advocates of free will; his reconciliation also

higl~

lights the fact that the tension between free will and predestine ti on in Troilus exists to~ a far grca. ter extent than in "The Nun'""
l

0

serm£_ Epinicius," P• 3060

2chaucer and Country

2f. the Stars,

PPo 24-260

I
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Priest's Tale•"

~this

~

We touched on this problem in the early pages of

paper, so a brief consideration will suffice here.

In par-

ticular we should note the contra.st between Chauntecleer' s redemp- 1

~

~ tion by way of an exercise of {freedl) will and reason and the

~inability of

I

I Consequently,

I

the unenlightened Troilus to overcome his despair.

,

although no

pro~ound

conjectures are offered on how

Chauntecleer could act rreely in spite

I

are certainly shown that he

~the

a preordained event, wo

freely.

In that sense, then,

strain between free will and foreknowledge resolves itself

satisfactorily.
i

~act

or

The tension remains unresolved in Troilus up to

Chaucer's retractation and his dedication to Gower and Strode.
Chaucer's decidation to Gower and Strode seems to hint at
the answer to the flrst question:

T1'oilus?

why the susta.ine_d .fatalism in

It appears that this fatalism re.fleets the kind of pre-

destinarianism found in Wyclif 's teachings--an opinion already
expressed, of course, in our consideration of the Nun's Priest's
d:lgre ssion.

When he wrote Troilus and Criseyd.e, some ten years

,

bofore "'The Nun 1 a Priest's Ta.le,"' c:::cer must have been very muclJ
aware of the reformer'.,s doctrine then circulating through his

Lollard friends and actively disputed at Oxford.

Perhaps, and

surely the dedication hints as much, the dispute that took place
between his friend Strode and Wyclif influenced the poet•s attitude toward .free will more'than any other factor.
luwi thout grace, St. Augustine argued, Poatlapsarian man is
able only to sin, so in one sense the will is freed to make
certain choices only by God's grace" (Wood, Chaucer and the
Country of t!!~ Stars, p. 27).
-

I

~:

~
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'

It is interesting to note thEit the ultra-realist Wyclif

!exceeds bis fellow philosophers in most nearly approximating Ock-

j ham1 s

genius in the application of logic to advance radical theo-

a logical

I

thought.

However, even though Wyclif ranks among the

great English polemicists of all time, Strode proved to be an apt

f opponent by virtue of his skill in logic1+ his treatises opposing
lwyclif are not

ext~t,

~reformer's replie a o

but bis. position is revealed through tha
The controversy between the two--they were

lfriends and colleagues--proceeded courteously in a manner one

~might

expect from the philosophical Strode.

Wyclif refers to his

1opponent as a friend of the truth, implying the lack of any perso-

1
2nal

vendetta.3

Wyclif had already presented his idea of the prelaestinate church in De Civili Dominio 4 but he elaborates upon it
"
more fully in De Eccle sia. 5 No doubt .strode was aware of Wyclif' s

I

-

I
!

determinism, tii:ugh De Civili Dom1n1o, but the reformer• s compre-

hensive work on the ;urch apparently prompted him to the strong

iopposition of his second treatise XVIII Positiones contra Wic-

1
1
i
r. GoJ.lancz, DNB, XIX,

57; Viorkman, John Wyclif, II, 125;
IEmden, Register£! oXfOrd, III, 1807-1808; George Sarton, Introiduction to the History of Science (3 vols. in 5; Baltimore;-r927!I9-48), Ill ,11, l412 o 2
"Re sponaione a ad Arguments. Ra.dulfi Strode, 0 PP• 175-200;
~XXXI-XXXII; "Responsio a.d Decem Questiones Ma.gistri Ricardi
JStrode," pp. 398-404; XLVII; in Opera Minors., ed. J. Loserth
(London, 1913).
~
r
3 "Responsiones ad Arguments., tt P• 175.
·

I
I

4Edited R. J. Poole and J. Loserth (4 vols.; London, 1885. 1904).

5Edited J. Loserth (London, 1886).

I

I
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I

1evum. 1

Just as Holcot protested against tbe potter-pot theme in

Bradwardine's writings, so Strode protests against Wyclif's theological determinism as a hopeless doctrine in its denial of free
lwillo 2 The replies of Wyclif reveal Strode as a conservative3 __
!

and indicate that Wyclif 's opinions were well-lmown at the time he
wrote, before 1380.

In answering Strode, the reformer reaffirms

his familiar views on predestination:

the church consists of the

predestinate only; we are led·unconsciously by God, and all things
happen of necessity; really serious wrong cannot be committed by
anyone destined for salvation. 4
Wyclif's ecclesiology results directly from a liberal interpretation of Augustine's definition of the church as two cities,
the heavenly and the earthly.

In Augustine's plan both the saved

and the reprobate remain unseparated until.the next world.

With

his concept of time Wyolif sees this separation as an ever-present
reality:

"Time past and future meet in the present instant and

.form one."5

Only those destined for the heavenly city are ever in

the church--although no one can be sure of his status while still
lworkman, John WSclif, II, 128: ttBale and Lelend givo no
incipit, which shows t ey had never seen it. The title seems reminiscent of the controversy over the eighteen condemned theses"
of Gregory XI •
2Ibid., II, 127-29 • .See also H• .s. v. Jones, "The Clerk of
Oxenford, •t Publications of the Modern Lanfil!age ~ ssociatlon, XX.VII
(1912), 113-15.
~ r-3sarton, Introduction to 'science, III, ii, 1412: ~s a log1c1.an .Strode attempted a middle road between nomina.11 sts and realists in the tradition of !lbert the Great and Thomas ~quinaso
4uReaponsione s Radulfi Strode, app .l 75-82.

5r bid. , p. l 75 ..

I
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;

in this life.

His teaching that only the elect remain the elect

in spite of any temporal vicissitudes understandably disrupted the
traditional order of Christian aalvation.l
In spi ta of' "all his dependence on Augustine, Wycli.f never

grasped his doctrine of' grace," Workman says.

He rests all upon

God's omnipotence and his all-conditioning w1112--juat like Bradwardine, Workman means presumably, since he traces Viyclif's predestinate views to the Doctor Profundus.

Some other historians,

however, do not find Wyclif stressing God's will.

Robson too

beli·eves that both Wyclii' and Bradwardine are determinists but
that each emphasizes a dii'ferent divine capacity.

For Bradwar-

.

e

dine, God determines his purpose through his ineluctable will; i'orf
Wyclif, everything comes about through the presence oi' indestruct-t
ible being in his knowledge. 3 Thus, says Oberman, by emphasizing
God's will .Bradwardine is far removed i'rom the ultra-realist
Wyclif.

Since predestination for the reformer is not baaed on a

decision of God's will but on his knowledge, it possesses the
character of eternal truth, '-"knovm. to God by means of the ideas
before the realisation."4 !nd so Wyclif leaves no room for the
scientia media coefficiens

that we find in Bradwardine's doctrine

and that permits the exercise of free will.
lFor Wyclif's doctrine of the predestinate church see
Stacey, Wyclif ~ Reform, 'PP. 94-95; Workman, John Wycl:tf, II,
pp. 6-13; Gordon Leff, "John Wyclii': The Path to Dissent,"
Proceedings of ~ British Aca demi, LII ( 19 66), 157-59.
2

~ Wyclif, II, lOo

3v1yclif ~Oxford Schools, p. 20lol

4Archbishop Bradwardine, po 201.

r
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I

. In

~problems

the generetion separating Wyclif s.nd .Bradws.rd1ne, new
arose and new developments took place of such great sig-

llnificance that the distance between the two theologians looms
!greater in reality than the distance between Wyclif and the Reforfmation. 1 It is understandable, therefore, that after 1372 Bradlwardine's name disappears completely from Wyclif's polemic writlings; and this fact helps to clarify the relationship between the
two.

If Wycllt' rejects Bradwardine's doctrine of the will before

1372 and later on inclines to it without any mention of the Doctor
Profundus, it seems reasonable to ascribe his cha.nged attitude to
,ttthe requirements of his polemics or to a logical realistic devel. opment, n rather than to Bradward1ne 's inf'luenoe o 2
Wyclif's predestination, far more severe than any ever
assigned--though erroneously--to Bradwardine, was especially
suited to the Chaucerian age of disasters and plagueso

People

ga. ve it attention in spite of the explsna tions of churchmen and
writers that the plague ceme as punishment for man's misuse of his
free willo 3 And Chaucer appears to succumb to such a pessimistic
frame of mind while writing Troilus

~

Crisezde.

Even before he

inserted the long soliloquy of Troilus on free will, J.

s. P.

Tatlock explains, Chaucer's poem paid homage to capricious fortune

r

~

l Ibid. , p. 2 02 •
3sts.cey, Vlyclif and Reform, p. 97; Wolfgang Clemen, Chaucer' a Earl~ Poetry, trans. c. A. M. Sym (London, 1963), pp. 16-17;
P. J. C. Hearn shaw, ,,.John Wycliffe and Di vine Dominion," ~
Social and Political Ideas of Some Greet Mediaeval Thinkers, edo
P:J--;-c7'11e arn aha w ( London, "'1:9 mrJ; p. m .

and inevitable destiny.

His friend Strode was an uncompromising

critic of such sentiments and must have remonatrs. ted With the poet
over the fatalism in his poemo 1

At least, Chaucer never else-

where put in such a personal request as he did in the case of
·Strode (and Gower) at the close of Troilus:

"To vouchen saui',

ther nede is, to correcte 9 / Of youre benignites and zeles goode 0

. ( v'

18 58- 59 ) •

In conclusion, we may recall that at one point Troilus
debates whether God or blind necessity rules the world.

In either

case, obviously, he deoid.es that he cannot be a determining force

' in his own destiny:
tt •
• • the bifa.llyng
Of thynges that ben wist bifore the tr.de,
They mowe nat ben eschued on no syde. •
(IV, 1076-78)

--And by now, certainly, we may conclude that the tatalism of
ITroilus ~ Criseyde reflects Wyclif'a teaching on pred~stination
rather than the Brs.dwa:rdinia.n doctrine of coeff1o1ency.

lnThe Epilog of Chaucer's Troilus," Modern Philology, XVIII
(1920-21), 656-57. See also by same author, "Chaucer and \~yclif ,"
·Modern Philology, XIV ( 1916), 257-68.

CHAPTER II
CHURCH AND STA TE:

WYCLIF AND STRODE

The idea of a universal empire with two divinely ordained
and distinct powers, temporal and spiritual, was a legacy of St.
Augustine and grew up with Christianity;l but through the centuries the relationship between the powers became increasingly
uneasy. 2

In England by the late Middle Ages, the question of

priority between Church and State had developed into polemic proportions in the field of thought as well as in politics.

Scholar-

ly perspectives on the question shifted from one generation to
another.

An argument favoring Church priority in the early four-

teenth century, for example, ended in Chaucer's time on the side
of the state,3 specifically through the movement initiated by
John Wyclif.

lL. J. Daly, The Political Theor~ of ~ Wyclif {Chicago,
PP• 2-27. For more general information see Joseph LeCler,
~The Two Sovereignties:
A Stu..£.z of the Relationship between
fg:.6.U1"C1land ~tate, trans.ti. Montgomery (London~ l952); H. o. Tay"Ior, rrhe Meaiaeval Mind (2 vols.; London, l9llJ, II, 305-306.
~1962),

2 Gordon Leff, rf.edieval Thought (London, 1958), pp. 73-74.
3D. Knowles, The Rel~ious Orders in England, II (Canibridgo,
1955), 61: The theory of~lords@..p or domfnion ana grace became a
·living issue in 1302 with Giles of Rome'a tes.chings. He held that

dominion
The
and in a
1, friars.

exists only withi~ the Church or with Church sanction.
State was championed by Marsilius of Padua, by Ockham,
sense by Richard I< i tzralph when he turned against the
See W. A. Pan tin, The F.n.fili sh Church in the Fourteenth
Cent~ (Cambridge, 1955), P:-130; Jo1m H. Fisner-;-J"ohn Gower:
Moral Philosopher.and Friend of Chaucer {London, l964l";' p. 128.

I
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In his theory of dominion Wyclif not only taught the sovereignty of the State in civil affairs; he also recommended that
the rights and duties of the State should be extended to include
the administration of the Church.1

Thus, the historic movement

toward disintegration in the fourteenth century grs.dually led to
the withdrawing of the State from ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and
the State that had barely existed for Augustine now became all but
, omnipotent •2
Wyclif gave English nonconformity its beginnings, K. B.
McFarlane says.

For this reason, if for no other, he and his fol-

lowers deserve our attention.

But there is a still more iniport&nt

reason .for considering the Vlycliffi te movement:
• • • the response of those in authority to Wycliffe's
challenge is as instructive as it was unanimous. Thanks
to Wycliffe we have a better understanding of those twinengines of ls. te medieval government: The English Church
and the English Stateo3
Supposedly advocated as a plan to correct current evils, Wycl1f's

I

theory of dominion with its why's in favor of the State brought

lclashes of opinion that eventually lost sight of the major issue:

•,.

how to set an equitable balance be tween the two powers.

1P. dee a.de

of dissension le.ft the question still unanswered in the 1380's.
lHenry Morley, English Writers, V (London, 1890), 36.
2prederick C. Copleston, Medieval Philosophz ( 2d ed.; New
York and Evanston: Harper ~nd Row, 1961), PP• 184-85; see also
Leff, Medieval Thought, PP• 302-303.
3 John Wycli.ffe and the Beginnings £!.English Nonconformity

(New York, 1953), pp.1'0"-ir;

r· - - - - - - - - -
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In this chs.pter an attempt will be made to show how Wyclif'a

2

political

views affected Chaucer's attitude toward ,the relation-

1

! ship between Church and Stateo

I
~

~nd

Chaucer does not take up the pros

cons of Wyclif's theory of dominion any more than he discusses

I other

political questions.

So his attitude toward the two powers

jraust be determined through his comments and by comparing his
iviews with those of other writers on issues such as Lollardy,

Idominion (lordship), and the disendowment of the clergy.
l

II

.

No figure so dramatically brings to mind the medieval strug-1

gle between Church and State as St. Thomas "a Becket, martyred foi;:

I

placing his duty to God above loyalty to the king:

I
~

And specially from every shires ende
Of Engelond to Caunterbury they wende,
The hooly blisful martir for to sake,
That hem hath holpen when that thiy were
seeke.
(~ f.!:£1.., 15-18)

'
!Pilgrimages to Becket's shrine, suggested less than a week after

f his death, 2 continued through the centuries with all levels of

~society participating,

I

~Tales.

as Chaucer illustrates 1n the Canterburz

Be.fore proceeding to London, the Bl.a.ck Prince and his roy-

·al captive John of France paused at Canterbury to make their orferr
; ings at Fscket's shrine;3

Edward III vlsited Canterbury in May

~------

1

lAll references from Chaucer are from The_ Vlorks of Geoffrey
ed. F. N. Robinson (2d ed.; Boston,-r957). The quotaltions are specified by abbr:viated titles and line numbers.
2Morley, English Wr~. ters, V, 282-85.
~Chaucer,

I
~

3 H. D. Sedgwick, The Life of Edward the Bleck Prince
, (Indianapolis, Indiana~--i9'3~p-.-l60; Derek Brewer,-Chaucer in
~ Time (London, 19 63; , pp. 206-207.

I
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i1369 1 --the month England resumed war with .Frsnceo

Certain people

of Lynn, Norfolk, after their pilgrimage in the late 1380's
founded the gild of St. Thomas the martyr. 2
In 1170 the earthly Church was truly militant in its battle
against Henry II's demand for State independence.

The violent

death of Pecket, a man of unquestioned piety and sincerity, fired
the English sense of justice and resulted in a triumph for the
Church. 3 Though Henry did public penance, the national revulsion
of feeling compelled him to grant excessive privileges to the
ecclesiastical powers.

Ironically, one of his more significant

grants, the benefit of clergy,4 led to the liberal laws and per1

lmissiveness that attracted many unexemplary clerks and consequent-

' ly abetted the worsening conditions in the Church's temporal affEd.rs.

All fourteenth-century wri tars and reformers attacked the

f widening corruption among ecclesiastics, though more times than

'not they merely echoed the contemporary sermons5 or the political
verse and satire 6 of the time. The bitterest denunciations came

~dith Rickert, Chaucer's World (New York, 1948), PP• 259-EO
G

2

.
Ibid., P• 269.

~

3T. L. Connolly,

~Introduction

j(New York, 1925), PPo 61•62; Morley,

to Chaucer ~ Len~_nd
Writers, V, 282-83.

~nglish

4o. M. Trevelyan, England in the ~of Wycliffe {London,
~1900), PP• 166-670
'

~

5G. R. Owst, Literature ~Pulpit in Medieva~ England (2d
. ado; Oxford, 1961),pp. 288-89; Pantin, English Church, ppo 236-380
I

'

6vvolfgang Clemen, Chaucer's Early Poetry, tr&nso

Sym (London, 1963}, PP•

!6-17.

c.
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itrom those most devoted to the Church's interests; for, as T. R.

I

r

!positive fault-tinder often amends rather than destroys.

I

Lounsbury points out, love censures as often as hate doesl and tbel

~

At first even Wyclif criticizes--as do Chaucer, John Gower, f

Ii, e.nd

l

othera--in a thoroughly orthodox .fashion by using the "common-

est of oommonplaces•• 2 to describe the misdoings of the clergy.

J,Later on his attacks acquire a vehemence of tone, never found in

f Chaucer's; but the "reformer's club and the poet's rapier made for

I the same points." 3 Chaucer also differs from Gower in his approach to criticism, even though both writers use the technique o:f
· character contrasts to achieve their aims.

The Canterbury Tales

jcomment indirectly on the laxity of Church rule by dramatizing
'.the

un~difying

conduct or churchmen; Gower's approach resembles

Wyclj_f' s manner of direct ac1rnon1 tion and attack.

I

~blames

In the Prologue to Confessio Amentis, for example, Gower
the many clerical privileges for luring ambitious men into

. the Church.

The ae clerks de sire holy orders, he says,
Noghte for the merite of the charge,
Bot for thei wolde hemself descharge
Of poverte and become grete (301-303).4

lstudies in Chf.ucer (3 vols.; New York, 1892), II, 468-70.
2Ibid., p. 467. See also Merchette Chute, Geoffr~ Chaucer
of England (New YoI'k, 1946), pp. 200-201; R. K. Root, The Poetry
£f "Chaucer ( 2d ed.; Boston 1922), p. 26.

Ipav (1916),s. 264;
p. Tatlock,
Knowles,
3 J.

1

0

chaucer and Wyclif' u ModeI'!!. Philology,
Religious O:Pders, II, 111-14.

4References to Gower are from ThG English Works 2£ John
Gower, ed. G. c. Macaulay (2 vols.; London, 1900=l90I). Confessio
Aman tis will be cited as CA, .followed by book number and lines.

r
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he

a&~its

that not all shepherds follow the way of Simon

Magus, ''which the f'oldes gate/ Hath lete, and goth in othergate"
(439-40); but some pattern themselves after Aaron by eschewing
covetousness and pride--like Chaucer 1 s Clerk and Parson, for example.

The Clerk chooses the works of tristotle over rich attire,

dedicates himself to works of piety, learning, and teaching; he
lnne was so worldly for to have office" (Gen Prol, 292).

The Par-

son, a genuine shepherd and not a mercenary, ia devoted to holy
jthought and charity {514, 479); he does not desert his parishion-

I

~ers to seek higher gains in London as a singer of Masses or memberl

lof

a brotherhood.

We observe that the Parson's way of life gives J

la positive answer to Wyclif's question:

how can one trust a

'teacher not following his own teachings'll

I

For the Parson first

l'WI'oghte, and afterward he taughte" ( 497) • 2
~

The only contemporary churchman Chaucer introduces in the

lean terburx Tale a 1 s
I

"Bi sshop Bradwardyn," a less drama tic figure

~than Becket3 but a more ideal example of Church-State relation-

~ ship.

In fact, the fourteenth-century ~rchbishop of Canterbury

~might

aptly serve as a symbol of well-balanced relationship be-

~
~

.

ltween the two powers.

His career leading to Lambeth combined the

I

"
~typical

I

duties of a scholarly churchman and courtier; yet, as we

~~~~~~~~~~~-

i

lJohn Wyclif,

Op~s Evangelicum, ed. J. Loserth (2 vols. in

il; London, 1895), II, 379.'

I

2 CA , V, 182 5:

»cri st wroghte i'era t and e.1' tar te.whte • "

3see Owst, Literature and Pulpit, PP• 126-34; "the national '
hero among the saints of the-EngTish pulpit was clearly the martyred St Thomas of Ca.nterbury 0 (p. 126)0
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,,

~

! saw in the first chapter, according to historians the quality of

!his piety equalled or even excelled that of Becket.

Unlike

~

I Becket,

though, Thomas Bradwardine took no practical part in the

i" disputes between Church and :State but dealt with metaphysical and
f ethical problems.

I

We are given another exemplum of balanced cooperation be-

,,

tween the two powers in the career of the Knight, the Canterbury
Ta.le s' most illustrious lay-.nan: .

i
I
I
I

Ful worthy was he in his lordes werre,
And therto hadde he riden, no man ferre,
As wel in cristendom as in hethenesse,
And evere honoured for his worthynesseo
(Gen Prol, 47-50)

First he fought for his king in the Hundred Years War.
truce in the sixties, he joined Peter of Cyprus in the campaigns

of Alexandria, Sate.lye, and Lyeys;l then he fought in the chivalric wars in Lithuania and Russia. 2

It is interesting to note that

Iwhen Peter of' Cyprus visited England in
,

1363, Edward III enter ...

.

tained him lavishly but refused to commit his country to the crusade.

However he permitted any of his knights wishing to join

Peter to do so.

When the Monk glorifies this famous military

leader with Pedro of Spain in his tragedies, Chaucer presents an-

Iother analogy of the
;1

two powers:

jking warring for his crown.

a

c~~sader

for the Church

~nd

$nd both of the Pedroa, the poet

: implies, became martyrs for a righteous cause.

la. L. Kittredge, The Date of Chaucer's Troilus and Other
Metters (New York, 1905

Tales (New York,
2 Rob1nson

)-;-p.

44;

J: M. :Manly, ed., CanteFSurr

1928), ppo 499-5000
Works of Chaucer

a
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I
i'

f

These remarks hinting at Chaucer's neutrality in the di sputel

1

I• between

I
1

Church and State disagree with an opinion that the Knight'al

description and those of the Squire and Yeoman reveal the sym-

1 pa thy of Chaucer, a military man himse l.f, on the State's side in
~
w

1

the matter of sovereignty.

l

They also conflict w1 th the sugges-

jtion that Chaucer emphasizes the Knight's services in religious

~

wars, thus revealing his pacifism and disapproval of the Hundred
Years War. 2 In actuality,, Chaucer's attitude toward war and peace

I appears

i

somewhat ambiguous in this instance.

His reference to the

Squire's part in the 1383 crusade 3 (against Clement VII,, rival o:f

iPope Urban II) might seem to indicate a slight leaning toward the
Church's cauae--that is, the only just war is one for religious
'reasons.

But the English crusaders were led by the warlike bish-

op of Norwich, a member of the "Caesarian" system denounced by

IWyclif in behalf of apostolic purity and by

Iinterest

of feudal power. 4

John of Gaunt in the

For Wyclif believed churchmen should

jdevote themselves to religious P.uties, and Gaunt too disapproved
of prelates seemingly ambitious for secular prestigeo

!

The

reformer exposed the unchristian character of the crusade and the
lLounsbury,, ;Studies .!!!, Chaucer, II, 478-80.

2Roger s. Loomis, "Vle.s Chaucer a Leodicean?" Essays and
, Studies!!!_ Honor of Ce.rleton Brown {New York, 1940), pp. 129-48.
~

3

Robinson, Works of ehaucer, P• 653; Manly, Canterbury
·Teles, P• 502.
4 sydney Armitage-Smith, ~£!_Gaunt (London, 1904)
pp. 270-71.

1

I
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I

I

methods of secur.lng men and money for

it;~ while Gaunt no doubt

,,

I objected

to the bishop's usurpation of the army and supplies he

1needed
'
for his Castilian campaign.

Ii the

But the people eagerly bought

plenary indulgences to support the bishop, and the expedition

I
1

Ito Flanders took place much to the disgust of Gaunt and other

I
·.
II

peers.

It seems logical that in 1383 Chaucer would have aided wit·

Wyclif and Gaunt in denouncing Norwich's project; but the duke's
.

second Castilian invasion three years later could not .fail to

~encourage a gentler judgment of the Flanders crusade as reflected

I

jin the General Prologue.

Por then it was Gaunt's turn to profit

'through papal indulgences; and, surely, Armitage-Smith observes,

I

I

I

i
i
I
1

Viyclif must have turned 1n his grave e.S bishops progressed thl';ugh

I the

country selling indulgences to finance a .dynastic quarrel.
His description of the Yeoman gives Chaucer an opportunity

to eulogize the military might of England, but.he .fails to do soo
However, any audience of his time required merely a picture of
ithe perfect Yeoman with :his nsheef of pecok arwes, bright and

!kenet•

( 104) to be reminded of the past glories of Crecy and Poi-

tiers and the downfall of Frs.nce.3

And this may be Chaucer's

-; acknowledgment that in his audience there are adherents of war as
·well as those committed to peace.

Here we might mention two facts

f

lBernhe.rd ten Brink, Histor:'l_ of EnBliah Literature, trans.
p7m. Clarke Robinson, II (Isondon, 1895), 29; see also Ma.y McKisack,
I~ Fourteenth Century:
1307-1399 (Oxford, 1959), ppo 430-310

2 John 2f. Gaunt, PP• 301-3050
I
3Em11e Legouis, Geoffre* Chaucer, trans. L. Lailavoix
1913), pp. 31, 149;.-n:-sedgwick, Dan Chaucer (IndianI. (London,
a olis Indiana 1934
2 j

'?

-
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in connection with the war and peace parties in Chaucer's time:
first, much of' the Church-State controversy stemmed from the con. test between these factions for governmental control; and, second,
the Lollards opposed all types of warfare, whether for interna-

l tional or f'or religious purposes.

Also, we might add that nowhere

in his writings does Chaucer express any warlike sentiments; and
. this lack of bellicosity likewise distinguishes the attitudes of

~his

associates Gower and Relph Strode, and even Gaunt in his later

I stand on media.tiono

I
1

The years 1369 to 1400 comprise a period significant to

1Chaucer 1 s relationship with his three contemporaries, Gower,

I

~Strode,

and Gaunt; and to a study of Wyclif' 1 s influence on Chaucer's

thinking.

I death

First, however, a summary or events rrom Bradwardine 's

to 1369 seems in order f'or the sake of perspective.

¥s we

lnoted in the i:irst chapter, this twenty-year interval between
·' Bl"fl.dwardine and Wyclif' brought problems and developments of' such
·great importance to Christian thought that it actually carries

'more impact than do
I orrna. tiono l

the many years separating Wyclif from the

~Ref

I

1unity,

a major scale, many agitating factors tested English

On

with the Hundred Years War the greatest disruption.

Other

1 causes of dissension were nationalism, class struggles in the

'·

social area
and in politics, and, in the ecclesiastical area, sec'
/

'

lH. A • Oberman Archbi sho:Q_ Thomas Bradwardine :
C0ntury Augustinian (Utrecht, l~f57}, p •. 202.

A Fourteen th

r

W4

•~~

ularism and revolt against traditional beliefs.

t

k

new society

began to emerge in defiance of the old order, a tenacious but no
longer efflctive way of lifel--not a phenomenal situation, by any
means, but one recurring throughout history, even in our own time.
For, as G. K• Chesterton remarked some decades ago, just as Chauf
cer 1 s generation witnessed the breaking up of a s:i;:a cific medieval I

culture, so. we of the twentieth century may

tnessing the dis-

be W1

integre tion of a particular Renaissance cultureo2

fact that nature itselr--with outbreaks of sickness ao:lv1olent
weather--seemed to conspire against the English.

We recall that

people in the Middle Ages often credited natural events to divine

Iintervention:
~southwest

for example, the Piers Plowman poet explains the

gale of January 1362 and the Black Death as God's judg-

fment on excessive pride; in Troilus

1•torm

I

~ ~riseyde

a fateful rain-

forces Criseyde to remain overnight es Panderua•s guest.

lF. J. c. Hearnshaw, UJobn Wycliffe and Divine Dominion,"
Social and Poli ti cal Iooas of Some Great Mediaeval Thinkers,
~6Cf:" F. J. C:-H'earnshaw (London,°J:'9281":" PP• 197-980 See also
~Clemen, Chaucer's ~arl' Poetr1, p. 15; J. M. Manly, Some New·
I Light on Chaucer ( ew ork, 1926), ppo 268-720
~ ~
I - -2
I
chaucer (New York, 19321 P• 170; see also Clemen, p. 15.
~The
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Thus, the English found reason for alarm in the meteorological
activity of the l360's.

'

Fierce tempests upset trees and demol-

l1shed buildings, broueht torrential rain and hail; and the worst

I storm

I

~1360

of all that raged through central France in the spring of

frightened Edward III into suing for peace with the crippled

!French.l Except for nature's interference, this phase of the
I
Hundred Years War might have continued to a much later date.

!
.

I

During the campaign Chaucer was captured near Reims, but

mus~

the French released him by March 1360, so he
have experienced
the worst terrors of the storm. 2 Quite likely, when describing
the rainstorm in Troilus and Criseyde (III, 617-744, passim) some
twenty years later, he may

lnatural forces in 13600

h~ve

recalled Edward's submission to

In his own case, the precipitated peace

lbrought him a speedy release from the army.
f

He left Calais to

carry Prince Lionel's letters to England; then he disappears from

lhis life records until 1367.3

It is thought that the poet devoted

·a part of these hidden years to acquire mastery of the Enelish
language.4

Apparently, he did expend some energy on such a proj-

lH. M. Imbert-Terry, 1tThe Poetical Contempors.ries of Chaucer," Chaucer Memorial Lectures, 1900, ed. Percy W. Ames (I,ondon,
~1900), pp. 6-7; Morley,-:EngffSE' Writers, V, 98-99; Sedgwick, Dan
~Chaucer, P• 36.
2Manly, Canterbury 7alos, p. 11; Morley, English Writers,
V, 99; O. F. :Emerson, 0 chaucer's First; Military .Service--~ Study
of Edward III' s -Invasion of Frsnce in 1359-60," Chaucer Essays and
, Studies (Cleveland, Ohio, 1929), pp. 234, 238-39.
3George Williams, ~ New View of. 9hsucer (Durham, North Car,of
1line., 1965), Po 42; Morley, EngITSh 'S1--Iters, V, 99.
4Mary Giffin, .Studies of Chaucer and Hi a i\.udience (Quebec,
·
I

iI

1956

• 23
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"Fordronke, as he sat on his bench upright.
Ther cam a privee theef men clepeth Death,
That in this contree al the peple sleeth, • • •
He ha th a thousand slayn this pa stile nee. 0

I

I~

( 674-76; 679)

;But the rioters refuse to be intimidated by this enemy stealthily
~-

II des tr oyin

g

the young people.

Instead they swear that death him-

f self "shal be deed" if they are able to seize him ( 710), and they

lare impelled to even more rascally behavior that finally worsens
~in to crime.

iI . In their earlier writings

the Piers Plowman poet and Gower

!anticipate Chaucer's comments on the civil and ecclesiastical
'1'

a.buses prompted in part by a popular leaning toward fatalism.

I
I

r·1latever ""Y writer says, however, also appears in the contempo-

~rary verse of complaintl that reveals the bewilderment of a socie-~

'~ty emerging from plague, wars, and changing economy.

I

Ironically, I

ithough the verse of complaint advocates the rehabilitation of the ~
f:conservative way of life, not its abdication or change, it

~as

well the assuming of power by popular and lay authority.

suppol't~

In

l

~

I

1such a world of fluctuation and moral laxity, Wyclif' s doctrines
~
iof pi"edestination and disendow.ment f'ound a willing audience.
~
~

1

!to

To help us to a better understanding of Chaucer's reactions

his century we should study John or Gaunt'•j
2
!policy and character, Emile Legouis says. At e.ll times Chaucer
the perplexities

~tried

or

~

J

I

to please his great patron, and quite obviously his fortunesf•

~

~~~~~~~~~~~

t

~

~Verse

1 Thomas L. Kinney, 14 Tne Temper of Fourteen th-Oen tury Engli shi
of Complaint, t' Annualo Ivlediaevale, VII ( 19 66), 88-89 •

t

2Geoffre:y: Chaucer, pp. 33-43.

I
l
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lrose

and fell with those of Gaunt.

Ivlilliams
1al

says :om.ch the same.

In his recent study George

Most of the poet's friends were loy-

Lancastrians, he points out.

It seems that Gaunt and his

!friends wanted to help Chaucer--they could just as readily have

f l"uined his career--for from his mid-twenties on the poet remained
Jon the public payroll.

•

Iwo1"ked

His association with Gaunt might have

age.inst him in three brief periods only:

the two months of

~

~the Good Parliament in 1376; the Peasants' Revolt and its uneasy
y
~

~aftermath

in 1381; and the period of serious trouble between Gaunt

!and RichElrd II from early 1384 to late 1385.l

We may conclude

Ithen,

'Nilliams se.ys, that the public a.nd private lives of Gaunt
Jand Chaucer were consistently and significantly related. 2 Henry
~

IMorley, not exactly an admirer of Gaunt, comments on the fact that
lwyclif as well as Chaucer relied on the duke's patronage.

He con-

~

!

,~cedes

that

• • • there must needs have been some music in the mind of
one who drew to himself services of Wyclif and of Chaucer,
and under whose roof it is almost inevitable that Wyclif
and Chaucer should sometimes have met in friendly fellowship.3

!I
,i
t

1

l

~We can safely assume, of course, that Chaucer did kno• V/yclif per-1
~ sonally.

The reformer served for a while as the king's cha.plain

~

fi" and
J.

most likely he preached a.t the court while Chaucer was a mem-

ber of the royal houaehold.4
(

The records of Chaucer's a0quaintanoe with Gower date from

l~ ~ £!. Chaucer, po 330
3En5lish Writers, V, 450
4Menly, Centerburx.; T£.,.~;ui, po 41.

2 Ibido, P• 52 o

i
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ithe 1370's.

And it seems likely that the poet knew Strode too

f around the same time, perhaps first as an O.xt'ord man at court,1
l

'then at the university and Inns of Court.

There are indications

ithat Chaucer's association with both men developed into close

I
~trusted
I

friendship.

When he left for Italy in 1378, for example, he en-

Gower with power of attorneyo

Strode became one of his

neighbors during his residence at Aldgate; and in 1382 Chaucer and

f Strode together went surety for the good behavior of a wealthy
iJ

~London draper.

In this instance, Edith Rickert observes, we vis-

iualize Chaucer and Strode as partners and we acquire "a fresh hint.
'

jthat the poet, unlike most of his

~ perous business ma.n.n 2
~
~

~mony

crar~

was a successful and pros-

of friendship with Gower and Strode, of course, with his

!dedication at the end of Troilus ~ Criseyde.

l'

It is important to note the relationship of these three men

j

lduring the 1370's when Wyclif served the interests of Gaunt and
jthe court party in the Church-State controversy.

Wyclif's basic

~works on dominion and disendowment as well as his debates with
~Strode

belong to this periodo

During this time, with Gaunt for

jpatron and conservatives like Gower and Strode for friends, Chaua'1

jeer may have found himself fairly often between two conflicting
~

;j forces.
~

~

..
?;

~

:;

~

i

Chaucer himself gives the strongest te s ti-I

Gower and Strode, for example, supposedly belonged to the

~~~--~~~~~--

1 Br'ewer, Chaucer !!!_ His ~. p. 141; Morley, Engl1 sh
Wr1 ters, V, 188.

2 1•New Life Records of Ohaucer--II," ,Times Literary Supplement, October 4, 1928, P• 707.
·
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!king's
factionl and as such were politically recognized.
,,

~gain,

~

~Gower expresses unqualified disapproval of the royal favorites of
~

!,Edward's last years, whereas Gaunt is in league with themo 2

But

lhls tolerant attitude in later writings suggests that Chaucer
!

~could well maintain a tactful and balanced outlook during any
~

Iordeal.

From the knowledge available on Stro~e, we might conclude

;that he encouraged Chaucer's diplomatic approach to problems, a
~

ltechnique of writing unlike the leas temperate approaches of Gower
;and Wyclif.

We are told, for instance, that Strode conducted his

;disputes with the sometimes irascible Wyclif in an amicable

manner~

land, Otl the lighter side, that he was ua jocular- conversationa.1fist."3

Strode's treatises on formal logic and scholastic philos-

lophy qualify him as an author4 as well as a logician and lawyero

f Quite likely, his. views prompted many of the philosophical gener1,alizations of both Gower and Chaucer,5 especially in consequence

I

jof his disputes with Wyclif on the questions of free will and the

j

~disendowment of the Church.

i

In a.ny event, after 1369 Chaucer reflects a ••deepenin~ phil-1

josophioal

insightu and a ttquickening social conscience, tt6 a. po ssi-1

I

lErnest P. Kuhl, ''Some Friends of Chaucer," Publications of
1~ Modern Languag~ !ssociation, XXIX (1914), 270·76.
2 Gardiner Stil).well, "John Gower and the Last Years of Edi
1ward III,'' Studies !!!, Philology, XLV ( 1948), 4560
,

I

3Gollancz,

~ ..

XIX, '59o

.

Ibid. I p 0 2 05 •

j

~

4chute, Geoftre:y: Chaucer, Po 144J

5Fisher, John Gower, Po 61. See also po 225: To Chaucer
·"philosophical tt denot_e_d both speculative and intellectual skill o
6.

II

I
~
~

i11
ble indication of Strode' s influence.

~

~look

And Strode' s moderate out-

must have encouraged the conservative views of Gower--the

~~

Iphilosopher
~

j of

and homebody preferring his own thoughts a.nd friends

his own choosingl above any sophisticated ways of living.

It

~

i seems that all three--Chaucer, Gower, Strode--were connected with
i Gaunt and Wycl1..f in varying capacities. The English court must
I have known Gower as a poet, scholar, ~nd courtier well before
~j

~

I

Richard II asked him to write Confessio Amantis; .for evidence

I shows he belonged to

the same two circles as Chaucer, "the upper

imiddle class society of' the franklin, merchant, and lawyer and thel

Iaristocratic
~

~Around

society of a trusted retainer in a noble household."2'

this same time the court apparently recognized Strode as a

"~

'civil servant as well as the celebrated logician and disputant

Iagainst Wycli.f.

1

As an a.pt challenger of' Wyclif's opinions, Strode!

I
I

~ seems to qualify the claim of J. A. Robson that except for some

· !slighting comments Wyclif ignores the English scholars of bis

I

as though they never exi sted.3

time!

While Strode excelled in logic at

Oxford during the so-called unfruitful sixties, it is thought tha~'··
~Chaucer was also attending the uni versi tyo 4 That the poet studiej

I
I
l

l Henry Morley, ed., Confes si o Amant is (London, 1889 ), p. xiii

2Fi sher, J obn Govter, p. 41,
~Amantis, p. x11r:--

I
~

See al so Morley, Contes si o

J

II

3wyclif ~ ~ Oxi'ord Schools (Cambridge, 1961),pp. 97,1120

4Ed1th Rickert in °was Chaucer a Student at the Inner Temple'?tt in ~n~:yAnniversa.rv Studies in Le.nguage and Literature
(Chicago, l9 3), PP• 20-3!, convincingly argues Chaucer's attendance at the Inner Temple. Later scholars usually accept the fact
~that Chaucer had legal training.

~
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I, at
,,~
~
I

the Inner Temple in this decade is now commonly accepted.

Sin.ce Strode and Wyclif were both learned in law, one wonders if

•~

ij Chaucer did not indeed come in contact with them far oftener than

"
~i

is generally supposedol

..

!

~

The Hundred Years War ended the long, close association

Ibetween

Ithe

the English univerai ties and Paris; and .from 1349 onwards

scholars at Ox.ford and Cambridge pursued their own interests
!with
small heed to events at Pariso 2 A narrowed outlook resulting,,
.,
,!

irrom
this separation weakened the prestige of the English univerJ
~

j sities,
'

a situation further abetted by periodic outbreaks of the

~Black Deatho3

For the plague's victims included not only great

l1ntellectuals like Bradwardine and Holcot but also many promising
g

I young

scholars yet to prove themselveso

The lack of evidence of

ioxrord achievements from the publication of De Causa
i!

i lif' s
'1

~to

Wyc-

emergence in the schools in the sixties seems to prove a

Idecline of intellectual vigor during this periodo4 No longer an
Iinternational meeting place and largely freed from Church control,"
r,

I~

S. Ms.rgulie s in '~The Marriages and the Weal th of the
hate of Bath," Mediaeval Studies, XXIV (1962), 210-16, explains
r that much of what the Wife says and does relates to medieval laws
~of marriage and to laws on legal action between married couples~
!She notes that Chaucer' a knowledge of these civil and Church laws
imight be used to shed more light on his legal training {po 210)0
I
2 Knowles, Religious Order~, II, 74-890

le.

!
~

3Gasquet, Great Pestilenc~, pp. 217-18; Campbell, Black
I.Death and Men 2f Learning, P• 179.

~

4Robson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, p. 97. See also H. C.
Maxwell Lyte, !, History of ~University of Oxford {London, 1886)
P• l76o

;

r
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~
~Oxford became a center for liberal thinkers disposed toward Ock-

~ hamism,1

i Ox.fordo 2

the trend that prevailed when Wyclif began teaching at
In time, however, the reformer's strong reaction to

~ nominalism
~

reversed the tendency; a.nd when speculation age.in

'. throve at Oxford in 1369, Wycliffism was the dominating thoughto 3

The reformer's influence remained in force until he was silenced
lby the civil and ecclesiastical authorities in 1382. 4
j

I

I

The more immediate opinions of Wyclif and Strode must have

exercised a greater impact on Chaucer's thought than those set

forth by Bradwardine and Holcot a generation before; yet the significance of these two Oxonians cannot be underestimated.

In a

sense, they are the direct predecessors of Wyclif, since no outstanding theological activity took place in the schools from 1350
to 1370.

And it might be said that when Chaucer immortalizes the

Doctor Profundus in the Canterbury Tales he renders tribute "to a
man who had left an impression on Oxford that only Wyclif could
efface."~

I
I

Although Wyclif pays no serious attention to the schol-

ars of his day, according to Robson, he returns repeatedly to
Bradwardine and another Oxonian of the same generation, Richard
1 J. A. Vlei sheipl, "Ockham and Some Mertonians, u Mediaeval
Stu die s, XXX ( 19 68 ) , . 164.

2McKi sack, Fourteen th Century, p. 510.
3cempbell, Black Death~ Men of Lea.min&, p. 171.
4 G. M. Trevelyan, ~lstrated English Social Histor~, I
(New York, 1967), 46. First published in 1949-52 (4 vols.).
5 F. M. Powicke, Medleval Books of Merton College {Oxford,
1931), p. 240

r
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He does not acknowledge Holcot except indirectly

Fi tzralph.1

l

through his notice of Ockham, but quite likely he knew Holcot's

I

views from the Dominican's Principium and Lectures 2!l the Wisdom

I of Solomon.

The reformer would disapprove of Holcot•s exempla,

I however, and as an ultra-realist would strongly censure Holcot's

~Wisdom

I

for its scepticism and Pels.gianism. 2

Most historians of thought concur that Wyclif based hia doc-

1trlne of prede st1nat1on on the teachings of Augustine and Bradwe.r-

l
i
I

dine, but usually find Fitzralph the source of his theories on
dominion.3

Yet, it appears that when he makes the privilege of

lordship'dependent upon grace, the reformer is also reflecting

I Bradwardine' s
~

t victory

I the

conception of di vine sovereignty, that "God grants

to those whom he wills, and he wills to grant victory to

virtuous. ,,,4

Like Bradwe.rdine, he traces all power and author-

1i ty to God as the Creator, Preserver, and Ruler of the universe.

I

' Except for God and what proceeds immediately from him, Wyclif

~recognizes

~

no earthly dominion or possession or spiritual author-

1--~

lRobson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, PP• 70, lll.

~

2Beryl Smalley, "Wyclif' s Postilla on the Old Te sta.ment and
His Principium," Oxford Studies Presented to Daniel Callus
(Oxf'ord, 1931}, P• 240

Ov!yclif considers himself a pupil of both Bradwa1.. dine and
Fitzralph. See Oberman, ArchbishoE Bradwardine, P• 198; see also
~Daly, Politi~_t?l:. Theory of Wyclif, pp. 92-93; Knowles, Religious
~ Orders, I I , 81 •
•
~

I

4H. A. Oberman and J. A. Wei sheipl, eds., "The Sermo
Ascribed to Thomas Bradwardine ;• Arch;1~ves d'histoir0
''doctrinare et litters.ire du moyen age, X:X.V [1958), 304.
~ ~J?.iJ:!iCi'!s

r----------------------
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!'

ity as absolute or unlimitedo 1

Again, without. too much conjec-

turing, one detects the germ of Wyclif's theory of dominion in
:soethius's concept of gentilesse:
tue, does not depend on birth.

I

true nobility evolves from vir-

For example,

• • • dignytees and poweres yif thei comen to any wikkid man,
thei doon as greet damages and destrucciouns as dooth the
flaumbe of the mountaigne Ethna • • • honour ne cometh nat
to vertu for cause of dignyte, but, ayenward, honour cometh
to dignyte for cause of vertu (Eoece, II, pr. 6).

By implementing the teaching that lordship depends upon virtue,

Jthat the good Christian possesses dominion whatever his status in

Isociety,

as 1fycl1f does, one might logically assert that e.11 dis-

1tinctions of status and estate are based upon 1njustice.2

I Ball,

John

of course, capitalized on this theory.
In the last chapter we noted the Wyclif-Strode disputes in

f

I

Iconnection with Chaucer's stand on free Will, but put off until I
f

now the historic details of the association between these two menoJ

iWyclif himself refers to ,Strode as his friend and associate in thelI
Ischools. 0 To be designated as a colleague and friend of Wyclif-- I
~

!

"the most distinguished theologian of his generation at OXf'ord, n4

I

J skilled logician, and lawyer--be speaks Strode' s stature as a, scholl

iar and philosopher.

Their years at Oxford imply a nearness of

~age, e.n assumption proven by their life spans.

Wyclif was born

t!
~~~~~~~~~~~-

'

1 Ten Brink, His tor;y:_ of' Engl1 sh Literature, II, 12-13; Ober-

: man, Archbishop Bre.dwardinef, p. 77.

~
Joseph H. Dahmus, The Prosecution of~ ~iclyf (New Have
'
2
!Connecticut,
1952), P• 24.
~
3opera Minors., ed. J. Loserth (London, 1913), PP• 197, 398 0

~

4Knowles, Reli ious Orders

II
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l

j circa

1328.

We have no record

o:f

Strode's birth date, but an old

IMerton list shows that he flourished under Edward

III (1327-77)0

1

J Wycli:f died in 1384, Strode in 13870

entered Oxford in
(three yea.rs before BradwarI! dine'sWyclif
death) and received his Master of Arts at Balliol in
1346

I! then he

1361;

left to become rector of Fillingham.

Two years later he

jreturned on a leave of absence to pursue theological studies at

IQueen's.

He completed the requirements :for a B.Do degree in 1369;

~for a D.D. in 1372. At some point between taking his doctorate
~

Iand the diploma.tic mission to Bruges, Wycli:f le:ft his preoccupation wlth questions
in politics as

I

tr~

o:f

scholastic philosophy and became involved

chie:f clerical de:fender

in the Church-State controversy.2

o:f

the secular lords

While a :fellow at Merton (1356-

160} Strode composed a treatise exploring with "appalling thorough-

; nesstt certain departments of logic and set up the whole system of
~

syllogistic reasoning.

In his logic Strode took a path between

I

jnominaliam and realism, somewhat like Albert the Great, Bonaven-

1tura, and Thomas Aqui~a s before
1wyclif's extreme realism.

3
h1m --a middle way in contrast to

Like all fourteenth-century scholars,,

j

~

i
~

lGeorge Sarton, Intr~uctlon t.£_ the History of Science ( 3
vols. in 5; Baltimore, --r9~7-4i3), Ill, IT'; rn~
2Robson,, Wyclif and 021::\.'ord School a, Po 17; see also T. J.
t
J Henrahe.n~ "John Wyclif"'f"f!Poli tice.rAc ti vi ty," MediQeval Studies,

ixx (

19 58 } , 166 •

'

3 Gollancz, DNB, XIX, 57-59; H. B. Vlorkman,, John yt!clif: A
1~~udy of the Enp;l!ShMedieval Church (2 vols.; Oxfora,, 926), II,
H~5; A. B. Emden,?£ Biogi.. &J~_gcal Reeister of the Universi~y o:f
Oxford (3 vols.; Ox:ford, 1957-59), III, l8C'Yf-~8.
~

,
I
~
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completed the arts course before entering a career; in his

iobviously, a career in lawo

(,

easel

As common sergeant of London from

!I

i1373 to 13821 he lived at Aldersgate, not far from Chaucer's resi-i

i

D. A. Callus resolves the historic question of whether

?dance.

l

I

Strode we.a a monk or a Dominican; he we.a neither, but a layman and 1
imarr1edo 2

1

I

The friendship between Vlycl1f and Strode went on after Ox-

lford.

In 1374 be.fore Wyclif left for Bruges, the two men went

~

jbail for a mutual friend. 3

I
J

For the next :four or :five years the

!

!events of their overlapping careers--.Strode's employment by the
~

ijcity of London; Wyclif's connection w:i.th Gaunt and the court--

Ii must

have brought them together often.

But ttapart from e. common

!

p.ove :for the Bible and hatred of all vice," 11 ttle sympathy would
~·

f exist
M

between them in later life.4

~response

In tact, after his second

to Strode 's arguments, Workman reminds us, Wyclif makes

ino further reference to his onetime friend and associateo

f

The views of these two men apparently di:ffered as widely in

jpolitics as in theologyo

~and

Strode became the nominee of profiteers

courtiers against John o:f Northarupton; while V/yclif found

j aupporters

in Nortblimpton•s party, a likely situation since both

1~~~-1~-N-or~km~an~,-I--I-,-126,

413. In a note (p. 126) Workman brings
~up the fact that Gollancz gives 1375-85; he veri:fies the period
~as 1373-82 in Appendix Q, p. 413.

I

l

f

2ttstrode I Ralph,"' Chambers's Encyclopedia, 196'7, XIII, 2290
3 workman, I, 242; Chute, Geoffrey Chaucer, p. 1440

I
I

I

I
f

ri

K,_,,...-------------------------......----.---------------------------------~
i1a
f the reformer and Northampton enjoyed Gaunt's patronage.1 Driven
<'

~from

~

office by Northampton in 1382, Strode lost not only his
.

~position

but also his lease on the Aldersgate residence.

Ibis troubles and Wyclif's reverses began almost

Thus,

simult~neouslyo

'strode regained political favor after Northampton's defeat, and

I

in May 1386 became stsnding counsel for the city of London.

2

iAfter 1378, Wyclif drops into obscurity, and where he lived until

$he took rooms at Oxf'ord in the summer of 1380 is uncertain.

lmsy have

He

been at Lutterworth, recorded as his permanent residence

If from 1382 until his deatho 3
"

Cle shes of opinion arose quite logically between Wyclif' and

I

I

I

Strode, immersed as they were in the ideologies of rival colleges:I
:•\'Jyclif at Balliol, a school for northern students, and Strode at

!Merton, a school t:or southerners.

1·.

Balliol upheld Teutonimn again:;

ILatinism, realism instead of nominalism, and English independence
jrether than allegiance to a Christian empire.
~championed

Conversely, Merton

the Church's c&use, universalism, and the rights or

I

!tredition. 4 --we might observe here that the Parson, whether inten-1

i

ltionally or not, quite effectively defends himself against the

che.rge of Wycliffism when he says, "'I am a Southren man" ( ParsT 42"

' 1

v.

lrbid., II, 127; McKisack, ~'ou1"teenth Centurif., pp. 435-36;
Clarke, Fourteenth Century Studies (Oxf'ord, 1937), PP• 38-39

i

2 workman, John Wyclif,
' Appendix. Q, pp. 412-14 o
3 Daly, Political Theor;z of VJyclif, P• 47 o

4
_H_e_a_rn
__s_h_a_w_,__"_J_o_hn
___\_Vy_c_l_i_f_._f_e__a_n_d__D_j__v_i_n_e__D_o_mi
__n_1_o_n__,_"__P_P_·__
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II

What the State wanted of Wyclif in the early 1370's was a

Idecisive

reply to the clerical argument .that since ecclesiastical

Iauthority exceeded the State's,
lbe
1;

exempt from all secular use.

the property of the Church should
At the 1371 parliament, two

!ustin friars siding with the State argued in favor of conscribing
the Church's wealth in wartime; but to Wycl1f fell the task of
ldefendine the secular cause to a successful conclusion.l

Ithe

I

He mot

clerical arguments with his theory of dominion that advocated

tho Church's disendowment in the interest of apostolic simplicity

land the State's welfare.

The connection of lordship and grace

Iand the denial of authority to the unjust make up the two most

I

lessential principles in Wyclif 'a political doctrine, developed at
l1ength in De Civili Dom1nio2 and De Dominio Divino.3
·

I

Wyclif begins

~ Dominio

Di:no by distinguishing between

ldom1n1Ul! (lordship) and possession.

He defines dominium (lord-

1ship) as ''a relationship of rational nature according to which one
~

is said to have charge over his servant" and possession as "the
actual having of that over which one has dominium," a middle poai-

ltion between lordship and use.

In God's kind or dominium, how-

lever, lordship and possession are not distinguished, since no such
idistinctions exist in the divine essenceo 4 In brief, then, lord-

~nd Nonconformity,

I

lMcFarlane, Wycliffe
2Edited R. L. Poole

I

3Edi tad R. L. Poole (London, 1$90) o
4naly, Political' Theori, pp. 65-68; Workman, I, 258-63.

1

t 1904).

~nd

p, 59,

J. Loserth (4 vols.; London, 1885.

I

J

r
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, ship may be defined as the right to exercise authority and follow-I

i! ing

~only

there:from the right to hold property;~ it comes directly and
from God, never mediately through earthly lords.

Only those

p,

!in grace receive dominion; and it is lost or forfeited through
~

~serious

sin, the equivalent o:f treason.

~churchmen

Consequently, unworthy

give' up the right to authority and lay lords might de-

f p1 ive them of their benef'ices.
1

On the other hand, the good Chl"is•!

!tian holds dominion whatever his status 1n society, ror all share

~ a.like

as

I
. 2
~vice.

sons of' God in the privileges and duty of reciprocal ser-1

We can see hare how Wyclif's sentiments strongly ref'lect

!

the medieval concept of' common profit.

!
So, in De Dominic D:tvino the reformer asserts God's sover1eignty over all ns. ture and created being--the predominant thought
in Bl adward1ne's writings--and he applies this concept in all his
1

later works.

Morley sees this theory of divine dominion as an

idealization of the feudal principle of lord and servants.

Man

holds possession as God's bs111f'f or steward; his right to ownerhinges upon rendering due service to his feudal Lord by just

I11v:tng;

I
I

and he forfeits this right when he falls into unrepentant

sin (equal to treason). 3

The unjust man possesses no real donun-

l1on, but through God's permissive will holds natural goods for u
vthi le. 4

I

lJ. Dahmus, uwyclif,° Catholic Encyclopedia, 1967, XIV,l05lo

2

Dabrnus, Prosecution 01::_ Wyclzt, P• 24; see also McFarla.ne,
·wycliffe ~ Nonconformity, pp. 59-62 o
' 3:Engli sh Writers, V, 37.

4Daly, PPo 69-700

j
i

I

~ship

I
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From De Civili Dominic onwards the disendowment of the

ij Church became Wyclif' s panacea

0

urged without remission, u Gordon

jLeff says, and in time it developed into an attack on the

Church~sl

I very existence • 1 Of course, there was nothing new about denounc!
; ing ecclesiastical wealth. The novelty in Chaucer's time con-

I

sisted in finding a metaphysical basis for this kind of anticler-

f icalism and then translating it into terms of political actiono2

II Wyclif

finds a way.

I
~

Ii

I
I

~
He links the academic theory of dominion wi t_l

nationalism through the plan of disendowment:

~

I

since property may i

b.e held only by those in grace, the erring Church must re turn to

~

.

!its original state of poverty.

I

The clergy must live on free-will

gifts from the people; all tithes and settled property should be

,
I

renouncedo

The State--and here Wyclif directly serves the cause

of nationalism--is the only authority capable of disendowing the

I!

Church.

3

In fact, Beryl Smalley observes, Viyclif' continues to

I
I
~

seeiI

I
attacks I

I the secular power and its institutions "on the flat level of

!

divine remedy i'or sin.•4

~

only the property of ecclesiastics a.nd fails to apply his theory

~of

I

Rather illogically, however, he

II
I

I

lordship and grace in the case of lay ownership.
Unl:tke Vlyclif', his friend .Strode believes that reforms do
I

not call for changes in the Church's structure; 1n fact, he

thinks'

~

lnJohn Wyclif: The fath to Dissent,t• Proceedine_~ of the
LII (London, 1966), 1710
2 McKisack, F'ourteenth Century:, PP• 289 ...900

r,

3 stacey, .Tohn Wyclif and Re.form, PP• 64 ... 650

1§£.it~Academy,

4English Friars and P.ntiquitY- (Oxford, 1960), P• 3040

I

i22

!

;any scheme for altering the Church's constitution foolish and
wrong, because impracticabl~ol

Work.llian classes Strode as one of
ithe more noted of Wyclif's opponentao 2 Though his treatises are
~not

extant, as we already noted, his views·are revealed by the

replies of Wyclif o
In the first treatise Strode apparently questions Wyclif's
I'views on property in~ Civili Dominio. The reformer's anawer 3
;takes up all ten points in Strode's argument, but only seven of

i
I
I
Il

these deal directly with the problems of dominion.

As

a lawyer

Strode wants to know Wyclif's position on his three divisions of

pl"'operty:

use, service I and dominion.

The reformer explains

·that property of use includes goods such as foodj property of service is the kind held and distributed, for example, by th.a cle1·e;y;

,and property of civil dominion permits full disposition, bearing
,in mind of course that all authority comes from God, the actual

iruler of the world. 4

In discussing the seventh point of Strode's

treatise, Wyclif appears concerned over the intrigues against him
;at the Curia that arose from a statement he made in the schools
!years before, the.t many c!w.rtera of donation are invalid. 5 We

!will see later that an early opponent of Wyclif made an issue of

~-----

i(London,lcharles
Mallet,
Histor;L: of the Universi
of Oxford, II
1924), 122 Chute, Ge
Chaucer, po 201; Golla.ncz,
~!

Eo

A

j

tl,

offre~

;DNJ2., XIX, 57-590
2 John Wyclif, II, l2S.
j
31 •Re sponsio a.d

decem que stione s magistri Ricardi Strode,"
'Opera Minora, pp. 398-4041 XLVII.

E

i

4Ibid., 398-401.

5 Ibido, PPo 401-4020

r
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,,

~this statement in his debate against some of the reformer's meta~

I physical
~

i
~

opinions •

To Strode 1 s second attack,

X\~TI

Positiones contra Wiclevum,

ithe reformer answers far more comprehensivelyl--and his tone
~

~implies

I

a cooling friendship though he still calls his opponent

cu~ veri ta tis,

Now well-acquainted with Wyclii' • s theory oi' the
jChurch from De Ecclesia, 2 Strode questions his recommendations for
•mi

IChurch disendowment

and apostolic simplicity as threats to the

IChurch's organ~.zation and services.3

I

The peace of the Church is

the first concern of all, he says, and must be maintained even at
the cost of some possible abuses.

In response Wyclif reaffirms

·his opinions on dominion and disendowment.
;i

He agrees with Strode

that bishops need endowments to provide hospital1 ty and to perform
acts of charity, but there should be no superfluity for the

I Church's

coffers.

He also aeraes, and quotes •ugustine, that

· crime must not be pu.n1 shed at the risk of peace 4 and that reror, mation should be carried out prudently, step by step.

The out-

' come rests with God; but faithful Christians should defend divine

law in the Church militant and, in the temporal interests of Eng-

l lisbmen, attempt to reduce the tax burden of the commons.5
l

I

~PP•

1 ttRespons1ones a.d argumenta Radulfi Strode," Opera Minora,

175-200, XXXI-XXXII.
2 Ed.ited J, Loserth (<London, 1886).

3 rn this section references are made to the analyses of
. Loserth (Ope~~ Minora, pp. XXXI-XXXII) and Worlanan, II, 127-29.
i

4opera Minora, pp. 196-07.

5Ib1d., PP• 198-200.
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Wyclif's ovm interpretation of the letter of the Bible, not
i

'the Church's, forms the basis of his theology, a modern scholar

i explains;

I

and Strode prophetically describes the outcome of the

reformer's reliance on the Scripture's literal senseo 1

I into
'.j

If put

practice his theory would destroy many rites and ceremonies,

!-l

~

observances and honored institutions:

~many

i Mass,

the ritual of the

for instance; also "the divine office, :fasts, Church and

!monastic buildings, feast days and the Church hierarchy as at
,j

~present organ1zedo"2

But even at this time Wyclif contemplated

I such possible results with equanimityo3 Near the close of his
I" second answer to Strode, he refers to the harm done by the mendi-

l

cant orders and advocates their abolition.

j for

He censures the friar1l

their superbly built churches and speaks of the "imperialized"

I hierarchy.

I

The tract ends by asserting the need of the Church's

return to apostolic times, an opinion attacked by_Strode. 4

l

We have noted that Gower decries the corrupting ef facts of

IChurch riches and the failings of religious almost as severely as
I

~Wyclif

doese

Yet, like Strode, he believes in reform within the

jestablished order of society; and he supports the great churchmen
•·
Ion
the issue of taxation, an attitude consistent with his conser-

1vative approach toward other political issueso5

He blames the

I

l----~--~~~~~~

.1.

'i.

lMichael So Hurley r tt 'Scripture .Sola': Wycli.f and His Cri tics/1 Traditio, XVI (1960),~ 318. Leff discusses the pros and cons
of Hurley's views in "'Path to Disaent, 0 PP• 152-54.

I

2 Ib1do

3 opera

Minor~,

PP• 194-96.

4 Ibido, po XXXI
0

3Fisher, John Gowet', p. 128; S-t;illwell ltJohn Gower and the

Ls.st Years of Edward

I:Lr,n

pp. 454-560

i25!
3

~country's ills not on one particular segment of English society

!but on all men because of their indif'ference to virtue and reason
~

e.nd good order.

Perhaps we might observe here, in Wyclif' s fa. vor,

jthat although Gower and Chaucer and other fourteenth-century

I

~ writers

and reformers often dwell on civil and ecclesiastical

II

I
i

I

j

,evils none of them proposes a specific plan for improving society.I

f With his theory of dominion, impractical as it may seem in many
!ways, Wyclif does make a sincere attempt toward correcting the

I~current .abuses.

Ichapter,

And, in line with what we learned in the first

he merely follows the practice of other fourteenth-

!

century thinkers when he carries his ideas to extreme and some-

ltimes untraditional lengths.

i ,

The

inter~al

,

of peace from 1360 to · 1369 brought a re Ol"ga.-

I

lnization of the English administrative system, a project neglected!
ij

;during the war years. Wyclif was not yet active 1n politics, but
!
~apparently he noticed the open harmony between king end magnates
l1n this period, a cooperation he remembered years later when set' ting up his national state with the king to all appearances the
~
ruler • 1 His favorable attitude toward kingship helped to shape

I

lhis
'

theories on dominion and disendowment, of course, but quite

[··

ilikely one particular trend of administration--the appointment of

~chllrchmen
~

~ately

l

State.

~

~
I

.

to the two great departments of goverrunent--more immedi-1

affected his stand

on

the relationship between Church and

By 1369 the chancery had acquired an all-clerical staff,

,...Daly,

Political Theory of Wzclif_, PP• 34-35.

.

r

I
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and the oxchequar was tending rapidly in a like direction.

1

In the!

early 1370's Wyclif would side with the court party in its attempt!

I

to curb this practice by placing common lawyers as clerks in

I

control of public affairs. 1

Al though the Hundred Years War had united the English at theJ

Ibeginning,

after 1369 it gradually divided the country.

, parliament responded with enthusiasm.
. failed:

At first

Then both English ca.mpaignsf

the Black Prince in the south, Gaunt in the north.

Irevenues decreased friction began to mount,

Iof fU.nds had exploded into a

As

confrontation between the ecclesias-

and civil authorities.

Steel describes these opposing fac-

1tiona as, first, the eno~bent govarnment and Church party, rely-

I ing

chiefly on the Caesarian clergy; second, a court party con-

l siating of opportunists, lawyers, and merchants, as well
Igenuinely concerned patriots.2

I

I

as some

It is suggested that the conflicts of these parties arose

more from issues of war and peace than from the problem of cler-

I ice.l ministers

in govemment.3

I

and by 1371 the issue

!1

j tical

I

This idea gains some credibility

I
I

I

I
'

I
I

!

;when we recall that pro-war ministers went into office after the

I

~

j

'

1371 crisis; and that certain friars joined the court party

I

against the prelates and poaseasioner religious, thus giving a

~

I

I"
iIQentur lsteel,
Riche.rd II, p. 16; see also McYJ.sa.ck, Fourteenth
, PP• 289-91; Williou:n. Longman, The Life and Times o f I

, :::ci.war

'

III ( 2 vols.; London, 1869), II082-s4·. -

2
;;:hard II, PP• 12-13.
3Daly, Political Theory of Wyclif, PP• 32-33, 35.
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.

~

l

i: 1"a ther

~

doubtful show of anticlericalisme 1

Even six years later,

; Gaunt secured the assistance of four f'riars, one from each order,
~

t to

defend ·wyclif against his accuaers. 2

In a wider view or the

~

I an ticlerice.l question, we are told that England and Rome in the

!la ter 137O' a enjoyed the rriendl1e st or rel a ti ona, 3 e ape ci ally
!during the Great Schism

iopposition to the

wr~n the English supported Urban VI in

f

I

I

I
j
J

I

"schismatic Frenchman" in their loyalty to

~

~Clement VII at Avignon. 4
ij

~

But in the·earlier seventies two factors upset the equilib-

~

lr1um between the two powers:
~

the renewed papal claims to English

!tribute by reason of King John's submission,5 and the State's

!
f demands .for wide taxation of the clergy.

Iturning against

In 1374, with the war

the English, the aging king wanted peace on almost,
~

!I

I any

terms.

He dispatched two missions to Bruges:

one under Job.n

I

lof Gaunt to bargain with thG French; the other under the bishop of.

I•' Bangor,

with Wyclif as his companlon, to reach agreement with the

tl

'l

lpapacyo6

It appears, therefore, that the rel.a tionship with the

fi

I

j~~~~~~~~~~

lRiehard II, P• 16; Daly, PP• 54-55,

2Armite.ge-Sm1th, John of Gaunt, p. 150; Robson, Wyclif ~
~
I Oxford Schools, Po 1900- ~

3 J. H. Dahmus, "Wyclif and the English Government," Specu~ 1 um, XXX.V ( 19 60) I 65 0

~

.j-

1N

I

4:pantin, J!!nglish Chu:;·•ch, pp. 129 1 91.
~

5 Ibid., P• 129; Hee.rnsha:w, 1 ~Job.n ·wycliffe," PP• 201-203;
jsedgwick, Black Prince, PP• 280"81.
;1

i

(\vorkman, John Wyclif, 1 ~The Mission to Bruges," I, 209-56;
Hea.rnsha.w, l.\JohnWyclii"'.fe,··;;- PP• 202-203.

r!
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I

f.

p<.pucy posed as significant a problem as the war With France; and,I

Itruly, the papal taxation did create a heavy burden in England.
~~ Bui:; none of the previous popes seemed to be able or willing to

~ D.bolish or to re:form the niniquitous aystem."l The Church paid

I

, oubsidies to both the pope and king; and to meet the increasing

!

i

I
I

I.

dJ:•ain on their resources, the spiritual courts continued to assess,·
~
2
the l&i ty--the only f'ully taxab.le group steadily growing poorer. ,

!
~
~

How to tax ecclesiastical property in order to ease the

~country's

financial troubles waxed into lively debate, as we have

;

l~concerns

a tax reduction for the commons, a practical reason, ho

ibelieves, for the Church's disendowment.

I

On

the other hand, Gower.

connects taxes With the war and indicates his belief that the

~clergy

should not be assessed.3

!in the taxation of clergy.

~parishioners,

In sympathy With his heavily assessed

the Parson hesitates to penalize them .t'or non-pay-

ment of tithes, and often shares his modest benefice w1 th them,

~One

!

I

Chaucer seems to s1.de with Wyclitl

.

~
~since

!

And one issue Wyclif takes up in his dispute with Strode

' seon •

i

I

!

I

I

I
'

he could "in litel thyng have suf'fiaaunce" {Gen Prol, 490).

form of homicide, the Parson says, consists in the giving of

wicked counsel ''by :f'raude; as for to yeven conseil to areysen

jwrongful custumes and taillsges 1• {Pars_!, 565-70)0

From such cove-I

J

r.

1tousness--and here Wyclif and Gower and other medieval writers
I

i~~~~~~~~~~-

l
~

~-

I

~

lstacey, Wyclif ~Reform, pp. 34-350
2 Trevelyan, England in ~ of V!yclif fe, PP• 40-41; see also
Stacey, Wyclif and Reform, pp9 32-35 •.

3.stillwell, ''Gower and Last Years of Edward,'" pp o 454-56.
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! concur with him--.come those hardshipa through ttwhiche men been
ldiatreyned by taylages, custumea, and car1ages, moore than hire

j due tee

or resoun is" ( 750-55) o
Quite understandably, the possessioner monks and wealthy

j

Ii prelates

I

I

took a different view of disendowment and assessment than

did the friars supporting the State's claim in 1371; for the fri

depended on alms for a living and were exempt from any taxationo 1

1

·We recall that the friar of the Summoner's story asks for contri-

l butions

towards buildings for his order where funds, he says, are

j neither

'•wasted and devoured" nor unneeded as in the case of'

I

'~possessioners, that mowen lyve ,/ Thanked be God, in wale and

ihabundance" (SumT, 1716-23).

I

In turn, however, the mendicants are

censured for neglecting the poor and using their income from beg-

. ging to build magnificent buildings·;~ and both the Friar of the
: General Prologue and the Summoner's friar graphically illustrate

Ithese popular ooncept1ons about the mendicant orders.
i interject--perhaps unnecessarily--tha.t
"I·

We might

all religious in the Middle

Ages resembled Chaucer's monks and friars no more than did all thei

i

.

I

secular churchmen resemble such pluralists as William of Wykeham,3i

all nobles the superfluously wealthy John of Gaunto
~!
--~
1 Trevelyan, England !1!,Age o~ Wycliffe, PPo 40-41; Manly,
~
Cbn tarbur:y: Tales, p. 589.
~or

I
i:

~~at

2Knowles, Religious Crders, II, 113-140

1

3wykeham rose from obscurity to such an influential poai tionl
court that Froissart records that nothing of importance was
i done in England Vii thout his advice. Edward III rewarded him la v~ ishly for his abilities.
See McKisack 1 Fourt~e~th Century, PP•
N 226-28; Armitage-Smith, Jol'_!_I! of Ge:u..Y! t, pp. 132-34.
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If Chaucer found living models for his less than ideal
religious, then logically he also had models for his Parson and
clerk.

Within every order

tt

som shrewe is," the Ca.non 1 s Yeoman

says; uand God forbade that al a compaignye/ Sholde rewe o singuleer mannes folye" (CYT, 995...97).

Actually, Chaucer never thought

that practical authority and right are vested only in holy and
innocent people, Chesterton explains, but he does illustrate quite

Ivividly how disgraceful it

is when religious and people in authority act basely and un.worthily. 1 Much criticism of religious
orders involves their lack of moderation •. Friars do too much;

"Lo," quod the Somonour, ''Godde a arme s two 1
A frere wol entremette hym everemoo
Lo, goode men, a flye and eek a frere
Wol falle in every dyzsh and eek mateere."

I
I

( WBT, 833-36)

I

But monks do too 11 ttle:

~
~:

1.·

.II
!

I

What sholde he studie and make hymselven wood,
Upon a book in cloystre alwey to poure.

.

f~ :~~~nb~;h his(~:~d;;~l:n~8~~~~)re,

I

prevailed!,

The evils of pluralism and non-residence already

~

among the clergy of the thirteenth and oarly fourteenth centuries,!
thus vetoing the notion that the growth of such abuses dates from

~

~after the plague.

2

So, well before Chaucer's day plurnli sm bect:i.mo'

!a much-debated 1 s sue •

\Ve are told that Bradvtardine 1 s

11 tender

~ .:;;cience" made him hesitantly accept a prebend at Lincoln Cathe-

~d~al;~

and his

onetirr~

i------

J

con .

op;onent Holcot condemned the traffic of

2coulton, Black Death, pp. 59, 6lo
lchauoer, pp. 236-37.
3 Henry Morley, English Writers, IV (London, 1889), 620

1,

r.
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f'

rt

benefices in the Curia and the king's court.

, it," he asks,

0

"What justice is

to call the man who steals a chalice or holy book

from a church a sacrilegious robber and not him who steals the
1

chu1"'ch itself with all its goods1 11 l

Both men were proteges of

Richard de Bury, the holder of enormous benefices.2

Another of

Bury's proteges, Walter Burley, is legendary for the many bene. fices he obtained through Bury and the court, as well as through
his role of professional scholar;;y for in the t'ourteenth century

Ieven university studies

I
I

in centers of learning were to some extant!

IdGpendent on benefices to

I
I
I

·

schole.rs.4

V>Je might note that in spite

of his criticism of unworthy churchmen and ecclesiastical abuses,
records show that Wyclif himself was once a negligent pluralistQ 5

Perhaps we might even consider Chaucer a

I

plurali~t. \"~'hlle

he was

employed on diplomatic missions abroad for the king, during his

Iabsence

I

a deputy kept his accounts for him.6

In the thirteenth century the English kings, like other medH-

I

~eval

monarchs, already began to receive the n11on's share" of
~~~~~~~~~~~
lsmalley, English Friars, p. l94Q

!

i

i•

2D. Nicholl, "Richard of Bury,u Catholic Encyclopedia, XII,
477 •

3c. Martin, ttv;alter Burley,'t Oxford Studies Presented to
~Daniel Callus (~xford, 1~31), p. 223.
.
-

;

~
"1Astrik L. Gabriel, "The College System in the Fourteenth; Century Universities, 11 ~,Forw~:f:d Moven.!.C?.~~- of the Fo~eenth Ceni tu1,,i, ed. :Francis Lee Utley-rITOlun1bus, Ohio,J:°96l), Po 860

~

5J. H. Dahmus,
f XXVIII (1953), 3780

L

0

Viyclyf Was a Negligent Pluralist, 0 Speculu::o.,

6chute, Geoffre~ Chau?~!._, p. 117.

1

'

I
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ipapal taxes on
I
l to place royal
i
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the clergy and to use the papal powers of provisio~
servants and officials in canonries and bishop-

..

I

jrics.

.I..

1'

With this practice the Church's revenue too o.ften swelled

I
r

II
'

the income of monasteries and of prelates, both English and tor-

i
J

eign, instead o:f supporting the resident pastors and lightening

jthe economic load of the laity.

Ichurch as
~ tice

k

fact, the idea of the parish

a parcel ot' real estate became quite common toward the

lend of the fourteenth century.

~fictitious

In

Brokers dealt in fraudulent and

exchange of benefices to such an extent that the prac-

provoked from Archbishop Courtenay the denunciation of

~ 111 choppechui"ches.t:tr2

Pantin explains that antiolericalism in four- ,

lteenth-century England came :from the collll!lons and magnates, not
Jrrom the king and royal seryants. 3

loot

I

The State exercised the grea.t- ,

in:fluence in Church patronage; thus, the king's servants,

1

lmoatly churchmen, never wanted :for bene:fices great or sma11, 4

I1

1Quite likely, the absenteeiam and pluralism o:f these royal ser-

I

lvants caused much damage to the Church's administration by allow- i
i

~ing minor officials--such as summoners--too much jurisdiction in

!

their positions.

~curbed

,

Ian
,
~

~ P.

The misdoings o:f minor o:f:ficiela might have

signi.ficantly with the full-time supervision of a bishop orr
I
5
archdeacon.
I
i

!
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~Geoffrey Barraclou~h, The Medieval Papacy (New York, 19 68) ,,

~

~

1

beenl

2Trevelye.n, Enp:lend ln Ji.r,e o:f Wycliffe, p. 125; McKisack,
~Fourteenth Century, P• 303:-

j

I

3English Church, P• 450
5Ibido z pp. 101-102 o

~

_)_________________________________________________.._.__________i33---

f ~

.I

Yet, in retrospect the system of medieval patronage appears

ino more inequitable or evil than the modern political practice

f whereby influential men or corpcr a tions provide livings or other
jrewards for loyal supporters.

I

~ae~inst

On the whole, we a.re cautioned

the tendency to exaggerate the scandals or unreasonable-

~ ness associated with the distr:1.bution of beneficas.1
~tutes, after all, were not entirely inefficient, and
f from
I

grants usually went toward useful projectso 2

f

Paid subati-1'
the wealth

Wykeham and

!Bury as well as other affluent pluralists invested their gains in

.
.
II char•itable
works and institutional endowments, a point unde1-tplayed by Chaucer and other fourteenth-century writers.

Q

I

Finally,

I

Pun tin tells his readers, many contemporary and later critics

overlook the fact that the Church in the Middle tges "was the ex-

~ ploi ted, not

the exploiter. tt3

Basically, however, Pant in holds en!

!admirably balanced view of tba Cl:!uI'ch-Stete relationship.

~')OWer

, .l:

a

Each

he says., respected the independence and integrity of the

,

! ot.her.

Both State and Church authorities

!

0 were

' tra ti ve systems under very difficult conditions o 4

~

At the 1371 parliament the two Austin friars based their

~

loabriel, t•college s1stem in Fourteenth-Century Universi-

i

2 Ibid. See also Pantin, English Church, PPo 34-350

,,

1argurnents for taxation of ecclesiastical property on a doctrine

l ties,"
~

I

P• 860

3pantin, P• 440

j

I~

not usually f'ool s ,

or knaves," but responsible men striving for eff'ective adm1nia-

I

I

·

4Ibid., PP• 97-98.

~
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f

I

held by many me die val scholars, ntha t all goods should be in com-

~ mon and that private property has only the sanction o:f custom and

I

; human legislation.ul

f

~watically

~

~In

i

Thus, a national emergency like war auto-

demanded revenue from wealthy prelates and monasterieso

1338, William o:f Ockhaw had used this type of argument to fore-

'·

fl

~stall

any objections o:f the papacy against Edward III'a plans :for

'war.

With England's de:fense involved, Oakham had said, no

~

specie~

!

I privileges can exempt Church property, since an attack on the
~
ikingdom touches all, both clergy and laity.

I

.

t
!l

Consequently, it is

de:fend the kingdom than to :feed the poor--for the
icommon good is higher than the good of one. 2

~more

I

pious to

In civil soaie ty, Augustine says, the right to temporal

!

ipossessions derives .from the divine right; all wealth comes from
God as a means for fulfilling one's destiny.3

,!

FUndamentally,

!

Christianity gravitates towards communism as the ideal .form of

l•ociety; but well before the fourteenth century the doctrine

or

nnl

~absolute communism had been watered down--since experience proved

I

!more and more that private property is both a needed and a useful

I

linstitution. 4

j

;

lnaly,

We might note in this connection that Wyclif cred-

~tical

Theory of Vlycl:if, ppo 55-56; Psntin, En;i::-

l11sh Church, p. 128.

I
I,

1-~

~

2Gaines Post, 0 Two Notes on Nationalism in the Middle .{tges,n
lTraditio, IX (1953), 294; ~owles, Raligious Orders, II, 650

i~trans. 3Eugene
Porte.lie, A Guide to ~h~ Though~ of
Ralph J. Bastian rcrJ.i.caeo, 1960), P• 281.
I

J

4Erne st Earker,

~nd Political Idea.a

c.

2.f

"Mediaev~l

.St. ~uisustine,

Po:l.i t;ice,l Thought, tr The Social
Some Great Me~ineval Thinkers,Tr'"'6d. F. J.

Hearnsha.w (London, l~, PP• 24-G5.

r
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'

with the theocratic com..'11Unism making a Christian the

\

' sole subject of property rights, while an unbeliever or a wrong'
~doer loses the right to possession. 1 On the contrary, Augustine
~

~teaches in all his writings--as Matthew teaches2--that God gives

~ temporal

goods to the wrongdoers raa well as to the just. 3

And

lwyclif himself contradicts hin doctrine of grace and dominion by

I

basically teaching the sama as Augustine and Matthew, specif'lcall

~in

I

his views on kingshipo

Imaintains royal

Even when he is a tyrant. a monarch

,

power, he says, although the lack of righteousness

jactually deprives him of' the right to lordsbipo4

Further, he

~

!argues that in God's original plan all goods were to be held in

I

common; and than every natural possessor was a lordo

But man's

fall required the establishment of civil dominion and individual
I

ownership and of constraint by law.

Although he 1ns1sts--like

~Chaucer and Gower--that nobility comes from virtue rather t h a n lI

i~from

!

birth, in harmony with the feudal theory he identifies owner-

•hip with sovereignty.

~Church

Hence the need for diaendowment of the

by the king and the right of secular lords, good or bad, to!

I

irule and to own property.

~

I

i,
J

5

lne Civili Dominio, I, P• 5o

,See also Workman, John. Vlyclif,.

I' 261.

i

~bad

~

.~

2chapter 5:45. God nw.kes his sun to rise upon the good and
and rains upon the ju~t and unjust. See Daly, PP• 68-69.
3Portalie 1 Guide to Augustine, p. 282 o

4be Officio Regis, ed. A.

1sa1

J

>, Jr:- 17.
:; ~Ji

:':;;.r~.

H. Fisher,

w.

Pollard and Co Sayle (London,

-
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Gower,
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r
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~

I

<J

"µ

According to medieval ideals, however, in order to be whole-!

i
~
~

I some and acceptable private property must not be selfishly accumu~

1'

i1ated; it must be wisely used or distributed in charityol

tnd

I

J

~ thls is what the Parson tells his audience.

Since the time of

(

~grace, he says, God orde:1ned the high and low degrees among man-

1kind for the good of the Church, for the keeping of ttcoimnune
'

~profit"

and for ttpees and res'iitt on earth.

I

He summarizes the basic

iprecept of chivalry that evolves from the comitatu.s ideal of
~

~mutual

loyalty between a lord and his servants--that is, the pre-

t~ cept of common profit that requires all sovere:J.gns to
I

:1

~

kepe and mayntene and deffenden hire underlynges or hire
subgetz in re soun, as f'erforth as it li th in hire power,
and nat to destroyen hem ne confounde, (ParsT, 770-75)

iRe.ferencas to common profit, ua favorite phrase o:r :fourteenth-

~

~century
fl
~social

socie.11 sm, tt2 recur frequently in medieval writings on
questions or on the duties of the prince.

The term serves

!J

:; also as a synonym for the responsible state wherein individualism

ij

to community awareness.

~yields

~functions

All persons per:form the proper

of their class~ thereby recognizing the superiority of

1

in.I'
;

on the Subject of Aristocracy;'' Pennsylva.n~~ Universi.tu Studies
Medieval Literature, ed. MacEdwa.rd Leach (Philadelphia, Pennsyf-1
van1a;-f961), PP· 141-420
1 Barker, "Mediaeval Poli tica.l Thought," pp o 24-25; Ow st,
.
~ :L.i tera :ure ~ Pulpit, P• 288.
(

!
I
I

Hope E. Allen, Wri tinr;s Ascribed to Richard Rolle New Yorkl
~and London, 1927), p. l76, n. l. See also Robinson, Works££..
r

'1

)Chaucer, p. 711.

i
~

3Fisher, ttwyclif, Langland, Gower, and the Pearl Poet," PP•
146-47.

I

~·

, I

13?
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goodo

Chaucer uses the concept many times in

'

Iboth' the

I

Parliament. Q.f. Fowls and in

111The

~~

and twice in

Clerk's Taleoul

It

appears in the well-known passage o.f Piers Plowman when the rats
'and mice scheme to bell the cat for their common prof1t. 2 But thel

, English writer in the late fourteenth century most aware of the
term seems to be Gower.

When he denounces the general lack of

lcharity in the kingdom, he pictures the clerks isolated in their

I own

sphere and squandering their time 1n .debate:

·j

And thus thei dryve forth the day,
And ech o.f hem himself amendeth
Of worldes good, bot non entendeth
To that which comun profit were.
(CA, Prologue, 374-77)

~

I

.I

I

He reiterates that the world's goods were first held in common,

i

!but "'upon fortune • • • thilke comun profit" came to an end (VII,
11991-93)0

i
i
~

;

For when populations increased
And the lignages woxen grete,
Anon for singulier beyete
Drouh every man to his part1eo
.
( 1995-97)

~Then followed envy and dissension among men necessitating in time
f the creation of kingship, so that law and order might be insti•tl
r:tuted for the common good.

!"

The Clerk capitalizes on the various connotations of the

J
~

:1

'
·c;erra..

In step with her increasing good fortune Griselda waxes

1---~

'.i

lsee Howard R. Patch, Q!l Rereading Chaucer (Cambridge,
chusetta, 1939), PP• 191-920

?,

ij

2B-text prologue.

I

Massa~

i

l

ri
i

Not only does she excel in her :::e

iever more virtuous and wise •

I
I

_of housewife, but when required:

11
..

j

i

~

The cor:m:une profit koude she redresse.

'

Thar nas discord, rancour, ne hevynesse
In al that land, that she ne koude apese,
And wisely brynge hem alle in reste and ese.

I

~

( ClT, 431-34)

~

i When
~
~to
\;

he reaches. the end of his tale, the CJa rk advises the wives

remember well the pa tio:;.-ice of Griselda, ''For commune profit

I sith

it may availle•• (1194) ..

Then he follows with a recapitulu•

I
I

II
i

'1

~ tion

~phy

u.)

~may

of' the Wife of Bo.th' s views on marital devotion, a philososlanted to her own, eminently personal profit.

Here Chaucer

I

i
II

have humorously disavowed the phrase he introduced seriously

i1nto
the story, as Margaret Schlauch points outt but he also man- 1
:1
1"

~ages

to contrast the ideal of common profit with a far more prag-

~

~

~ma tic

example•

I

In 1371 the Austin friars also cited the Donation of Con-

~

'l

'I

~stantine

~According

to bolster their claims for the Church's disendowment.

to their interpretation the Church's property was a gift'
11

trrom the prince; consequently, he could recall it lawfully when a t
~

This is not an original argument in

,iJ national emergency arose .2

~Chaucer's time, of course. Du.ring Bradwardine' s generation, the

',

i

.

lspiritual Franciscans utilized the Donation of Constantine while
j
~disputing with John XXII on evangelical poverty; and Holcot deals
!)

~

I!

I

'

l~'Chaucer ta Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants, 0 S_Eeculum, XX

'.(1945), 153; she discusses the early history of ttcommon good"

1

~ (pp 0 133-56)
I

2 Daly

1

Political Theory

2f..

Viiclif, Po 560

I
i

For general in.f o!'-!
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with the problem at some length.

Perhaps the gentle strain in

t

I

Holcot made him dislike ecclesiastical endowment, Beryl Smalley
says.

He blames the Donation for excessive quarrels and litiga-

tion in the Church and for the attacks on the Church, even by
those once enriching hero 1

In Wisdom he brings the Donation into

I
l
I'
f

a comparison between the signs of the zodiac a:p.4 the ages of man. J
The la at stage of man's 'history will be tha1. p'l•::!ntichrist but
sign o:f the Archer dominates the present,

1

and~ i.rrows

theJ

o:f 11 tigationl

)

fly--begun by the Donation.
q

Ha speaks even

:I

is sties,

I flict

,i
,I

in his

emp~1,~•·.:"tihe· ~a.wb~cks

lectures on the Twelve Apostles where he

·1or wealth and links

mpr411:~P+,.~1y

•.
~
the Donation to a greedineaa,tn higher eccles-~

a tende.ncy that creates disloyal t7. 1io t~:· ~ng and con-

among clel"'gy and people.

This last

the polemics of Wyclif I

endowment of the

treachery and sedition.

Unlike Wyclif,

ac~,:'.1···.on

reappears in

C~th\ghe s

howev';~7\~~~t

evidence of subscr1 bing to di sendowmen t b7

r1 se to
gives no

~.

l

I
I

toroe1•'t't"•t~ .·

The legend or the Donation of Constati.tine, .ao prevalent 1n
Chaucer's time, 3 goes baek to Odo of Che.r1 ton in'' the e'arly thir-

~

i:

teenth century.

W7cl1t quotes Odo in one of his

earit~st writ-

LI!>~. :be~~.

l

=·u1 on see V. H. Ge,lbrai th, "Article a
tile Parliament
1371," English Historical Review, XXIV (l.919), 579-82.

f of
'

'

·.

•. .

,• ''

t

I

Ij
u

l''Robert Holcot o.P.," Archivum Ji'J:'atrrwn Praedieatorum, XXVI j
• ( 1£·56)" 89. She also deals with this subject. 1n Enf511sh Friars
~
~ ~ Ant1qu1t1, Pl?• 194-97. ,
··
.

~

.1

'

f
~

~

i

2Ib1d., PP•; 89-93.
3See Stace7, Wyelif ~Reform, p. 31; Pantin, ~glis~
Church, p. 126.
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ings'. ;land qui t.0 understandably the Lollards adopt the legend •

The~

.v-ers Plowman poet discusses the Donation, and so does Gower.
In confessio Amantis we are told that Constantine, cured of his

leprosy, founds two churches in Rome,
And ya:f therto possesaioun
Of lordschipe and of worldes good.
Bot how so that his will was good
Toward the Pope and his Franchise,
Yit hath it proved other wise,
To se the worchinge of the dede •
. ( II, 3480-85)
He reads in chronicle a, Gower continues, that as soon as Constan-

tine· made his gift to Pope Sylvester a voice from on high--"Of
which al Rome was e.drad'•:--proclaimed that
" • • • T'o ds. y is venym sche.d
In holi cherche of temporal,
'Which medleth with the spiri tal."
( 3490-93)

In these verses Gower is, of course, merely reflecting the common
view that Constantine may have been motivated by the best ot in-

tentions, rut.by his generosity the Church was made "more in dignity but less in rel1g1on."2
Wyolif expresses some severe opinions on the Donation.

Although Sylvester acted in good faith and God forgave him, he
says, the pope's acceptance of the imperial gift--"a damnable
crimett3 ... -marked the beginning of the Church's degradation.

His

lworklilan, John Wyclif, II, 99.
2Ib1d. Wyclif quotes here from Odo of Cheritono
3 opera Minora, pp. 226, XXXIV; Workman, ~ Wyclif, II,
· 318 , note 5.

i,,
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objections to the Donation and to endowments in general led
directly to an incident that appears amusing on first consideration.

An early opponent, John Cunningham, l disapproved of Vlyc-

lif'' s determinism for negating the value of man's actions.

I.f

everything is predetermined, he says, an action like the Donation
of Constantine must ·have been po1ntless--because it was inevitable
This speci.fic discussion on endowments provided the basis for the
intrigues at the Curia thEit Wycli.f me'ntions in his debate with
Strode.2

His assertion at the time--th.at many charters of dona-

tion are invalid--had been seized and enlarged upon by Cunningham;
and so what began as part of routine argument turned into evidence
tor the discrediting of Wyclif.
It is interesting to note that during the Wyclif-Cunningha.m

dispute in the early l370 1 s, Cunningham re.fers disparagingly to
.Wycl1f's patron as "the house ot' Herod•"3

:&lt as so often happens

·in the world ot' politics--in the t'ourteenth or in any
~Cunningham

century--~

la.tar assumed a more positive attitude toward an influ-

ential figure.

He becazne Gaunt' s cont'essor around 1386 s.nd ,a

loyal enough Lancastrian to witness the duke's Will in 1398.
,1

~

By

1386, ot' course, Gaunt no longer supported the Wycliffite doc-

~trines,

already unacceptable to both civil and ecclesiastical rule

lbefore Wyclif 's death two years earlier.
J.Workman, II, 120; he' is called variously John Cunningham,
.Kenningham, or Killingham.
2Robson, Wyclif and Oxford Schools, p. 168; Opera Minora,
p. 402; Workman, II, 127. Also see above, PP• 122-230
3·workman II
O
~
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Holcot would have objected to Wyclif's determin1s:m., just as
strode and Cunningham did, .for undercutting the value o.f man's
'.actions; and he finds the Donation objectionable for the same reaHe believes that 'tempor6.l power jeopardizes a. priest's per-

son.

formance of religious duties, and that the early Church's simplicity provided freedom .from the quarrels and litigations brough
about by the Donation. 1 Chaucer does not mention the Donation of
Constantine specifically1 but we gather from his writings that hi
views on the desirability of poverty somewhat resemble Holcot'so"
He

upholds the worth of simplicity versus wealth in his eulogies

of Griselda and the widow in the Nun's Priest's story, and in the
portraits of the Parson and Clerk alongside those o.f the Monk and
Friar.

Two of his middle-class characters, the Wife of Bath and

the Franklin, refer approvingly to poverty in their discussions of
gentilesse.

ttFy on possessioun," the Franklin says, ttBlt if a ma

be vertuous w1thal1" ( SgT, 686-87); and the Wi.fe reminds her

'.fellow Pilgrims:

I .

'•The hye God on whom tha. t we bileeve,
In wilful poverte chees to lyve his lyf • • • •
Glad poverte is an honest thyng o"
( 1178-79' 1183)

Chaucer respects poverty but does not sentimentalize it,

I Brewer
I.

says; he recognizes that pain and humiliation often attend

the lack of worldly goodsc.~

0

o hateful he.rm, condicion of pov-

lsmalley, "Robert Holcot, u pp. 89-900

---- - ----- -

2Chaucer in His Time, p. 78.
.
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erte1/ With thurst, with coold, with hunger so confoundid1" the
Man of Law exclaims, "To asken help thee shame th in thyn herte"
(MLT, 99-101}.

And just as through riches come many good things,

just so come many harms and evils through poverty, Dame Prudence
seys.

'For greet poverte constreyneth a man to do manye yveleso/

And therfore clepeth C.assidore poverte the mooder of ruJlle' (Mel,

1555-65).

j praise

I

In another sense, however, Chaucer gives the lie to hi

of poverty.

Whe.ther deliberately or not, he quite cles.rly

shows that "If thou be povre, farwel thy reverence1" (MLT, 116)

Iwith the

Host's rude treatment of the Parson and Nun's Priest, a

boldness especially noticeable after his deferential manners
toward the Knight and Prioress.l

Or perhaps Chaucer is merely

presenting a sampling of fourteenth-century anticlericalism.

,;" IHost, after all,
'

The

does assui;tie a patronizing and even bullying atti-

itude toward other of his humbler Pilgrims--toward the Reeve and

I

Summoner, for example; and even toward Chaucer.

And, as R. Mo

ILumiansky points out, it is only after the Knight interrupts the

Igloomy recital of the Monk that

the Host feels free to patronize

·that· high-ranking churchman.2
Historians may disagree on minor points of chronology, but

f basically they arrange Wycl1.f' s career into three divisions:
•

I

lArthur T. Broes, nchaucer's Disgruntled Cleric: The Nun's
r?riestrs Talat" Publicatiohs of the Modern Lan@B.ge ~sso'CfB."tion,
LXXVIII (l963J, !56-62; ArthurSherbo, '•chaucer's Nun's Priest
i Againt u Publications of th0 Modern Langu.age Association, LXIV
~ ( 1949}, 236-46.
2 o:r Sondry ~(Austin, Texas,, 1955), pp. 108-109.
·

l

I
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IOxford from circa 1345 to 1374;
~polemics from 1378 to 1384.

I

those before and after

~ demic

politics from 1371 1 to 1378; and

His writings may be separated into

£!!:£~ 1373.

Prior to then he wrote aca-

snd non-controversial works on science and theology; ai'ter-

~ wards

came his polemic works on doctrine and politics.2

I

J tracts in defense of his metaphysics·
~bridge

Wyclif's

and a biblical conllllentary

the divisions of his writings; the debates involving the

IDonation of Constantine, for example,

occur within this per1odo

We already noted that events linking Wyclii' With Gaunt and

!

leading to his disputes with Strode fall largely within the years
r

1370 to 1378, a time when Chaucer was closely associated with the
Lancaster circle and the court.

wt these years f'avorable to the

"reform.er merely initiated the Wycliffite controversy.

In spite of

opposition and censuring from authority in the early eighties,
, Wyclif's influence persisted; and after his death a zealous Lollard movement promulgated his doctrines well beyond the £ourteent

·I century.

Wyclif gave Lollardy an intellectual backbone, but the

· jmovement gradually yielded to popularization as less learned folk

! became

I

involved.

ltbree groups:

His earlier followers may be separated in.to

the Oxford scholars; certain landed gentry; and,

last, a number of humbler disciples, both clerical and lay.3

lDaly (Political Theori of W~clif, pp. 54-56) believes Wye~ lifts poll tics began with orthe 1371 parliament; Workman says he
~entered the Crown's service in 1372; McFarlane (Wy:clif~e ~ Eng1li sh Nonconformity, p. 59) places the date at 1370 or 1371.

I

, ,

2Robson, Wy;clif and Oxford Schools, pp. 115-16.

3Brewer, Chaucer in !!:_'lJ!_ ~, P• 48; McKisack, p. 5170

r ,i - - - - - - - - - - - - - - w
~·
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I The
~

peasants' uprising in 1381 and

~he

censuring of Wyclif, how-

l ever, prompted most of the upperclass and Oxford supporters to
ileave the movement and return to conservative teachings.l ·

i

Observed as a unit the Cs.nterbur;z: Tales absolve Chaucer

I

from any serious affiliation with Lollardyo

I

"Thanne longen .folk

to goon on pilgI'images," he says at the beginning, in spite of

ILollard claims that pilgrimages are unspiritual and unlawful and

Imerely serve a means for wasting goods and for revelling.
i personally starts the pilgrimage ••with ful devout corage, he
as

He

11

;tells us, thus endorsing the conventional belief in the efficacy

I of

pilgr1mages2 for devotional and penitential purposes.

The

I reference to pilgrimaging recurs throughout the individual tales.
11.11we

been pilgrymes, passynge to and fro," Aegeus says ( KnT, 2848);

, King Alla repenting of his mother's dee.th goes on pilgrimage to

~Rome
~make

1

•to receyven his penance'' (:MLT, 991).

a profitable end to all

I
I

the~eest•

The. Parson hopes to

by showing the way

111 •

• • in this vi age
Of thilke parf it glorious pilgr~age
That highte Jerusalem celest1a1. 1•
( ParsT, 49-51)

~

iAnd any radical views arising in the General PrQlogue or else~

lwhere are quite satisfactorily qualified by the Parson's closing

!j

lEmile Legouis e.nd Louis cazamian, Hiatorz of English Literature., trans. Helen D. Irvtne,, I (New York,cl926), 650

~

2D. w. Robertson in A Preface to Chaucer {Princeton, New
1962),, Po 373: The medieval-Pilgrimage ideally repreaent1ed the Christian soul 1 a pilgrimage through the world's wilderness
~to the celestial Jerusalem.
~Jersey,

r
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jtreatise on penance and the deadly sins; for with his insistence
;on the need for oral confession the Parson recognizes a Church
1

~teaching

jin

far more important as proof of orthodoxy than the belief

pilgrimages.

·1

~ative

By accepting the Parson's treatise as represent-

of Chaucer's sentiments--and there seems to be no logical

~reason

why we should not--we readily obviate any idea of Lollard

~

"

11eanings on the part of the poet.l
~

Chaucer's sanction of pilgrimages gains significance when

lwa

recall that in 1389 their condemnation by the Lollards caused

~quite a hubbub in London. 2

The issue apparently continued to be

~

ldebated and acquired such importance that late in the cent:ury
jwhen a Lollard recanted he could verify his sincerity by subscribl1ng to the spiritual be.nefits of

pilgrimages/~

It is interesting

to note how Chaucer stresses some of the Wycliffite objections to
pilgrimaging.

Men and women on pilgrimage, the Lollards claimed,

loften made great noise by singing wanton songs and piping and by
jangling bells.

Many after a time became outstanding janglers,
story-tellers, and ·1iars. 4 The Miller could well "blowe and
sowne" a. bagpipe, Chaucer says; "and therw1thal he broghte us out
~of

towne" (Qim. Prol, 565-66).

~

While you go along the way to Can-

'

~terbury, the Host observes, no doubt you intend to tell tales and

lbe merry.

I

And he heartily agrees with such

,

I~

lRoot, Poetrv of Chaucer, PP• 287-88.

I

4Rickert, Chauce_r's Wo~ld, p. 264.

-~-

a plan:

1

For trewely,

2:arewer, pp. 229-300

Ij(New_· Yor'l.t,
3.J. J. Jussere.nd, English Wayfaring Life !,!! ~Middle it.gas
1925), p. 205.
, . ·

I

t
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jconfort ne myrthe is noon,' he says, 'To ride by the weye doumb as

la

I

stoon' (773-74).

~of

From the lete

l3~0's

onwards, Gower reflects a disapproval

Wycliffi sm expected from a strongminded, upperclass Engli sbmano

f rn the Prologue to Confessio Amantia he blames

lror riftsl in the Church, for bringing about
~

I

papal schism

This newe Secte of Lollardie,
And also many an hereaie
Among the clerkes in hemselve.

I
;

lHe

the

{ 349-51)

shows less moderation when the Confessor accuses

llollardiet• (V, 1807) of attempting

I

doute" ( 1811-12) o

0

~Anticristes

To sette Cristes .feith in

But al though he denounces their unorthodoxy,

gmuch of Gower's feeling against the Lollards--similar to his hor-

1ror

of: the'

pee. se.n ts 1 uprising-- stems apparently f:rom hi s !:ear of

lany activity threatening law end ~rder. 2
~the

The Lolls.rd attacks on

Church, an institution so closely allied with social ouatoms

, like ownership and the rights to labor, endangered the privileges

of a landholder like himself and other propertied gentlemeno3
~already

We

saw how he sided vdth the Church in the controversy over

~~~~~~~~~~~

;

~1183)

1La.ter, Gower uses a term similar to the .Shipman's (MLT,

Icorn"

in describing the Church's plight:
(CA, V, 1181).

~
!xiv.

2 Fisher, John Gower, p. 129; Morley Con.fessio .(!;mantis, p.

~ ic~nt

•To sowe cokkel with the

See also George R. Coffman, ttJohn. Gower in His Most Signif-

Role, 0 Middle English Survey, ed. Edward Vasta (Notre Dame,
~ Inaian:, 19 65) , p. 2:28 •
·

~
Arthur B. Ferguson, The Articulate Citizen and the English
.' Rena.1 ssance (Durham, North CD.rolina, 19 65), p. 18; BreVie'r, c·haucer
in His ~' P• 4So
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clerical taxation •
.)

There 1 s no need to dwell on the tact the. t the criticism of

, Ireligious orders in the fourteenth century
r

I

is not a peculiarly

Wycliffite trait, and that Chaucer's censoring of churchmen .falls·

I

far short of snticlericalism or Lollardism.

However, aa a member

of the upperclass, governmental circle, Chaucer favored the seculer clergy, one critic sayso

Consequently, he satirizes the reg-

ulsr clergy; and his rascally monks and friars are no more typical

I
'

of the average religious than the ideal Parson is of all the sec-

i ule.t• clergy.l

Instead, these extremes of clerical examples,

and evil, another critic observes, are exactly the caricatures

that Gaunt and other aristocrats heartily sanctioned. 2
We recall that Wyclif 's theory of dominion gives lay magistrates the task of returning the Church to apo$tolic simplicity.
This assignment would mean their complete supervision of the

I

church, including the control of endowments and the correction of
clerical abuses. 3

Chaucer seems to suggest the need tor such out-

. aide supervision when he exposes tbe Summoner's travesty of the
ff

~

I

Church's laws and the Pardoner' a dishonesty.

Local Church author-

ities are accountable for the :summoner's misconduct, especially

~since it .may partially result .from mismanagement through' plural"~~~~~~~~~~

I~
.~

1

lArnold Willia.ms, "Chaucer and the Fri&rs," Speculum,
XXVIII ( 1953), 513.
'
2
George Williams, ~View of Chaucer, pp. 153·54 •

. 3n. Herlihy in Cathollc Encyclopedia, XIII, 41-42; McFarlane

~Wycliffe

and Englisp. Nonconf'ormi ty, PP• 59-62 o

·

f.
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ism and absenteeism.

The Pardoner's unedifying behavior, on the

other hand, should be curbed by the hierarchy.

We

read, o"f: coursel\

that Church authorities did make serious attempts to correct the
many abuses 1 and their efforts could not have been entirely in
vain.

Blt quite likely the "f:ourteenth-century writers, like the

press of any age, lmew that the negative qualities of character
afford far more entertaining readin6 than the positive.

Conse-

quently, the troublesome types receive publicity, Knowles remarks,
while an ideal character like the Clerk is made knovtn to us by an
'"accidental touch of poetry. u2
On

the whole, then, Chaucer shows no unusual bias toward

either the Church or the State in the _ question of re.form among the
religiouso

He contrasts his churchmen as he does his laymen--

~
1'•sincerity
and rottenness stand side by side." 3--

Perhaps he does

~

lchoose a secular priest for the perfect churchman in order to

I

point up the self-indulgence of certain regular clergy, as Lounslbury says, 4 but that Chaucer patte1"ns his Parson after Wyclif
seems unlikely.

The reformer died several years before Chaucer

wrote the General Prologue; and as an individual the Parson lacks
~~~~~~~~~~~

!1che s." lweJualready
alluded to Archbishop Courtenay's ttchoppechursserand ( Engli s:q wa. arin:g_
pp.
tells ot
~Richard

I

de Blry' s censoring

yf
~'
01· pard.oners.

182-83)

2 Religious Orders, II, 22.

Ii

'
3Ezra K. :Ma.Afield, '·11 Cha.ucer
and Religious Re.form, 0 Publilcati ons £!. ~Modern Languae0 Association, DOCIX ( 1924), 74.
~

4studies in Chaucer, II, 482-83. See also ~rno~d Williams,
and theFriars,•• p. 5130

I~tt chaucer
1
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Wycli.f's status o.f theologian and politician.

He holds a modest

bene.fice, shows no scholarly brilliance, and, though an independ:. ent thinker like Wycli.f, does not agree with all Lollard doctrines
in his lengthy treatise.l
The Epilogue to niThe Man of' Law's Tale" he.a a passage on
Lollardism that leads to various interpret@tions.

When the Host

exclaims, "I smelle a Lollere in the wyndtt (1173) and the Shipman
, quickly expresses his respect .for orthodoxy, does Chaucer imply

It~e

.censorship or approval of Wyclif's followers?

Or does he intend

Host's remark as a joke ei tbar against hi a Lollerd. triends2

or against the Host and Shipman1

1

Neither the Host nor the Ship-

!1nan makes any claim to devout Christianity, so we .wonder at their

I

ability to judge

I•-the

th~

.lgain, to suggest that

one thoroughly worthy ecclesiastic in the company is a here-

1tic 0 doe a ace ord w1 th
I passage holds serious

~at

orthodox in another'•

Chaucer ' s sometimes puck1 sh humor , 3

connotations also.

But '•ho

Lollardism, suppressed

Oxford and censured by the Church, became a lively topic in the

ILondon of 1389 and 1390--we already touched on the controversy

~over pilgrimages.

Chaucer possibly refers to the Lollard

situ~

ltion as one that is momentous to his entire audience; but after

I

his usual fashion he refrains from making any personal judgments

I
I
I

on the. topic,

•

lLoun.sbury, II, 482-830 See also Maxfield 1 s comments in
"Chaucer and Religious Reform.••
2 BI-ewer, Chaucer in F...is Time, PP• 229-30.
3Root, Poetrr of Cha'l!.cer, pp. '188, 287-88.

I
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~
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l

Perhaps the Host and Shipman and other ant1-Lollards found

jmore grounds for resentment in the austere morality of Wyclif's
~

teaching than in the ramifications of his theories on grace and

i

idom1nion.

Chaucer seems to reflect something of this sort in the

imatter of swearing.
'

For the Host, the Parson is narrowMminded by

objecting to oaths, so he must be a Lollard.

II

Yet, we know that

. the Parson's disapproval is not an excl\.l.aive Wycli.ffite trait;
both orthodox and unorthodox preachers of the time denow>ced the

evils of swearingol

Chaucer intimates his ·own disapproval in a

Inumber of inst~nces; -for exarn.ple,
~and

I

the Prioress (Gen Prol, 120)

~ear

the carter of "'The Friar's Tale" ( 1564) both

mildly by

"Sein te Loy.'' And great swearing '"is a thyng abhomina.ble, n the

!Pn~doner says; God forbade swearing before murder or any other
u'cursed thyng•• ( PardT, 631-44).

Iattempts

Vfuether the Pardoner piously

to whitewash his own behavior or whether Chaucer uses

this unlikely character to avoid the accusation of' preaching him-

IIan

self is beside the point.

In either case,

t~e

poet does present

argument against the habit of swearing.
Again less seriously, the passage reflects a lack of apprec-

I iation

for the colorle sa rhetoric of the Lollards.

.

Ten Brink

tells us that the discourses of the poor priests were dignified

Il

and unadorned, sober and extremely practical.

e

Thus, they ap-

pealed not so much to the imagination as to the commonsense and

~--~~~~~~~~~

I

.

lowst, Literature and Pulpit, PP• 416-~0. Robinson (Works
1.of Chaucer, po €97) explains ·tl'iatthe "condemnation of swearing
. is not particularly characteristic of Wycl1.f's writings." But
apparently it was a f'avorite issue with the Lolla:rds.
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'~indestructible moral nature" o:f their listenerso 1

His story

'schal not ben of philosophie,' the Shipman says; nor of '.Phi slyaa

~

lne
termes queinte of le.we' (ML'I',
1188-89).
M
-

I

After all, . the Reeve

had already subjected the Pilgrims to a sober sermon on old age

~oral1zat1ons

; that makes one suspect he heard many

.
I
~

by Wyclif's

poor pree.chers--until the Host interrupts him:
"· •• ~'hat e.mounteth al this wit?
What shul we speke alday of hooly writf
The devel made a. reve for to preche • 0 2 .
(RvT, 3901-3903)

~.·

I
~

Instead, the Shipman says, his tale 'schal clynken you so mery a
~belle,/ That

I schal waken al this compaignie' (MLT, 1186-87)0

~Wyclif considered all classic allusions fr1volous 3 ; he and his
followers did not rely on exempla or poetic phraseology or on any
humor to brighten their sermons--unlike the "scholastic grand.11. oquenoe"' of the 1'riars4 or Chaucer's polished and sometimes pun1 gent verse geared to aristocratic tastes.

Ithat late

in the century many preachers besides Lollards leaned

i toward pre.ctical prose
I the

We might note, however,

in sermons.

Black Death may have fanned an

Beryl Smalley observes that

oppositio~

to moralized fables

1
---~.
lHistorz £f English Literature, II, 16.
1
2
Ir.the Reeve
sedgwick, Dan Chaucer, p. 281. One begins to suspect that
frequented the meetings of the poor preachers, Sedgwick
says.

At least the Host seems to have such a suspicion.

3 Joseph A. Mosher, '£11.e_ Exemplum in~ f}rly Religious ~

tiDidactic Literature of England (.New York, 191
5 .Smalley, English Friars, po 3000

, PP• 17, 106, etco

.

4 Legou1s and Cazamian, Histor~ 2f. English Literature, I, 650

15~

I!
I

by sobering the survivors and blinding them to the graceful and

;the beautiful th.at appealed so strongly to Holcot and his generation's audienceso 1
And so
~fables

we find tra Parson sharing with Wyclif a scorn of

and rhyming:

'Why sholde I sowen draf out of my fest,' he

!asks, 'When I may sowen whete, if that me lest?• (PsrsT, 35-36),

iBut in order to avoid another charge of unorthodoxy because he

i opts for

'moralitee and vertuous mateere,• he assures his hearers

ithat he does not gloss the Bible nor speak in alliteration as--ten
~Brink says-- some Lollards then did in the manner of Langls.ndo 2

I

Finally, as a true son of the Church, the Parson submits himself
to the guidance of learned superiors:

i•r ta.ke but the sentence, trusteth weel.
Therfore I make protestacioun
That I wol stonde to correccioun."
( 58-60)

1Engl1sh Friars, P• 3000

2English Literature, II, 182-830
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1 ty for God e.nd neighbor. 1

In general, therefore, it appears that

everyone approves of the moral sincerity and zeal of Wyclif and
the Lollards in condemning the contemporary evils; but no oonservati ve Englishman supports .those Lollard doctrines opposed to the
current orthodoxy or tradition. 2
The Wycl1ff1te opinions reflect the thoughts and feelings of
many people of all classes, and must have had an inestimable influ
ence on Chaucer and other serious thinkera.3

a.it

Chaucer's loy-

alty as a king's man forbade a direct treatment of Lollardy or of
other questions discussed at court.

Also, in Riche.rd II' s reign

when political relet1onahips might shift from one day to another,
it ws.s a risky as well as a disloyal business to give an opinion

on a controversial issue.

Chaucer never seems to forget the advicE

passed on by the Manciple a Pretend you are deaf if you hear a
· jangler speak of perilous matters.

The Flemings say,

• • and lerne 1 t if thee leste,
That litel janglyng causeth muchel reste.
• • • 1f thou no w1kked word hast seydA
Thee thar nat drede for to be biwreyd.
( ManoT, 349-52)

tt.

Thus, although the diminutive and sometimes savagely competitive
society of his day4 must have buzzed with first-page news, in his
lDaly, Political Theory 2£ Wyclit,'pp. 138•40; Trevelyan,
England !!l Age 2f. Wycliffe, P• 329 o
·
2 Patch, On Rereading,Chs.ucer, PP• 193-94; Chesterton,
Chaucer, PP• 46='48.
,
3

Brewer, Chaucer in

4Ib1d., p. 46.

!:!!.:!.

~,

PP• 230-31.

See also Legouis, Geoffrey Chaucer, P• 30a
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writings the poet submits only the popular observations about
timely issues, including Wycliffiam.
Chaucer's silence seems particularly impressive since some
of his friends openly professed their allegiance to Lollardisml
and since his stands on certain problems were often more determined than is sometimes supposed. 2 In spite of his friendship
with the Lollard knights, however, Chaucer never became a part of
their inner circle by adopting their religious and political beliefs.

The relationship apparently remained on an intellectual

baais; tor, like the poet, these men exhibited a taste for polite
literature and for current developments in science and philosophy~3

It is not too unlikely that they often joined Chaucer and

his associates, Gower and Strode and others, in their intellectual

discussionso

The downfall of these Lolla:rd. friends, Loomis aug-

ge sts, may have prompted in part the d1tferenoe between the treespoken poet of the General Prologue and the correct poet of the
Parson's treatise and the retract1ono4

This may be true,

~gain,

maybe Chaucer decided on moderation after detecting the two-faced
lG. L. Kittredge, "Chaucer and Some of His Friends," Modern
Philolqgz, I (lS03), 1•18; Brewer, P• 2291 Loomis, "Was Chaucer a
Laod1oeanf" PP• 139•40.
2 ttwas Chaucer a Laod1cean'l" .PP• 138-40.

3G. L. Kittredge, Che.uoer e.nd His Poetry (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1915), PP• 3-4, ~nd ~1 Chaucer-and Some of Hia Friends,"
PP• 1-18; Brewer, Chaucer 1n !!!..! ~' P• 229.
4ttwaa Chaucer a Laodicean'?" p. 145. The ideal Knight of
the General Prologue, for example, belonged to a class notorious
' for its support of Lollard preachers and anticlerical teachings

I ( p.

138).

'

r
~.
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and political opportunism in the Wycl1.ff1 te controversy.

Ii ing

Accord-

to Arthur B. Ferguson, Lollardy became "the Jacobinism of

i

fourteenth-century England, the whipping-boy .for any entrenched

'ij• intere at. •• 1

~

The careers of Gaunt and the Black Prince reveal another

~

~complex

relationship resulting partially from Wyclif's influence

I

.; and, no doubt, demanding much diplomacy .from Chaucer as one

!

closely associated with royalty.

J
.i

~

agreement between the royal brothers, .Sedgwick says, more than
'

:, likely came from clashing political views, not from lack of .fra-

i

1
'
~

ternal at.fee ti on. 2

I

However, any distrust or dis-

Politically, the Black Prince supported the

:c~erical interests at court; Gaunt led the anti-clerical party.

I
II

·And certainly the conservative and reformist activities in parlia-1

~ment
~

~But

at.forded these powerful men many reasons for disagreement.
certain paradoxes complicate a study of their careers.

~ ventional by nature, Gaunt upheld
~ time atfiliat1on with Wycl1f, and
~the

Con-

the papaoy3 in spite of his one-'
he sided With the barons

~gain st

commons; but he also real ated certain powerful prelates by

'aupporting Wyclif's t:teories ot dominion and disendowment.

The

~j

~ Black Prince shared the national feeling against the papacy; but

'
~when he assisted the reformers clamoring .for an end to civil and
I

~ecclesiastical abuses, like his brother.Gaunt he temporarily ap~~~~~~~~--~~--

~~

" EnBlish Renaissance, p. 18.
lArticulate Citizen and
2
L1fe !!£Black Prince, PP• 276•78; MoKisack, PP• 392-95.

I

3Brewer, Chaucer in His Time, PP• 206-207; Armitage-Smith,
Gaunt, PP• 123-N.- -

~John of

ii--

----
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proved of Wyolif 1 s mission.
So it appears that Gaunt led the court party not so much in
opposition to the Black Prince as against the lay lords and the
bishops protecting Church interests and against the. clerical civil
servants,l especially those singled out by Wyolif as Caesarian
prelates.

Nowhere in his writings does

Chau~er

openly comment on

these political bishops, but he seems to indirectly reflect his
patron's attitude toward them.

In the General Prologue he says

the Friar "was lyk a maister or a pope" (261); the Monk, well able
~«
:;'·
.~.t

to be an abbot, "was a lord ful fat" ( 200) and "a fair prelaat"
(204).

We have noted that the one fourteenth-century prelate

named in the Canterbury Tales,

~rchbishop

Bradwardine, never be-

0

came embroiled in the. Church:..,sta te controversy.

It seems fairly

logical, then, to look upon Chaucer's failure to recognize any
political prelate as a kind of criticism b1 default.
Perhaps the alliance of Wyclit and the Duke of Lancaster
will always puzzle the scholars.

Morley says that Gaunt fought as

a worldly politician for the Crown's prestige against the Church,

whereas Wyclif strove as a spiritual Christian for a church with
treasure in heaven, •whose prelates should not be lords, but servants of God and mano"2

i

analysis.

Armitage-Smith follows the same line of

He questions whether Gaunt ever understood the great
'

basic issues raised in Wydlif 's theory of dominion by grace, and
lsteel, Riche.rd

g,

2 Engl1sh WX'itera,

v,

I

pp •. 21-22; Jtrmitage-&nith, PP• 179·80.
40.
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doubts whether the high idealism in Wycli:f' s attempt to weld the
ecclesiastical and c1 vil powers could appeal to Gaunt.

For the

duke was no enthusiast but a practical man o:f the world with no
sympathy for Lollard doctrine. 1

Yet Arm1tage-.8m1th qualifies thi

judgment o;f Gaunt when he describes the enormous charities that
the duke distributed to religious and laymen alike.

As a feudal

lord Gaunt apparently :frowned on Lollardy 1 s extreme socialism,
but he sincerely tried to 11 ve by. the noblesse oblige of h1 s rank,
to heed the.Christian, Wycl1;ff1te teachings o;f men assisting each
other.
For a few years, Gaunt and his clique used 'Wycli:f and his
pen to advance tbeir ambitions, Worlanan" says.

And Wycli:f, either

too high-souled. to. see their selfish aims or so intent on realizh1 s ideals th.at he used every available weapon, accepted the protection of his allies to advance his doctrines.a . All writers do
not agree with the views of Morley and Workman, or course; yet
there seems to be ample proo:f o:f Wyclif 1 s high ideals and sincerL

ity.

Perhaps he should not be criticized for carrying his ideas

to extreme.a unless we also censure his contemporaries--Gaunt and
other civil leaders :for abetting his impractical policies, and hi
colleagues at Oxford tor not challenging some ot his metaphysics.
Robson takes up this point in discussing the Wycli! and
Cunningham disputes.:.s~

He "questions the vitality of Oxford's £e.c-

1 John of Gaunt, PP• 180-81 •
......--

·

2

~ w101i:r, I, 278.

3wycl1f and Oxford Schools, P• 170.
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ulty of arts in the l360 1 s--so much unlike that of Bradwardine's
era--when no master came forward to challenge certain powerful
1

but eccentric opinions or Wyclif.

-~

The re1'ormer's mind, "unstable

and easily led to extremes, needed trenchant and continuing critic! am as a curb on its wilder flights," he claims.
,

The 1'act that

no one at o.xrord stood up to him in bis earl7 career "was its
tragedy as well as Wyclif's.•l

Robson's observation appears

sound since records show that at first Wyclif readily accepted
correction.

In bis second reply to Strode, for instance, he con-

fesses to presumption in the schools and admits the validity of
Augustine's caution not to punish crime at the coat of peaceo
''·

He

does not overlook the trials accompanying re1'orm, 1'or 1 t is a tas
that must be executed with care and prudence; the result lies wit
God alone, but all should help to purify the Church.2 .
Historians try to rationalize the Wyclit-Gaunt alliance
with various assumptions.

Wyclit believes in two divinely insti-

tuted powers, spiritual and temporal, mutually helping each other
in effecting everyotte•s salvation, Daly expla1ns.3

..'.,,

The.reformer

does not want the spiritual absorbed by the secular; but

h~

ad-

'

vises the civil barons to seize the possessions or the Caesarian
prelates4 in order to l'eturn them to apostolic simplicity.

His

recommendation would have ended the tradition or clerical civil

'

lrb1d.
2opera Mj.nora, PP• 197•98; XXXII.
3Polit1ca1· Theorz .Q.!. Wzc11r, PP• 85, 89 •

.

4l:bid., P• 28.

See also Workman, I, 275-82.
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service; and, in the opinion of Steel, quite likely Gaunt and the
curialistal would have welcomed this development in order to further their own ambit1ona.2

Again, Workman thinks the alliance

existed because both Wyclif and Gaunt were hostile toward the
wealth and power of the hierarchy. 3 Blt to all appearances Gaunt
opposed only a few prelates and was himself responsible for the
appointment of churchmen to lucrative and powerful offices; his
own chancellor and adviser was the bishop or' Salisbury. 4
Daly does not see an alliance based on pers_onal ambition or
on snt1clerical1 sm; he believes instead th.at Wycl1f' s exalts. tion
of royal power furnishes about the only logical basis for his
association with Gaunt.

As a theological adviser from Oxi'ord, the

reformer championed royal power and dignity; .and his writings •
indicate that his political influence, great or slight, supported
the cause of the king.

Did he side with the Good.Parliament or

with Edward III 1 s representative, John of Gauntt
The answer is that Wyclif was a firm believer in e. king
who ruled and a royal dignity that was under baronial
control.· He wrote With enthusiasm· or such a king. If
Wyclif was caught on one horn of the dilemma, it would
seem fairly certain that it was the royal one.5
lsteel, Richard II, p. 19: The term •cur1al1st" is generally accepted net so muCE. in the old sense of "courtier" aa for a
person, group, or interest dependent on the royal court.
2 Ib1d., P• 22.
3~ Wyclif, I, 275.
4Daly, P• 94; Dahmus: Prosecution£!. Wyclzf, PP• 14-19;
Armitage-Smith, ~£.!Gaunt, PP• 179-80 •
. 5Pol1tical Theory~ Wyclif, P• 151.
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Finally, Dahmus is quite positive that Gaunt•s preoccupation With
royal dignity brought about bis alliance with Wyclif.

Too many

sinister motives have been imputed to Gaunt, he claims.

The

duke's support of Wyolif requires no more complex explanation tha
that he felt it his duty to defend Wyclit as one in the service o
the CroYln.l
Chaucer gives some vivid accounts ot the clerical evils
endangering his England; by omission, he deals kindly with the
nobility.· For in his time when wealth and political power were
ciosely associated2 the aristocrats posed as great a menace to the
country as the clergy did.

It the Church had been disendowed more

than likely its property would have gone towards doubling the
estates of Gaunt and other nobles, not towards the betterment of
less fortunate classes.

And without subsidies trom the Church

the situation of the average person, as well aa that ot the very
poor, would undoubtedly have worsened.

At this time only the

great nobles were powerful enough to challenge

the Church,

as

Trevelyan reminds us, 3 and thus only they would have been able to
usurp the lion's share ·ot any diaendowed properties.

Such ideas

did not seem to enter the mind of Chaucer or of any other writer
at the time; in retrospect, however, Gaunt•s motive tor making the
lprosecution of Wycly{, PP• 14-19.

"
2A:rmitage-Sm1th, ~of
Gaunt, P• 213·.
3Age ot lVyclit.fe, PP• 40-41. See also J. J. Juseiere.nd, A
Literary Historz of the :English People, I (New York, 1895),
436-37.
- -
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plan o.t' disendowment peculiarly his own seems to have been some•
what opportunistico 1
I

Through his alliance with Gaunt the reformer forfeited the
loyalty ot the people, Workman says; tor then his purpose became
identified "with varying cross-currents' in politics, and was low•
ered by its association with the selfish aims of a clique.•2
Chaucer might be hinting at Wyclif's loss of prestige with the
Host's and Shipman's unflattering attitude ,toward Lollsrdism.
And we already dealt with the idea th.at the remarks of theae Pilgrims might be reflecting a popular reaction against Wycliftite
teachings.

As long as the reformer confined hfs criticism to the

prevalent problems of. the Churoh--the behavior of certain churchmen, for instance, or the issue of ecclesiastical weal th and the
caesarian bishops•-he had the sanction of certain clergy and of
the aristocracy,3 as well as the approval ot the court party.
The discovery .that his reform went deeper than, these surface prob1erns bi-ought the turning point in his csree~.

His powerful p:ro-

tec tors and the great majority of his followers abandoned him
then; however, Wyclif's basic message of Christian· charity remained untarnished and inspirational--witness Langland's Plowxnsn
and Chaucer• s Clerk and Parson.

lTrevelyan, Age

2l.2.Ea Wyclif, I,

.2f

Wycliffe, PP• 40-41.

279.

3 J. Dahmus, Catholic En.cycloledia, XIV, 1051. See also
Trevelyan, ~of Wycliffe, PP• 15 -52; Legou1s and Cszamian,
History 2.! Engl.Iih ~Literature) I, 65.
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Wyolif was

~a

pure Christian idealist, with an immense

practical energy,tt Morley says, and within the bounds or duty he
set for himself he strove "to subdue the evil of the world and
spread the knowledge of the Grace of Godo"l
;';

Like other writers

and re:f'ormers of his time, _he assumed that the Church acts as a
conscience :f'or the temporal power.

Thus, an erring clergy is

guilty of abetting an7 tendencies the rest of society may have to
leave the ways o:f' righteousness. 2 The Parson picks up this popular thought.

If gold rusts,

he asks, what will iron do1

For if a preest be foul, on whom we truste,
No wonder is a lewed man to ruste; • • •
Wel oghte a preest ensample for to y1ve,
By bis clennesse, how that his sheep sholde
lyve •
(Gen Prol, 501-502; 505 ... 506)
Fundamentally, of course, Wyclif does not advocate the subordination of the ecclesiastical order to the civil; rather, he seems
to accept that concept of the two powers wherein the churchmen
follow a more excellent way not chosen

by the secular leaders.3

We find this sentiment also echoed in the Canterbury Tales:
• • • a lord in his houshold,
He nath nat every vessel al of gold; .
Somme been of tree, and doon h1r lord servyse.
God clepeth folk to hyrn in sondry wyse,
And everioh hath of God a propre yifte,
Som this, som that, as hyrn 11keth 'shifte.
(WBT, 99-104)
.
So Wyclif censures the Caesarian clergy for abandoning their
1Engl1sh Writers, v, 74.
2 Ferguson, Articulate Citizen ~Renaissance, pp. 96-980
3Daly, Political Theory 2.£. Wyclif, P• 149.
.

.

I
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ideals with an excessive involvement in purely secular affairs
to the detriment of the Clru.rch's well-being.

Disendowment, he

assumes, would eliminate absenteeism and pluralism and

~all

their

train of local ills,nl such as greed and luxurious living, and
would return the clergy to their spiritual duties.

It is hardlY

necessary to point out how wail Chaucer stresses the worth of
simple livings.

the Clerk "hadde geten h7lll yet no benefice," and

the Parson did not hire out his bene.fice "and leet his sheep
encombred in the myre•

(f!.!.!l Prol, 291, 508); or how, like Wycli.t',

he does not seem to realize what blessings ,might accrue to the
State from simpler living among the aristocrats.

Less luxury at

court and among the ruling classes, .for example, would require
less taxation
ot the lower ranks and more projects. tor alleviating
.
the discomforts of the poor and tor advancing the cause of
education among all classeso
In conclusion, it appears that the examples in this chapter
show that Chaucer does not subscribe to the

una~thodox

opiniohl Of

Wye lit and the Lollards; but that he agrees with the practical e.apects of Wycl1t 1 a theory of dominion to the extent that he leans
perceptibly toward the sovereignty o.f State.

Briefly, this favor-

ing of temporal sovereignty is detected in the poet's practice ot
emphasizing the clerical evils although he remains silent on an"'f'
wrongdoings of the

ariatocr~ts;

in his insistence on simple

liv~ng

among the clergy and ;the lower ranks while seemingly approving ot
lFerguson, Articulate Citizen ~Renaissance, P• 98.
r
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luxury among the ruling classes; and in his neglect to cite any
fourteenth-century prelate in the Canterbury Tales other than
Bradwardine, a non-political bishop of a previous generation.
Finally, he might be indicating a stand in favor of sovereignty
of the State at the end of the Canterburz Teles when he beseeches
the benign grace "or hym that is lcyng of lcynges and preest over
alle preestes."
e~actl7

Placing the civil sovereign before the priest is

what Wyclif does in matters of worldly dominion.

CHltPTER III
KINGSHIP:

GOWER AND GAUNT

Ideally and practically, the medieval monarchy was wellsuited to the political theory ot both Church and State.
religion and statecraft were inseparable in the Middle

Since

~ges,

the

concept ot a government with one head harmonized with the ideal
of God as the true ruler of the universe; and, in practice, a
monarchical form ot government conformed with the medieval social
oondi tions .1
We have seen how the ideal of divine kingship inspires the
thought of Thomas Bradwardine; and how he is sometimes criticized
for carrying this ideal to extremes in his concern to void man•s
claim to independence--that is, he underplays the part of worldly
rule and stresses God's majesty to the verge ot divine tyranny.
'

~' ( Later in the fourteenth century, although he 1'1denb his theory to
r.·

accommodate the practical questions of English politics, Wyclif's
views on kingship reflect an idealism similar to Bt'adwsrdine 1 a.
In~

Officio Regis, tor example, we are told repeatedly that a

monarch acts as the vicar of God; that royal authority is not of
an earthly king but of divine origin.

As God's vicar the king

1H. o. Taylor, The M•diaeval Mind (2 vols.; London, 1911),
II, 306-307; Eme st BarK'er, "Introductory: Mediaeval Poli tioal
Thought,-• The :Social ~ Poli ti cal Ideas of Some Great Mediaeval
Thinkers,· iir. F. J. c. Heamshaw (London,-r9mr}," PP• 9-33 •

..
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must be honored by all his subjects, just as God is feared by all
men.l

With his theory of dominion, a kind of offshoot

o:f

the

absolutism in Bradward1ne 1 s thought, Wycli:f subjects the power of
the ldng--like any other worldly lordship--to God• s approval.

As

long as a king remains righteous .his dominion, like a microcosm
of divine lordship, gives him absolute rule over the temporal welfare of his subjeots.2
Quite naturally, this ideal of God as the prime ruler finds
its way into the writings of Chaucer and Gower.

Men owe overall

obedience to the instructions of God, says the Pareon, and then to
those "of his sovereyns, to wh1che hym oghte to ben obe1saunt in
all rightwisnesse" (ParsT, 675-80). 3 May God amend our troubled
land, ~ower asks in the Prologue to Contessio Amantis, "he which
is king sovereign/ Of al the worldes goveztnaunce" (186-87)4; and
_,

i"

before a king may supervise justice for his people, he says later,
it is necessary that he first justify himself before God.

His

estate "is elles fre/ Toward alle othre in his persone,tt except to
God alone, "Which wol himself a king chastise" (VII, 2732-35).
l~ Officio Regis, ed. A. w. Pollard and o. Sayle (London,
1887), pp. 4, 12, 58, 80, etc. Consult index.
2For a general analysis of Wyclif's views on kingship see
L. J. Dal7, "The Monarchical Form o'f Government," ~ Poli tioal
Theory .2!. John Wzclif (Chicago, 1962), PP• 97-131.
3All references 'from,chaucer are from The Works of Geoffrey
Chaucer, ed. F. N. Robinson (2d ed.; Boaton,-r§°'57). The quotations are specified by abbreviated titles and line numbers.
4

~eferences 'from Gower are from The J:m.~lish Works of John
Gower, ed. G. c. Maoaula:y (2 vois.; London,900-"'1901). Confe'isio
Amantis will be cited as CA, followed by book number and lines.
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The people of the Canterb\U'y Tales refer often and variedly to
divine kingship.

We hear from the Monk that

1

God of hevene hath

domynacioun/ Over every regne and every creature' (~, 2219-20)0
••As sooth as God is kyng," the Merchant says, "to take a wyt it 1s
a glorious thyng" ( MerchT, 1267-68). And reminiscing fondly on e.
late spouse· the Wife of Bath prays God. 'that s1 t in mage s tee,/ so
blesae his soule for his mercy deere'

(~,

826-27).

Chaucer him-

self at the end of the Tales asks for the benign grace of "hym.
that is kyng of kynges" (ParsT, 1090).
· In practice, as we already noted, medieval society adapted
well to a monarchical form of government--a.rather inevitable situation, since it fell under the jurisdiction
State.

ot both Ohuroh and

Politically, the Church under strong popes had become an

almost absolute monarchy before the schism in the fourteenth century; the State or course was traditionally monarchical.

In har-

mony with the teaching of Aristotle and St. Thomas •quinas most
thinkers favored the trend of a single ruler i'or the Stli.te.
the unifying principle is

!'!!.!!,

Since

Dante said for example, the will

of one ruler rather than many wills in conflict will best insure

~

·•

unified state.l

In his treatise on kingship Wyclif reasons that &

monarchy is approved by God as well as by natural judgment and
philosophy.

Aristotle believed that the best government comes

from a king as a witness to, divine unity; and patristic authority
testifies to the goodness of the monarchical torm ot government.
lTaylor, Mediaeval Mind, II, 306-307.
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Further, it is logical that as an entity a body politic must have
,,

fr

one head. 1

The wisdom of such thinking surely became evident in

Chaucer's time when a boy-king on the throne encouraged unrest
among the ambitious and less-principled aristocrats, an unwholesome situation affecting in time all classes and dividing the
country.

In short, as B. Wilkinson observes, seldom have private

interests and enmities been intermingled so completely with the
considerations of public welfare and affairs ot state as in the
reign, of Richard II •2
Even before Chaucer's time, however, there was a tendency
toward a limited rather th.an an absolute monarchy.

In keeping

with the medieval practice of beginning with the whole, then analyzing the parts, it was reasoned that kingship should be concerned with duty, not with individual glory.

The king like the

pope is the servant of servants;·~ the king and the office exist
not for the sake of the ruler but for the sake of the ruled.4
Gower quite literally takes up this reasoning when he asks:
What is a lond wher men ben none'/
What ben the men whiche are al one
Withoute a kinges governance?
(VII, 2695-97)
1~ Officio Regis, pp. 246-47; xxiv.

2Tae Constitutional Historz' of England, 1216-1399 (3 vols.;
London), -rir48-58), II, 58-59.
'f

3E. Sherwood Smith, '•Dante and World-Empire," The Social and
Political Ideas of Some Great Mediaeval Thinkers, ed-:-F. J. C.
Hearnshaw (London, ~), PP• 116, 118. See ParsT,770-75.
4smith, nDante and World-Empire,~ p. 118. See Margaret
Schlauch, ttchaucer• a Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants," Speculum,

r
.

'
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Thus ruler and ruled are mutually dependent on each other; and a
popular concept of medieval politics shows the government revolving about the person of the monarch.l

Chaucer seems to dramatize

this concept at various times in the Canterbury Tales.

In the

Knight's story the court of Athens revolves about Theseus, the
1

sole manipulator of activities, be they of war and justice or of
peace and leisure.2
buscan--~Ot

Similarly, we learn how the good King Cam-

his corage as any centre stable" (SqT,

22)~-gains

renown as a successful monarch by maintaining both his royal dignity and his people's cooperation.
Yet, as J. J. Jusserand points out, the Piers Plowman poet
describes the role of the medieval monarch more et:Cectively than
Gower or Chaucer or any other. writer of the time--and he does it
with one concise lines
Knyghthod hym ladde,
Might of the comunea made hym to regne.3
As a writer in the 1370's the Piers Plowman poet evidently reports
from firsthand observation of Edward III's limited monarchy, a
government well accepted by his subjects. ·For Edward was a popular king.

In politics he followed the dictates oi' right reason

and the common counsel ot his :magnates.

Personally he adhered ·

xx (1945), 134.
· lDaly, Poli ti cal The.prx of wxclif, P• 129 •
2 Derek Brewer, Chaucer 1!!_

fil:1!. ~(London,

1963), P• 201.

3B-text prologue; J. J. Jusserand, ~ Literarz Historz 2.f. ~
English People, I (New York, 1895), 390.
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to the customs of chivalry with all the pageantry of lmlghthood;
and years of jousting and feasting with his magnates, old and
"/",'.

young, effected a certain solidity in their relationship.

While

in battle it is said that Edward first placed his confidence in
God, then in the bravery of his army.l

We already noted that

Wyclif in the same era as the Piers Plowman poet apparently approves the

t'

outw~rd

harmony of Edward's government; and thtit he

re.fleets such cooperation between a ruler and his subjects in his
theories on kin~ship,2 particularly in ~ Officio Regis.
At the same time, however, Wyclif establishes the king's
supremacy over all men, lay and ecclesiastical.

There must be

two vicars of God, he says, the king in temporal affairs and the
pr1e st in the sp1r1 tual.

And since the king bears the image of

Christ's godhead and the priest of his manhood, the priest must
be ruled by the ldng.3

Divinely appointed, a king stands apart
from all his subjects, surpasses them all in worldly honor. 4 So
we find the Squire describing King Cambuscan as
A fair persona • • • and fortunat,
And kepte alway so wel roial estat
That ther was nowher swich another man.
( SqT, 25-27)

None of the king's subjects are exempt from the obligation to
obey the royal commands, Wyclif says.

"And preie God save the

king,•• Chaucer tells his son Louis in the introduction to

~

1Arthur Bryant, ~ ~- 2..f. Chivalry (New York, 1963), pp.
238-39, 311; see Wilkinson, Constitutional History, II, 77.
2 see above, Chapter II, PP• 125, 160; Daly, p. 32.
3De Officio Regis, PP• 13-14.
4rbid., P• 3.
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Astttolabe, "and alle that him tei th beri th and obeieth, everioh
~-

in his degrett (50-60), either lay or ecclesiastical.

One must not

refuse a king, Gower explains-in bis first Prologue:
Though I aeknesse have upon honde,
And longe have had, yit wol I fonde,
So as I made my beheste,
To make a bok after his he ste.
( 79*-82*)

As a matter of fact, so binding is this instruction to obey the
king that subjects owe allegiance even to tyrants, Wyclif says;
for tyrants too have their original lordship from God.

When a

rule·r acts unjustly the people must distinguish the wrong done to
'.·.

themselves from the wrong done to God's cause.

Personal injus-.

f

tice should be endured, but wrong against God should be resisted
even to death.

Anyone rebelling against the king for personal
profit despises God's co:rmnand to honor his earthly ruler. 1
Wyclif's exalted views of kingship, that provide such a logical accompaniment to his stand on state supremacy, are rightly
credited as a basis for his alliance with John of Gaunt, according to Wilkinson.

For inasmuch as Wyclif is a cautious royalist

his outlook comes very near to what may have resulted from "the
mixed influences operating on John of Gaunt.u2

He expresses

enthusiasm for a strong king, yet he plainly implies that the royal dignity should be under ttbaronial contro1,lll!3thereby championing
the rights of the nobility.

Consequently, J. H. Fisher says,

lne Officio Regis, pp. 5-8, 9~·

2const1tut1onal Historz, III, 93.

3De.ly, P• 151.
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, the reformer

m1g~t

be said to perpetuate the feudal notion of the

king as a kind of chairman of the board of directors wbile the
. knights actually rule.l

Such a qualification of an absolute mon-

archy appears specifically at the beginning of

~

Officio Regiso

Wyclif states his purpose to treat the military order
treated t.he clerical in his treatise on the Church.

~s

he had

Tnen he

immediately reminds his readers that Scripture and the Doctors
approve the power of the king and of the military order,

2

thus

surely identifying the king's role with th.at of the knighthood.
In fact, the theory throughout

~

Officio Regia tends to support

a lay aristocracy actively participating in government. 3
one passage of De Civ111 Dominio, Wycl1f suggests that

~n

•nd in
oligar-

chy of judges comprises the best rule, even superior to kingship
since it is most.like ·the state of innooence.4
Rather pointedly, then, Wyclif advocates a limited monarchy
like Edward's with the magnates pledged to govern With the king,
to assist him and to correct his fa111ngs.5

In his praise of.' a

past golden age, Gower refers nostalgically to this kind of.' cooperation between a monarch and his nobles.

Law and justice were

l••wyclif, Langland, Gower, and the Pee.rl Poet on the SUbject
of.' Aristocracy," Pennsylve.n1a University Studies in Honor of P... c.
Bau~h, ed. MacEdward Liaoh lPhiladelphia, Pennsylvan!a, ""'l"96Y);P• 43.
2~ Oft.'1cio Regi~, p., l.

3uwyclif, Le.ngland," PP• 142-43

. 4Ed1ted R. L. Poole, I (London, 1885), PP• 192-95.

5naly, Political Theory
32, 151.

2£ !zclif,

p. 126; also see PP•
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then secure, he says,for the privileges of royalty prevailed and·
"al the baronie/ Worschiped was in his astat"; engulfed in peace
and charity, 'the people •stod in obeissance/ Under the reule of
governance" (CA, Prologue, 102-10).

Vie find the Knight suggeatin

such a need .for cooperation between a monarch and the nobility ib
his account of the strife between Venus and Mars after they have
promised victory to Palamon and Arcite.

Jupiter tries "to stente 8

the friction without success; then Saturn volunteers his counsel.
The role of peacemaker seems out of chare.oter fol" Saturn, but wit
his •olde experience" he manages to resolve the controversy;
thereby proving, the Knight says, that
• • • elde hath greet avantage;
In elde is bothe wysdom and usage;
Men ma7 the olde atrenne, and noght atrede .I
( KnT, 2447-49)

Bearing the unsettled reign o.f Richard II in mind, a reader suspects that Gower and Chaucer both slant their comments on cooper-

•

ation in the direction o.f the king.

At the same time, however,

they do seem to promote the privileges o.f aristocracy.
Wyclif subscribes to the belief that a ruler should submit
to all legislation, and thus further qualifies the royal independence.

Although by oustom a king is not bound by his own laws, he

should obey them voluntarily by reason of the divine, higher law
binding on all mankind.

The submission to all law is a mark of

the upright king and guarantees his acceptance by the people, ao
essential to the peace and unity of the countr7.

The king's main

lThe ~ld may be outrun but not sur assed in co
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concern is justice, ''the brightest of virtues•; he must govern for
his subjects' good, since he is more bound to them than they to
DBme Prudence emphasizes the all-importance of ~ ruler's

him.1

popularity with the people.

High towers and great edifices built

through much expense and labor will prove worthless unless they
are de.fended by loyal friends, she says.

In the words of Tully:

'ther is a manere garnysoun that no man may venquysee ne
, and that 1 a/ a lord to be bil oved of hi tJ
citezeins and of his peple'(~, 1335-45).

di soon.f 1 te

In his analysis of Wycliffian thought, H. B. Worlanan

0 1e.·1ma

that

the reformer attempts the impossible with his theories of Church
and State that make the king supreme yet guard the rights of the
people.2

His argument against papal authority extends tbe king's

supervision to all Englishmen and calls for royal exemption from
positive law.

Yet, in contradiction, a king

~fusing

to volun-

tarily abide by his ova laws or otherwise abusing his wide powers
becomes a tyrant.

In such an event, although he retaine the royal

power With its consequent dignity, his lack of righteoustiess actually deprives him of the right to dominion.3

The honor l)e.vid paid

to Saul, for instance, illustrates how royal power may

8

,cist in

an unworthy monarch;4; in a similar fashion the Monk expie.ins how
lDe Ofi'icio Regis, pp. 78-80; see T. J. Hanrahan "John Vwyclif' s Political Activity,~• Mediaeval Studies, XX (1958~, 158-59;
Daly, Political Activity of Wyclif, PP• 127-29 •

..

John Wyclii': ~ Stu'!l of the English Medieval Chu:t'Ch
(2 vols:-fO'xford, 1926);-f'.r, '3"0.~e also ~chlaucn; "cfi1i"ucer•s
Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants," P• 149.
2

3ne Officio Regi~, p. 17.

4Ibid., p. 11.
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the tyrant Nero held for a time "this wyde world • • • in subjeccioun" ( MkT, 2466).
Wyclif's concern with the problem of tyranny draws attention
to a subject much discussed by Chaucer's contemporaries.

With

good reason they sensed the potential tyranny in the kind of absolute kingship Richard was striving for, since certain events on th
continent seemed to herald a strong tendency toward tyrannical
rule.l

Both Chaucer and Gower reflect an awareness of this trend;

but Chaucer, possibly as a result of firsthand information when
abroad, is much more specific 1n his references to the problem.
The Monk, again, tells how the Milan tyrant Gian Galeazzo shocked
the Western world by seizing power and overthrowing his uncle
Bernabo Visconti.

•:a.it why, ne how, noot I that thou were sle.we, 11

the Monk aay-;::J' . Of Bernabo; except, as he reasons later, that tyranny is bound to result when

11myght

is joyned unto cruelteett

( MkT 1 2406 1 2493) •
According to Aristotle and Aquinas three chief di sad vantage a
may befall the country ruled by a tyranti

the confiscation of the

subjects' property, the suppression of women, and a popular tide
of hatred against the tyrant himselr.2

To avoid the first, the

king must show wisdom in regulating temporal goods.

Robbing the

lower classes of their property, Wyclif says, affords the surest

way toward destroying a kinudom; for, as

~ristotle

states, the

lsee Schlauch, "Chaucer's Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants,"
pp. 133-56.
2 Ibid., P• 140.
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people's allegiance succeeds .from a ruler's generosity and moderation and from his defense of their rights.

However, Wycli.f adds,

this does not conflict with the royal option to take, always with
discretion, the property o.f both lay and clerical subjects in
times of necessity. 1 From what we learned o.r Gower's views in the
preceding chapter, he shows no inclination to sanction the usurpation o.f property in any instance; but otherwise he essentially
agrees with Wyolif:

a king must spend his own wealth, he says,

not that of his subjects (CA, VII, 2014-24).

In Chaucer's behalf

the Parson clarifies a statement on ownership that might be
terpreted by some of his listeners.

mi~in

Whenever the law says that

the temporal goods of bond-folk belong to their lords, he points
out, 1t should be understood to mean that these personal properties are the goods of the ruler:
to deffenden hem in h1r right, but nat for to robben hem
ne reven hem (~!, 755-60). Thilke lords • • • been lyk
wolves, that devouren the possessiouns or the c~tel of povre
.folk wrongfully, withouten mercy or mesure (770~75).
We hear also from Dame Prudence that a just lord does not rashly
confiscate a subject's property.

She tells Lord Melibeua that to

punish his former enemies by disinherits.nee and exile would be a
cruel sentence much against reasons

'For ye been riche ynough,

and han no nede of oother mennes good;/ and ye myghte lightly in
this wise gete yow a coveitoua name' (Mel, 1835-45).

It is

almost uncanny how this passage pref.igures--although too temperately--the crisis that followed Richard's usurpation of the Lanlne Officio Reg~!, PP• 96-97.
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caster estates.
In the Canterbury Tales we find several examples of tyrannical suppression of women; the vicissitudes of Griselda and Constance and Creon's oppression of the Theban women immediately come
to mind.

It is interesting to note, however, that Chaucer some-

times does a turnabout by presenting a tyrannical woman like
Zenobia or either of Constance's mothers-in-law or a "ti tlelee a
t1raunttt (MancT, 223) like the Host's wife or the Wife of Bath.
The Clerk's story serves admirably to illustrate not only a
tyrannized woman, but also the other evils of tyranny:

the con-

fiscation of property and the popular hatred of a tyrant.

At the

beginning of the story, Walter of Lombardy emerges as an ideal
lord, handsome and personable.
discreet enough to govern

He is honorable, courteous, and

w~ll.

His people, high and low, defer

to bis commands:
Thus in delit he lyveth, and hath doon yoore,
Biloved and drad, thurgh favour of Fortune,
Both of bis lordes and of his c¢mmune.
{ 68-70)

But after marriage this exemplary marquis turns into a domestic
tyrant.

Walter's despotism, not unlike that or others, is moti-

vated by egotism; but what makes his brand of tyranny especially
unpleasant is ·his cool deliberation each time before he subjects
Griselda to a new anguish; we might start With bis token gesture
'I'

of asking her consent as well as Janicula's before their marriage.
After exiling the two ch1ldren--1n a sense he usurps the property
of Griselda--ill rumors arise and multiply, and the marquis be-
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comes an object of hatred to his people.

Their animosity toward

Walter quickly vanishes, however, as interest in his new marriage
turns them against Griselda.

And at this point we are given a

lesson in the type of mob rule that can either topple or advance
a tyrant's cause.
Clerk exclaims.

··o stormy peple l unsad and evere untrewe l' the
You are ever unwise and changing like a vane;

•youre doom is ta.ls, youre constance yvele preeveth' (995-1000).
In their accounts of women in distress the Franklin and the
Physician present the extremes of clemency and tyranny.

Struck

with compassion for Dorigen, the squire Aurelius returns her to
Arveragus as freely as he sent her to him ( FrankT I 1604-1605) •
In stark contrast, Appius schemes to gain possession of Virgin1us 1
daughter.

After the girl ts death we see another example of popu-

lar uprising against a tyrent; and, like Nero when the people
rise against him, App1us turns coward and destroys himself.

In

spite. ot the great wrong he suffered, Virginiue shows his true
nobility by recommending clemency for an accomplice of

~ppiuso

Chaucer allows a measure of tyranny even to his lesser characters.
In the General Prologue the Pilgrims beseech the Host to be their
governor and promise to be ruled •at his devys/ In heigh.and
lough,~

18).

and by one assent to be in accord with his judgment (816-

The summoner in the Friar's story admits that he arbitraril

takes anything, •but if it•be to hevy or to hoot•; for, he says,

.

'Stomak ne conscience ne lmowe I noon' { 1435-41).
cleer inclines toward despotism:

he

And Chaunte-

holds •1n his governaunce/

Sevene hennas :for to doon al his plesaunc-e" (2865-66).
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Both Gower and Chaucer retell some of the ancient tales in
their depictions of tyranny; and among these they both include the
incident of Alexander and the thief (CA, III, 2363-2417; MancT,
223-34) that stresses the need for righteousness and clemency in
a prince, two ·virtues safeguarding a ruler against tyranny.
Though most of the Monk's tre.gedies depend upon classic examples,
he also presents the histories of contemporary rulers--Eernabo of
Lombardy, already referred to, and the two Pedros, all out-and-out
tyrants in spite of the sympathetic treatment he accords them.
Had Chaucer dared, the Monk might have added a number of episodes
connected with some English greats of his time, particularly with
the Plantagenet princes.
Parliament's importenee in Chaucer's age lay essentially in
the traditional functions of giving judgment, granting taxes, and
making laws. 1 Before the Good Parliament ot 1376, John ot Gaunt
held the bel~et, old-fashioned if not obsolete, 2 that these func1

tions were the prerogative ot the Crown and the Lords, and that
the Commons were present at parliamentary proceedings merely to
register the Crown's decistons and to vote supplies f'or the king. 3
The events of 1376 enlightened him otherwise, however; and the
duke hastened to organize his own political party in order to gain
lM. v. Clarke, "The :iiancastrian Faction and the Wonderful
Parliament,tt Fourteenth Century Studies (Oxford, 1937), P• 36.
2 sydney Armitage-Smith, ~ 2f Gaunt (London, 1904), pp.
136-37.
3Ib1d.

r
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I

governmentsl control and restore the prestige of royalty.
task of restoration tell to him
fan1ily then capable

of

as

This

the only member of the roya1

etfecti ve action.l

Thus, after the Good Parliament the duke assumed an almost
despotic authority.

He proclaimed all its acts null and vo1d:

dismissed the council placed about the king, reinstated the impeached officers, and allowed the king's mistress to return to
court.

.-

Then he turned his attention to the opposing leaders.

The

speaker of the Commons landed in prison,, while the msrsha.l was
dismissed.

Gaunt•s powerful opponent William of Wykeham, the

bi shop of Winchester, was deprived of bis temporali tie s--a I'epr1s-

f a1 bringing to a halt the building on Winchester Cathedral and
idissolv1ng a new college the bishop had founded for poor students.

f And about this time,, as we have alr~ady learned, began the Gaunt~

IWyclif alliance,3 invaluably associated with the duke's concel'n
for royal dignity.

Wyclif joined Gaunt in the task of champion-

ing the State shortly atter the 1376 parliament, and so the

Iecclesiastical power came under attack as part of the duke's
retaliation against his opponents.

In the final months ot his

rule, therefore, Gaunt'concentrated his activities toward rebUilding royal prestige and teaching his critics a lesson.4
lc1arke, "Lencaatrian Faction," p. 36.
-

'

2Bryant, Age of Chivalr.z, P.455; Armitage-Smith, pp.132-3;;.

3This alliance is discussed of course 1n Chapter II.
4May McKisack, ~ Fourteenth Century:
1959), PP• 394-95.
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From some of Chaucer's comments on popular action, one
might assume that Gaunt•s reprisals at this time, as well as his
continuing opposition to the Commons, impressed the poet as
appropriate and even commendable procedure.

In the story of

Melibeua, for instance, we are told that the truth and profit of
undertakings are .found 'in fewe folk that been wise and ful of
resoun,' rather than in a •greet multitude of folk ther every man
crieth and cJBtereth' what he likes.

For truly, Dame prudence

concludes, 'swich multitude is nat honest' (1065-75).

0 stormy

people1 the Clerk exclaims, "Youre doom is fala, youre constance
yvele preeveth' (Q.!!, 995-1000).

And in Troilus ~ grisey~ the

poet speaks more plainly yet against popular opinion.

He

recalls

the words of Juvenal as the people clamor for •ntenor•s release

at the coat of Cr1seyde 1 s return to her father,

"Trewe is thy

sentence," he says,
That litel wyten folk what is to yerne
That they ne fynde in hire desir o~fence;
For cloude ot errour lat hem nat discerne
What best 1s.
(IV, 197-201)
Thus, swayed by the "noyse of pepleu spreading like a Pblase of
straw iaet on-fire" (183-84) the Trojan parliament overx-idea Hector's recommendations and Criseyde is be.nished to the areek cs.mp
(211-17).

The popular demand for Antenor•s release leBds directly

to Troy's do-wn.fall.
lsee George Williams, :Uev1 View of' Chaucer ( DurhaIJl, Nozath
Carolina, 1985), p. 17.
-
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The personal insults directed against Gaunt and the impeachment of his friends no doubt goaded the duke to action after the
Good Parliament; yet the most significant result of his reprisals
lay in the restoration of royal dignity.

Edward's reign ended

peacefully; and, thanks to Lancastr1an support, the theories of
prerogative and divine right were set forth effectively in parliament and at Richard's coronation.l

Gaunt apparently chose to

ignore his detractors• views on his morality and courage and thei
aspersions on his birth.

But·. the slur· on his honor through impu-

tations of disloyalty to the king and Prince Richard aroused his
fury and quite justifiably prompted his reprisals.

For a false

charge of dishonesty or disloyalty, Armitage-Smith explains, is
the greatest wrong anyone can auffer. 2 The Parson designates
such an imputation as spiritual manslaughter.

Slanderers have two

swords, he says, 'with whiche they sleen hire neighebores•; it is

j as

wicked to take away a man's good name as it is to take away his

J 11re ( 565-70).

Gaunt•s political opposition to the Black Prince at this p
ticular time quita naturally aroused a suspicion that he sought
the throne for himself and his heirs.

To all: appearances, how-

ever, the political clashes of the royal brothers never diminished their affection and loyalty for each other.
his death the m.aok Prince

~sked

for and received Gaunt•s promise

lclarke, "Lancastr1an Faction, u P• 36.
2 John

2f.. Gaunt, p. 131.

Shortly before
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to ''aid and comi'ort his son Richard, and to maintain him in his
right~l, an oath the duke kept faithfully.

Perhaps a man of

stronger purpose and weaker principles might have aspired to treason as the Commons suspected in 1376, says Armitage-Smith, but the
duke never swerved from the ethical code of his age and class,2
still fundamentally chivalric.

He assured the parliament of 1377

that he did not differ from his ancestors, all good and loyal men;
then he withdraw from the central direction of English affairs
leaving the government to others.3'
In retrospect, one wonders it Gaunt and others at court put
too much stress on royal dignity for the sake of young Richard, a
sensitive and often a willful prince, understandably aware of the
royal power after the events of 1381.

For even today the boy-

king' s success in confronting the hostile mob at Smithfield still
smacks· ot an Arthurian romance; and surely Richard merited the
right to his kingdom in deed as well as by inheritance when he
saved it single-handed, so to speak, while frightened nobles and
landowners--like Henry of Derby and Gower--fled from the rebelling
people.

At the same time, as the nobles retreated to safety the

young king could not fail to esteem and to remember those London..

era riding beside him, including Sir Nicholas Brembre, later executed by Derby's faction.
'I'

lH. D. Sedgwickt The Life of Edward the Black Prince (Indian
apolis, Indiana, 19321,--P: 2ae-:- ~
~
2 .rohn !!.!_Gaunt, p. 131. Also Williams, ~ ~. P• 31.
3:ar7ant, Age of. Chivalrl, PP• 490-91.
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But we are discussing Richard's attitude toward kingship.
Historians sometimes mention his strong, almost morbid consciousness of royal dignity, accompanied, it seems, by the fear of not
living up to the high standards of his office.

He was too slight

of build for the physical prowess of his father and grandfather,
an accident of birth often held against him.
Richard surpassed his

immed~ate

Apparently, though,

kingly ancestors both in intelli-

gence and in the finer sensibilities.

In this respect he resem-

bled his uncle Lancaster, for the duke usually proved less successful m111 te.rily than in chivalry and diplomacy.

Chaucer' a

failure to glorify the exploits of war, incidentally, jibes well
with these princely bents toward the more humanistic pursuits.
We cannot insist that Chaucer wrote with Gaunt and the king in
mind, of course, but we may recall that while the poet gives cur-

..

sory attention to the physical teats of his good rulers, he
treats more seriously their magnanimous traits.

If you desire

obedience from others, Dame Prudence tells Melibeus,for example,
"ye moste deemen moore curteialy;/ this is to seyn, ye
moate yeven moore esy sentences and juggementz./ For it
is writen that 'he that moost curteisly comandeth, to
hym moost men obeyen ' 1• ( 1845-65) o
In Confessio Amantis, specifically in Book VII, Gower offers sim1iar and much more advice for a ruler--all seemingly.directed
toward Richard II.

But this duty of giving advice to Richard be-

' toward the end of the century, Brewe
came almost a national hobby
sa7s. 1 The insistence on royal dignity from Gaunt and his tutors
lchaucet,. !!!_ His ~' p. 50.

F
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in his formative years, plus an abundance of later counsellings,
must have been intolerable to Richard at timesl--but, unfortunately, his sense of royal responsibility finally developed into
a kind of obsession.
In spite of the speculation surrounding Gaunt's loyalty to
the king, the duke furnished Richard with some of his strongest
support; and under his uncle's direction the young king knew the
few happy years of his personal government. 2 Richard's choice of
advisers eventually led to the break with his uncle; and, tired
of struggling against the recurrent charges of treason--and also
inspired by ambition--Gaunt left tor Spain in 1386.

His absence

almost surely precipitated the crisis that same year3 and the
Merciless Parliament two years later.

We will remember that Chau-

cer withdrew from public life during this same period.
An episode in 1384 stands out especially in the unstable
relationship between Richard and his uncle.

During the parliamen-

tary session at Salisbury, a Carmelita brother denounced Gaunt
•

as

a traitor to Richard, whereat the king flew into a rage and without more investigation ordered his uncle's execution.

He was

finally subdued; and Gaunt, of course, cleared himself of the
accusation.

EUt this dangerous episode must have left a lasting

-----

lAnthony Steel, Riche.rd II {Cambridge, 1941), P• 41.
2 H.· D. Sedgwick, Dan Chaucer: An Introduction to the Poet,
His Poetry and!!!_! Time'STindianapoliS'; Indiana, l934}, P.-3S:-'(

3Ib1d., PP• 204-14. See also Emile Legouis, Geoffrey Ch.autrans. L. La1lavoix {London, 1913), PP• 38-39; Wllk1nson,
Constitutional History, II, 231.
~'
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.mark on R1cha.rd 1 s memory and on the memories of his concerned subjects.

Scholars have associated this event with the passage in

the Prologue of the Legend of .Q.2.2£ Women cautioning a monarch
against the kind of temperament that clouds judgment and leads to
unjust sent.enc1ng.l

Probable allusions to the event appear also

in the Cmterburz Tales.

Dame Prudence admonishes her husband to

eschew any advice that urges sudden vengeance.

For by right and

reason no man may take revenge but the judge 'that hath jurisdiccioun of it,/ Whan it is graunted hym to take thilke vengeance
hastily or attemprely, as the lawe requireth' (1375-85).

The

lament of Phoebus after his tragic action may be a highly dramatic
allusion to the episode.

Evecy man, he warns, 'beware of heedless

action;
''Ne trowe no thyng wi thou ten strong wi tne sse •
.Smyt na t to soone, er that ye wi ten why,
And beeth avysed wel and sobrely."
Or in your recklessness you may execute revenge tor a wrong you
only suspect.

Rash anger such as this has in the past a thousand

people 'fully .fordoon, and brought hem in the mire' (MancT ,283-90),
In Chaucer's age, the personal qualities of a ruler mattered
more than any other factor in the determination of domestic or
foreign policy.

It was an age when the ohivalric distinctions of

class tended to override those of race and nation; and in this
world of chivalry John of Gaunt became recognized as the outstand1Among these scholars are Legouis, Geoffrez Chaucer, PP• 4041; Schlauch, "Chaucer's Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants," PP• 150151; see also Robinson, Works of Chaucer, P• 940.

r
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ing representative of its way of life. 1

The duke, devoted first

of all to courtly ideals, preferred to preside over the lists
rather than in the political councils; for he considered the laws
of chivalry more sacred than parliement.2
By the late 1300's chivalry in general had undergone a gradual modification, just as feudalism had mellowed between the nint
and fourteenth centuries from barbarism to preciosity.3

ait the

main chivalric ideals lasted, for they were the quintessential
spirit in the slowly changing mores of medieval society.

These

main ideals included valor, truth-speaking and troth-keeping, and
generosity or lergesse.4

Chaucer stresses an additional virtue,

that of courtesy, in his description of the Knight in the General
Prologue and elsewhere in his writings.

Valor ranked first among

the chivalric virtues, because feudal society depended upon the
militant class for their preservation--feudal
constantly at war.5

society then was

Next in such unstable conditions, the general

welfare required the virtues of truth-spealcing and troth-keeping;
for without mutual help and loyalty there would be no guarantee
ror the safety of life and property.

Last, a lord's generosity

1Arm1tage-Sm1th, P• 345.
2Ib1d., PP• 410-11.
3Taylor, Mediaeval Mind, I, 545-46. See also Brewer,
Chaucer in His Time, pp. 156-78.
-~-'

4Taylor, Mediaeval ~, I, 545-46.
5Ib1d., P• 545: ~here does not mean war as we underatan
it--one great state directing its military might against another,
but neighborhood warring that never came to an end permanently.
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proved useful to win followers and to enhance his popularity,
both essential factors for successful and tranquil government.
In the Middle Ages, courtesy described the proper

rel~tion

ahip of people to their superiors, equals, and inferiors on a
social scale.

At first the term applied specifically to courtly

·manners, but by the fourteenth century its definition embraced
the behavior of all classea.l

The ideal of courtesy evolved quite

naturally as chivalric customs became leas bona fide and increasingly stylized.

And courtesy 1 tself must have become much entan-

gled with superficialities, if we judge from the fact that Chauca
sometimes exaggerates the courtly behavior ot some of his characters.

When the knight arrives at Cambuscan•s feast, for

ex~mple

he salutes the company:
With so heigh reverence and obeisaunce,
As wel in speche as in his contenaunoe,
That Gawayn, with his olde curteisye,
Though he were comen ayeyn out· ot Fairye,
.Ne koude hym nat amende with a word.
.

(SqT, 93-97)

Yet Chaucer and his contemporaries did not consider courtesy a
mere embellishment; it could be a mark of distinction.

When Fria

Hubert comments derogatorily on summoners, the Host rebukes him:
'A' sire, ye sholde be hende/ And curteys, as a man of youre
estaat• (Fr!, 1286-87).
ous consequences.

A lack of politeness might prompt seri-

The Manciple learned in youth what mischief

could come from a discourteous tongue:
lJobn Gardner, ed., ComElete Works of ~Gawain Poet
(Chicago, 1965), pp. 52-53. Consult also w. o. Evans 111'TCOrtaysye• in Middle English," Mediaeval Studiea,XXIX (1967), 143-57.
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'"Right as a sward forkutteth and forkerveth
An arm a-two, • • • right so
A tonge kutteth freendshipe al a-tw~"
( Ma.ncT, 340-42)
Courtesy appears to be a logical accompaniment to other excellent
traits of character.
(~,

Constence is a 'm1rour of all curteiaye•

166); Dame Prudence describes her husband as

1

debonaire and

meeke, large, curteys, 1 and not covetous of goods or riches (Mel,
1755-65); and the companionable Pertelote is also courteous,

"discreet, and de bone.ire u

(

m,. 2871).

On the Whole Chaucer seems to accept the chivalric and

courtly view of life; he could hardly do otherwise with John of
Gaunt for patron.

Blt sometimes he reflects the attitude of Rich-

ard II by disregarding the more synthetic or popular practices of
the code.l

We are told that the king preferred a state of peace

to war, poetry and art to strenuous exercise, and socializing late
at night to arising early for hunting--taates that helped estrange
him from his subjects. 2

The fact that Gaunt, like Edward III and

the Black Prince, upheld the traditions that favored gallantry and
nationalism may have emphasized Richard's disinterest in chivalric
display.

The king did try, however, to live by the knightly

directives essential to his office, and at the end of lrl. s life he
stated thElt he had always done so.
To stress the necessity for honesty in a king and in bis

'
ministers, Wyclif quotes Aristotle
that all human relations are
l Brewer, Chaucer !,!! ~ ~, p. 163.

2 Ibid., P• 174.

.r

~l

built upon trust; if trust is destroyed, mankind will return to
the state of beasts. 1 The success of chivalry, of course, was
dependent upon such mutual trust; consequently, the loyalty re~uired

by the chivalric or courtly system in Chaucer's time went

deeper than an adherence to surface ritual.

Instituted by Edward

III and his assistants, this courtly system demanded fidelity not

only to the king but to an entire administrative organization. 2
So troth-keeping took a number of forms:

the mutual respect

between a sovereign and his subjects, among nobles and members of
the lesser ranks or among the nobles themselves, between a man and
a woman, and so on through all the ramifications of loyalty among
the various classes of people.
Quite likely John of Gaunt, more than any other contemporar
demonstrated for Chaucer the ideal of knightly loyalty; and in a
sense Chaucer's own allegiance to the duke might be looked upon as
a counterpart of Gaunt' a unchanging loyalty to the king.

We can

safely assume of course that like his patron Chaucer never faltered in his fidelity to Richard.

In contrast to his attitude

toward ecclesiastical authority, Chaucer nowhere pays any but the
most respectful attention to- kingship or to other secular lordship.

The Knight, for example, fights first for the king, then

for other causes; Arcite and Palamon expect death tor defying the
commands of their sovereign Theseus.

Though Walter's subjects

lE!. Officio Regis, p. 550
2arewer, Chaucer!!!,

l.!!.!:!.

~, pp. 148-49.
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might disapprove of his bachelorhood, they assure him of their
fundamental loyalty:
~For

certes, lord, so wel us liketh yow
And al youre werk, and evere han doon, that we
Ne koude nat us self devysen how
We myghte lyven in moore felicitee."
( ClT I 106-109)

On the negative side, servants undermine loyalty by complaining

when their lord bids them to do lawful things, the Parson tells
his listeners.

Such servants "seyn harm, and grucche, and mur-

mure prively for verray despit;/ whiche wordes men clepen the
develes Pater noster" ( 505-10).

As Gaunt's protege, Chaucer served the greatest feudal lord
in England.

The duke entered into formal compact With two hun-

dred knights and squires, each swearing to serve him in peace or
war all their 11 ves.

They took up his quarrels at home and com-

prised the nucleus of the army he led in the king's battles or in
his own ventures.

In return these followers enjoyed Gaunt's

favor and protection. 1

It is said that Gaunt never forgot a one-

time liegema.n, a claim certainly proven in his association with
Wyclif.

In spite of his disapproval of Wyclif's doctrinal inno-

vations and the embarrassment to himself, Gaunt protected the
reformer to the end of his life.2

We might note, however, that

Richard's clemency must be given some c?'edi t i'or Wyclii'' s sai'e ty.
lArmitage-&lith, John of Gaunt, pp. 227-29.
2

Ibid., pp. 181-82.

See also J. H. De.hmus, The Prosecution

of John Wyalyf (New Haven, 1952), P• 135; Daly, PoIItice.1 Theory
Of wycrif, P• 53.
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Richard strongly opposed Lollardy or any other form of unorthodoxy~;l yet, his biographer tells us, he was .. strangely averse" to

the practice of burning bis subjects when they happened to be
heterodox. 2
Particularly in the characters of Dame Prudence and the
Parson, Chaucer moralizes on the need for mutual trust between a
lord and his servants.

Loyalty is a two-way street, the Parson

reminds the aristocrats in his audience.

A

lo?'d must respect h1 s

servants just as he expects trust from them.

Work in such wise

toward your people, he advises, so that they will love rather than
dread you:
I woot wel ther is degree above degree, as reaon is; and

skile is that men do hir devoir ther as lt is due; but
certes, extorcions and despit of youre underlynges is
dampnable (ParsT, 760-65).
'Whether lord or servant, he also observes, a man is not poor '·f he
has good friends ( 195-200).

And friendship to be solid must be

based on trust, Dame Prudence says.

Through riches a man may get

great friends for himself, but should fortune change and a man
ttwexe povre, farewel freendshipe and felaweshipe;/ for thou shalt
be alloone withouten any compaignye," except for the company of
poor folk (1545-65).
Many of th• personal relationships in the

Canterbur~

Tales

turn out to be false or shallow or are dissolved through some form
'(

of disloyalty, a rather mournful commentary on the state of Richlsteel, Richard !l,, pp. 175, 211.
2Ibid., P• 8 •

r
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ard'a kingdom--summarized elsewhere by the poet:
Allas, allaal now may men wepe and crye1
For in oure dayes nis but covetyse,
Doublenesse, and tresoun, and envye,
Poyson, manslauhtre, and mordre in sondry
wyse. (~Former Age, 60-63)
In the Knight's story, tor example, since Palamon and Arcite are
sworn brothers and pledge never to cross each other in love,
Arci te is guilty ot "doublenesse" by falling in love with Emely.
Before their woodland duel, therefore, the knights make a mockery
of fealty es each of them

~heelp

tor to armen oother/ As freendly

as he were his owene brother" ( 1651-52).

According to twentieth-

cen tilry judgment, of course, Palamon and Arcite also appear to
transgress against common sense in this passage; and, frankly, one
suspects that here again Chaucer embellishes an episode in order
to expose certain insincerities in the chivalric ritual.
In the everyday world ot the Tales, such unlikely characters
as the summoner and the fiend pledge to advance each other's welfare.

If either of us have 'moore than oother,' the summoner pro-

poses,

1

Lat hym be trewe, and parte it With his brother' (FrT,

1533-34).

Both the merchant's wife

~nd

Sir John in the Shipman•a

story transgress against e. life-long alliance with the merchant:
the wife by disregarding a marriage promise; and Sir John, like
Arcite, by betraying a sworn brother; tor he and the merchant had
formed a pact of

brotherho~d

to last all their lives (42).

The

rioters of the Pardoner's story establish e.n ironic and false
fellowship.

Together the three:
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• • • hir trouthes plight
To lyve and dyen ech of hem for oother,
As though he were his owene ybore brother.
c702-704)
They keep their pledge to die for each other, of course, as
Chaucer describes in

~

Former Age, by way of "doublenesse" and

'"manslauhtre. tt
Although Chaucer sometimes goes along with the popular
charge of inconstancy in women, he also demonstrates quite generously that the claim is not one hundred per cent proof.

There

are many good wives, the Miller admits unexpectedly, •a thousand
goode ayeyns oon badde' (MillT, 3154-55).
~of

Melibeus thanks God,

whom procedeth al vertu and alle goodnesse, that hym sente a

wyf of so greet discrec1oun" (Mel, 1865-75).

Certainly, there

were enough contemporary examples to prompt such positive att1•
tudes toward women.

History reveals the melancholy truth of

Edward III' s decline after Queen Ph1U.ppa' s des th, and Richard's
difficulties seemed to multiply without Queen Anne beside him.
A. s an exemplary husband1 Richard apparently relied on Anne's
judgment as well as on her devotion.

Perhaps, though, the great-

est influence on Chaucer's attitude toward women was the relationsh1p between the Duke of Lancaster and Katharine Swynford, a
subject of unending interest ~o romantics and chron1clers.2

g_,

The

lMcKisack, Fourteenth Century, PP• 427, 498; Steel, Richard
P• 80 .

2 George Williams is neither strict chronicler nor romantic,
but he deals With the Geunt-Swynford alliance in~ Light on
Chaucer. See, tor example, PP• 68-81, 175-950
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marriage of Gaunt e.nd Katharine in 1396 outraged many aristocrats
at Richard's court; and at first the new duchess was snubbed by
the great ladiea.l

This controversial alliance between his patron

and his sister-in-law, before and after their marriage, could not
have failed to influence the poet in his consideration of the virtues and vicissitudes of·women. 2

His inspiration for the feminine

persecutors of Constance, for instance, could have come through
witnessing the reactions of Katharine's detractors as well as fro
the behavior of fictional characters.

Possibly, too, many of

Chaucer's references to gentilesse resulted from his observation
of Katharine's temporary rejection at court.
The fact of Gaunt•s marriage in 1396 presents a challenge to
those historians describing him as an ambitious and a ruthless
aristocrat.

Even for those accepting a warmer portrait of the

duke, he still steps out of .fourteenth-century character by placing loyalty to his family above the claims of rank, particularly
in view of his early glorification of royal dignity.

Ironically

enough, the negative reaction to Gaunt's marriage suited the tenor
of Richard's thinking; for by 1396 the king was becoming more and
more preoccupied with the prerogatives of royalty.

It is not too

illogical to suppose that Chaucer's regard for the king may have
lost· some of ita warmth during this period.

In any event, well-

le.unched into the Canterblll'Y Tales, he often turns his concentration on· such subjects as womanly dignity and loyalty, with a
1 sedgwick,

!2!!'!. Chaucer, P• 322.

2see Williams, ~ L:1.ght.
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heavy accent on gentilesse.
,,

His most moving defense of women

occurs, of course, in Griselda's case:
Though clerkes praise wommen but a lite,
Ther kan no man in humblesse hym a.cquite
As womman kan, ne kan been half so trewe
As wommen been.
( Ql!, 935-38)
In his story of Alcestis, Gower pays a similar high ,tribute to
women.

The reasonable man may readily perceive, he says, how--

next to God--the faith of women and their love, "in whom that alle
grace is founde," rank the mightiest upon earth and the "most
behovelyl manyfold•' (CA ii VII, 1944-4.9).
It is usually recognized that Chaucer implies the nobility

of his characters by underplaying the outer signs of power and
prestige and emphasizing their inner dignity and charity.

He

does

not leave his audience guessing on what nobility means, however,
but throughout his writings he refers to the qualities of a gentil
person, with his most comprehensive statement in the poem Gentilesse .2

Only virtue can establish dignity, he explains, despite

the trappings of miter, crown, or diadem.
for a gentil person are righteousness,

The virtues necessary

truth~

and compession.

Nobility requires cleanness of mind and, to avoid sloth, the pursuit of honest industry.

Although "vyce may wel be heir to old

. r1chesse,tt no one can ever bequeath to an heir his ttvertuous
noblesse."

In Confesa1o Ame.ntis (IV, 2200-2291) Gower presents an

almost identical argument.

True nobility or gentilesse derives

lprofitable; comforting.
2

see also "The Parson's Tale
.

'

11

lines 460-70.
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neither from wealth nor from long and high descent but from virtue
alone.

Riches and prestige may suddenly be wrested away; but when

virtue i a planted in the heart, "'Ther mai no world be so salvage,/
Which mihte it take and don aweie" (2262-63) •
1

.Fundamentally,

however, gentilesse requires performance, not theorizing--as Chaucer illustrates through the Wife of Bath.

Take him to be the

'gretteat gentil man,' we are told, who is most virtuous at all
times, •pryvee and apert, and moost entendeth s.y/ To do the gentil
dedes that he kan• (!fil:, 1113-16).
The Squire·informs us that Cambuscan possesses all the qualities essential for an ideal king.

He is

• • • hardy, wys, and riche,
And pitous and just, alwey yliche;
Sooth of his word, benigne, and honurable;
Of his corage as any centre stable•
( SqT, 19-22)

These kingly attributes can all be grasped :l.n s. general sense; but
an awareness of their connotations fails to concretize him as an
individual--what about his

phy~ical

appearance, his majesty and

popularity in his courtly surroundings'/

If ch.B-ucer had added a

few specific details about the king's bravery 1n war or his grand
appearance at court, Cambuscan would come to lit'e as the "yong,
fre ssh, and strong" monarch surpassing all other contemporary monarchs as an excellent lord in all things.

On the other hand, an

enumeration of Cambusca.n's virtues certainly proves his nobility.
Similarly, in the Knight's story we never learn what Theseus looks
like, nor exactly how and where he won his glorious battles.

And

r
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when he takes up the festivities at the duke's court, Chaucer
sketches these lightly indeed.

Yet before the great tournament

we discover almost a tedious lot about the appearance, the attire,
and the prowess of the foreign lords.

In

o~

other example, both

the Knight of the General Prologue and the Black Knight of The
~

.£!.

~Duchess

reveal by their modest bearing and sober dress

the indifference to outer and transitory glory that is conventionally expected or an ideal knight.
An exemplary ruler, therefore, does not attempt any selfadvancement through the exercise of power or displaying or wealth.
But others may and should promote the regal power and magnificence
Chaucer consistently pays homage to those in authority, even to
the minutest detail of respect.

In the Man of Law's story, when

the ~enator hear~ of King Alla's approach, he rides out of Rome to
meet the monarch with "many of his lynage,/ As wel to shewen his
heighe magnificence/ As to doon any kyng a reverence" (999-lOOl)o
Some people might say that the child Maurice was appointed to
carry Alla' a message to the emperor bidding him to dine; but the
Man of Law does not think such was the case:
• • • Alla was ne.t so nyce
To hym that was o:f ao soverayn honour
As he that is of Cristen folk the flour,
• • • but it is bet to deeme
He wente hymself.
{1088-92)
Back again to the Knight's' story, we note that before the tournament Duke Theseus sits in state, arrayed like an enthroned god.
The people hurry to see him and to do "'heigh reverence,/ And eek t
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herkne his he ste and h1 s sentence" ( 2531-32).

~nd,

finally, in

the Clerk's story we learn that when Walter graciously accedes to
the request of bis subjects, they thank him

~with

humble entente,

buxomly,/ Knelynge upon bir knees ful reverently" (ClT, 186-87).
Among the virtues essential to a king •-on 1 s

chief,~

Gower

writes, and that is truth, a virtue dear to God and to man also
(CA, VII, 1723-25).

But whether king or subject, we might add,

before practicing further virtue or being true to others it follows then that one must be true to oneself--at ease with soothfastnesae.

Truth, like all other virtues, is an inner quality;

<yet the possession of or lack of truth becomes quickly apparent
by what an individual says about himself or about others.
In the General Prologue, Chaucer manipulates speech as a
self-revelatory device;

character unfolds by reason of what a

Pilgrim says or does not say.

The Knight never expresses himself

discourteously to anyone; and the Clerk's speeob ttsownynge in
moral vertu" (307) never includes a word beyond his need.

Thus,

the exemplary Pilgrims distinguish themselves by tneir sparing an
effective speech--or, as in the case of the Plowman, even by a
lack of speech.

The Parson describes this leaning toward verbal

discretion as humility of the mouth, a virtue calling for temperate

word~,

a courteous voice, and, above all, the acknowledgment

by one's t•owene mouth that "he is swich as hym.,thynlteth that he is

in his

herte~

(ParsT, 480-85).

Gower concurs with the Parsono

In an older, virtuous age, he tells us, a man a1ways showed the
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disposition of bis heart in his visage; and •the word was lich to
the conceite/ Withoute semblant of deceite''

(~,

Prologue, 113-14)

Truth-speaking, however, does not demand a voice modulated
to a shade above whispering.

Blunt and almost raucous in speech,

the Host proves to be essentially honest.

The Parson, though nor-

mally neither stern nor haughty of manner, minces no words with an
obstinate parishioner of high or low estate; almost as bluntly
honest as the Host, it is small wonder that he and the Host clash
later on.

In another category, by affecting French after the

school of. Stratford-at-the-Bowe, the soft-spoken Prioress arouses
a suspicion of insincerity; so does the Friar with his lisping to
sweeten his speech.
In keeping with his high regard for prestige and dignity,
the Merchant utters his words with great solemnity; and how well
he hides his thoughts we discover further on when he speaks of his
wife e.s

1 the

worste that may be' (MerchT, 1218).

Through his wl se

comments the Man of Law impresses a hearer as discreet and worthy

ot reverence a Chaucer says--and then adds that the lawyer quotes
every statute by rote.

The Wife of Eath becomes almost boister-

ously alive when we learn that •1n felawesbipe wel koude she
laughe and carpe,.. (Gen Prol, 474).

Much in.formation about certain

Pilgrims emerges through a tenor of voice or a choice of subject.
With a broad and gaping mouth like a furnace, the Miller imitates
•lra janglere and a golia.rdeys'' in his accounts of ''synne and harlotries~

(560-61).

vVhen inspired by wine the Summoner communicatm
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in Latin only--to the extent of two or three phrases.

He sings a

mighty bass in accompaniment to the small, goat-like voice of the
Pardoner.

The Pardoner could '"°wel affile his tonge" ( 712) when

preaching in order to win silver from a duped parson and his gullible parishioners.
A king especially reveals his wisdom and virtue by the
worth and dignity of his words.

Gower explains that a ruler's

speech should be "trewe and plein" toward the world as Aristotle
taught, ,_and so certain/ That in him be no double speche."

For

if people seek truth and do not find it within a ld.ng, "it were
an unsittende thing" (CA, VII, 1731-36).

Theseus apparently ful-

fills Aristotle's specifications, tor his subjects look to him for
wisdom and counsel.

He never fails to hold their attention; even

though they are in a noisy

holid~y

mood, they quiet down to hear

his will before the tournament (KnT, 2530-36).

More seriously,

everyone present in parliament reverently awaits his words, but
Theseus sits for a while in silence before any deci sj.on comes from
his '•wise breast" (2983).

Chaucer again stresses the value of

thinking before speaking in the Manciple's fable:
tt • • • God of ht a ende lee a goodne sse
Walled a tonge with teeth and lippes eke,
For man sholde him avyse what he speeke.
• • • ful ofte, for to muohe speche
Hath many a man been spilt." (322-26)

And the Manciple passes on, his mother's counsel to remember the
crow's punishment when one is tempted to gossip.

Be cautious and

not an •auctour newe/ Of tidynges, wheither they been false or

zo3
trewe'; and whether among hlgh or low,

1

kepe wel thy tonge, and

thenk upon the orowe• (359-62).
The flippan~ pledge of a woman occasions a crisis of truth
in "'The Franklin's Tale•"
( 988)

Theoretically, when Dorigen •1n ple1

,.

extends a hope to Aurelius--be it ever so unlikely--she

qualifies her assertion that she intends to remain a virtuous wiia
And she deceives herself, as well as Aurelius and her husband, by
belittling aloud what she asserts in her heart.

The Host

obae~ve

·eJ!,rlier in the Tales that ''A man may seye i'ul sooth in game and
pley• (CkT, 4355); but one hesitates to accuse Dorigen of sucb
verbal ambiguity.

Rather, she fails to remember that from muol:l

ill-advised speaking when fewer words suffice 'comth muchel h&~m•
(MancT, 337).

Perhaps some of Chaucer's listeners silently cotll-

pared her to Virginia, wise as Pallas .yet with an eloquence ".flll
'
wommanly and pleyn._ w1 th no "'countrefeted
termes" to seem wise

{ PhysT, 50"".51).

However, through the diligent pursuit of Arvet' 8 •

gus, as we lmow, the dilemma in the Franklin's story resolves
itself happily.

A knight must always keep his pledge, and so,

Arveragus tells bis wife, she too must be true to hers:

••r hadde wel levere ystiked :ror to be
For verray love which that I to yow have,
B.lt if ye sholde youre trouthe kepe and save.
Trouthe is the hyeste thyng that man may
kepe."
(1476-79)
The tale's resolution with'its lavish application of gentilessB
must have gratified Chaucer's audience--but all wives be chary
with your promises, the poet warns.

Think about Dorigen before
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giving your pledge to anyone.
In their particular ways, Chaucer's humbler folk demonstrate
their respect tor the spoken truth in its many guises.

Too rude

of wit was the elderly carpenter, the Miller says, to learn in
time the meaning of Ca to' s words that men should marry "after hire
este.at,/ For youthe and elde is often at debs.at•• (MillT, 3229-30).
The Shiprµan may know a voluble client like ·t.he merchant of St.
Denis ttthat riche was, tor which men helde hym wys" (ShipT, 2);
and, as we already saw, in h1 s story of connubial deception the
Manciple becomes one of Chaucer's strongest spokesmen against any
impulsive or popular judgment.

In the cause of worthwhile speech,

the poet sacrifices even himself as Harry Bailly orders him to
.stop his worthless drivel.

The Reeve, another autocrat like the

Host, warns the Miller against defamatory talk about wives or men
of rank.

And, finally, Pertelote tells Chaunteoleer that a woman

does not want a boaster for a husband (2917); in the same table
the bested fox says:

God give mischance to anyone •so undiscreet

of governaunce/ That jangleth whan he sholde holde his pees•.
{ NPT, 3434-35).

In reality the virtue of largesse often degenerated into
vice when a ruler squandered the goods so dearly acquired from
warfare and from the heavy 'f taxation of his subjects.

Yet, in line

with chivalrous decree, the fourteenth-century English expected
extravagant behavior from their rulers.

i';.s T.

R~

Lounsbury tells

us, if a knight's virtues were heroic, his vices had to be of the
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same proportiona--bold and open.

A knight could be licentious an

arrogant and even cruel; but he was not expected to be petty and
mean and false. 1

Both Edward III and the Black Prince were models

of knighthood in their openhandedness to retainers and friends;
and as a result of their generosity their cost of living often
exceeded the money in their treasuries. 2

Some of their methods

for making up fiscal deficits might be classed as brutal or unethical, but that facet of largesse and knighthood does not concern
us here.
As a king's man Chaucer exhibits an awareness of the need
for generosity.

His diplomatic position no doubt afforded him

plenty of chances to practice the virtue himself, thereby possibly
occasioning some of his own financial crises •. Throughout the
Canterbury Tales we find recurrences of the theme of giving and
spending.

The poet's conception of largesse keeps pretty nearly

to the chivalric.tradition that a ruler cannot be niggardly with
his friends and retainers.

However, Gower is stricter than his

fellow poet in adhering to the letter of morality and strongly
disapproves of generosity practiced to the extent of extravagance.
A ruler. should of course be free of avarice ; but he should al so be

free of prodigality.

a.it

let us listen to Gower:

So sit it wel in alle wise
A k1ng betwen the more and lease
To sette his herte upon largesse
1stud1es

.!.!! Chaucer (3 vols.; New York, 1892), II, 481-82.

2 Brewer, Chaucer ~ fil:.! ~' po 159.
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Toward himself and 'ek also
Toward his poeple; and if noght so,
That is to sein, if that he be
Toward himselven large and fre
And of his poeple take and pile,
Largesse be no we1e of skile
It mai be said, bot Avarice,
Which in a king is a gret vice.
(CA, VII, 2014-24)
Although people in the Middle Ages considered poverty a

hol~

state, their tradition of largesse expected a person of means to
alleviate the sufferings of those in want.

•Him which yeveth non

almesae,"' Gower warns after the story of Lazarus and Dives, "achaJ
after .falle in gret destresse ."

:ait this does not mean t;h.at a

ruler cannot rightfully spend some of his wealth on himself.
Rather, it means that a wise governor of the world's goods enjoys
life' a finer things but within his heart places "no pris/ Of al
the world"--he rules his wealth instead of it ruling him
1117-33).

(~.,

VI,

Constance and her father follow Gower's directiveso

After they are reunited they spend the re.st of their lives "in
vertu and in hooly almus-dede"

(~,

1156).

The Parson, rich in

holy thought and work, prov1des,spir1tual sustenance to his
parishioners, but he also shares a portion of bis modest income
with his poorer people.
Largesse, just like other virtues, takes various forms in
its mission of advancing the welfare of self or others; these may
be idealistic or worldly, 'involve a spiritual legacy as well as
material goods.

Instead of pursuing vengeance, Melibeus pardons

his persecutors tor all "the offenses, injuries, and wronges • • •
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agayn me and myne'• ( 1875-85); and the Clerk freely shares his
knowledge with those eager to learn.

Largesse is contagious.

The

nobility of Arveragus inspires generosity in Aurelius ('as frely
as he aente hire me,/ As frely sente I hire to hym ageyn') and, in
turn, prompts the philosopher to excuse the squire's debt:
1
·•.

•
• I wol ne. t
taken a peny of thee
For al my craft, ne noght for my travailleo
Thou hast ypayed wel for my vitaille.
It is ynogh."
(FI'ankT, 1614-19)

In total opposition to the spirit of generosity, the avaricious
man shows •no pi tee ne misericorde to the nedeful man," the Parson
points out, ttror he deliteth hym in the kepynge of his tresor"
(800-805).

We notice that Chaucer's affluent, worldly Pilgrims

seem to lean toward avarice in dealing wi t.h their fellowmen .•
Instead of giving to others

t~eir

the Miller scheme to outdo them.

rightful she.res, the Reeve and
The Franklin and the Merchant

enjoy prestige and good living through their great wealth, but to
all appearances they contribute nothing to philanthropy.

In the

Physician's case, the purpose of alleviating suffering takes second place to the piling up of gold; the Man of Law, renowned for
his expertise, sells his services for fine robes and excellent
fees; while, much in contrast, the unostentatioua Clerk demands
no fee for hi a tutelage.

Among the churchmen, neither the Monk

nor the Friar seems conscious of largesse--the giving of goods or
of personal service.

'

,By comparing the Monk with the Parson or the

Friar with the Plowman we discover some of Chaucer's moat scathing comments on the lack of charity.
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If Chaucer needed a workine example to pit against his
uncharitable characters, he found a candidate close at hand in
John of Gaunt.

.Al though the duke spent freely on himself and on

his immediate circle to maintain his princely estate, he also gave
generously to the less fortunate--from his own servants and retainers to the poor lazars at Leicester and the prisoners at Newga te.

Above all, Arm1 tage-.Smi th says, the duke was a cheerf'ul
giver, 1 not likely to transgress against charity by omission. He
seemed aware, certainly, of Dame Prudence's instructions to avoid
avarice by using riches in such a way that people say 'nat that
youre richesses been yburyed,/ but that ye have hem in your myght
and in youre weeldynge' (1605-15).
And Gaunt's largesse extended beyond the giving of material
assistance.

So many incidents in his biography lead me to think

that like Chaucer he distinguished clearly between the superficial
signs or nobility and the true- qualities of gent1lesse.

I

We are

told that he might personally oversee the repairs on his tenants'
dwellings or excuse them from rents and tallages. 2 In spite of

. his reactionary politics, Armitage-Smith says, Gaunt had a personal sympathy with the humble and the poor.

He never refused to

free the way for a serf to take orders or to release him merely to
go on pilgrimage.3 Almost compellingly the magnanimity of Theseus

"
lJohn of Gaunt, pp. 225-26;
xxvii.
2McKisack, Fourteenth Century, p. 344.
3~

2f Gaunt, p. 418; McKisack, p. 344.

again comes to mind, particularly in the case of Arcite.

When the

young knight wins the court's praise for his virtue and industry,
the duke promotes him to squire in his own chamber "and gaf hym
gold to mayntene his degree" (KnT, 1441).

Both dukes seem to ful-

fill an ideal Chaucer has in mind, that gentilesse and l.$rgesse
go liand in hand.
It seems likely that Wycl1f 1s views on the personal aspects

of kingship affected Gower's thought much as the reformer's views
on royal dignity affected Gaunt's thinking.

This conclusion flows

logically from the fact that Gower, like Wyclif, always insists
upon virtue as the basis for lordship and emphasizes the need for
wisdom 1n a ruler.

The reformer summarizes the king's personal

duties under three divisiona.l

First, as a man the king must be

Wise, so he must have counsellors well-versed in law.

Second, as

head of his household he must compel his subjects in the three
ranks--priests, soldiers, servants--to fulfill the duties of their
states.

Third, as a ruler he must remember that good government

requires only few and just laws, enforced wisely and promptly and
waived only for the most cogent reasons.

He must remember, too,

that his main responsibility lies in achieving the good of his
subjects; consequently, he must decree just laws to protect all
men according to their respective atates.2

The king, as God's

'

~.cal

l~ Officio Regi~, pp. 46-65; xi-xii.
Theorl of Wyclif, l~-110.

2De Officio Regis, pp. 90-96; xiv.

See also Daly, Polit-

r
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vicar, should be more virtuous than bis subjects; if he does not
live righteously his kingdom will become depraved.l

We observe

hare that Wyclif expects the monarch, just as he expects the cler-

1gy,

to act es a conscience for the nation.
In Confessio Amantis (VII) Gower gives a description of the

king's duties similar to Wyclif's; and in this section, Derek
Pearsall says, the poet concentrates all his polit:toal theory.

2

:Basically, we are told, Gower models his outline of royal responsibility on the system Aristotle used in the education of •1exander.

The poet takes up the, three branches of Practic:

Economics, and Policy.

Ethics,

A monarch must adhere to the principles of

each of these branches; for, respectively, they direct,bim in controlling bis own morals, in ruling bis household, and in ordering
his kingdom.

The third branch Policy, particularly applicable to

this chapter on kingship, is broken down into five aspects:
truth, largesse or generosity, justice, pity, and chastity.

We

have already discussed truth and largesse at some length and
touched on the other three'aspects in our discussion of tyranny.
We have already mentioned that Gower, like Wyclif, stresses
the need for wisdom in a ruler and insists upon virtue as the
basis for lordship:
For as a king in special
Above al~ othre is principal
1Ib1d., P• 48

2Gower ~ Lydgate (London, 1969), PP• 16-17.
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Of his pouer, so scholde he be
Most vertuous in his degre.
(VII, 1745-48)
It appears, then, that just as they both denounce the clergy for
demoralizing others through bed example, so Wycl1f and Gower agree
that the king must answer for.any breakdown in the nation's morality--whether in civic, religious, or political 11fe.l

Throughout

his writings Gower consistently reminds the king of his personal
responsibility for England's welfare.

Often in the past, he

points out, when a ruler went wrong his subjeots were oppressed
and "hath the kinges Senne aboghttt 2 although the people thereby
did no wrong; they merely supposed that their king deserved anything he wanted in the world (VII, 3929-35)0

Obviously, there-

fore, before a king can set his land aright and rule fitly, he
must first per:f'eot himself, must so keep and control his own estate "that in hym self be no debat/ Toward his god" (VIII, 3084This justification of self is imperative since he ranks

85).

above all others and knows no other help but that of God {VII:,
3939).

But, happily, just as a king's le.ck of integrity leads to

corruption in the land, so a king's hatred of evil and practice of
virtue bring him sufficient grace to govern well all "which long:it
to his duite."
1 George

A righteous monarch rules prosperously and;

R. Coffman, t•.rohn Gower, Mentor for Royalty: Richard II,'·' Publications of t'fhe Modern Language Association, XXIX
( 1954), 964. See by same author, i:tJohn Gower in His Most Significant Role," Middle En~lish .Survei, ed. Edward Vasta {Botre · Dame,
Indiana, 1965), pp. 21 -31; and J: H. Fisher, John Gower: Moral
PhilosoEher ~Friend 2£. Chaucer (London, 1964},pp. 180-224.
· 2 Pa1d for.

,
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without oppressing his subjects, whereof his name will be blessed
forever and be memorial {VIII, 3096-3105).
When God bade Solomon to choose a gift, Gower recalls, he
took wisdom so he might rule righteously; whereat the Lord was
pleased and granted not only his request for wisdom but also the
gifts of riches, "of he le, of pea, of hih noble ase" (VII, 38913912).

The king must be wise above all else, Wyclif writes; if

he lacks understanding, ~•the chief pearl of the kingdom 1 s gone .nl
However, since all rulers are not endowed with the wisdom of the
Lord, a king must often be instructed.

And so, Gower says paral-

leling Wyclif's view, if a king wishes to save bis reign he must
have good counsel:
Ferst him behoveth forto have
After the god and his believe
Such oonaeil which is to believe,
Fulfild of trouthe and rihtwisnesse.
(VII, 3914·17)

Later on he claims that counsel ttpasseth alle thing/ To him which
thenkth to ben a king'* (VIII, 2109-10).

We should observe here

that by emphasizing a king's need for advice Wyclif and Gower are
actually implying that the moral responsibility :for the country
does not, after all, rest exclusively with the king but is shared
by his counsellors.

The most important duty of these counsellors,

usually wise men drawn from the ruling class, 2 involves the interl~ Officio Regis, p. 46.

2Arthur B. Ferguson, The Articuls. te 01 tizen and the En~li sh
Renaissance (Durham, North CaroI!na, l965), p. 63.~ ~

pretetion of the law, the foundation for all prudent and successful government.

In fact, Wyclif recalls, Aristotle finds law more

vital to a community than a king, and St. Augustine agrees with
him. 1 Gower accedes. How may a king's rule avail, he asks, when
there is no law in the land?

And how will the law prevail unless

the judges are true1 {CA, VII, 2698-2701}
Since Gower shares Wyclif's view that wise counsellors must
assist the king to rule well, certainly we may conclude that he
goes a step further and, like the reformer, subscribes to a cooperative government wherein the king is identified with the knighthood.2

After all, Gower too saw the outward harmony resulting

from Edward III 1 s decision to rule by right reason and counsel.
And others before either Wyclif on Gower--early in Edward's reign
--already recognized the king's wise choice of counsellors.

We

may remember that English writers during that time often credited
a victory like Crecy neither to the king's military genius nor to
English bravery but to the virtue and counsel of his chaplain
Thomas Bradwardine.
1.

!

l

Their tributes to Bradwardine, incidentally,
'

are also in line with a medieval opinion that the clergy should
direct a monarch in the execution of his difficult duties.

Wyclit

remarks, for example, that members of the clergy do not perform
their function by being mere table companions to the king; they
l~ Officio Regis, p. 55.

2Ibid., p. 1.

See also above, PP• 172-73.
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must be ready to advise him.l

One cannot help feeling that Rich-

ard's reign might have been less disastrous with a counsellor like
Bradwardine beside him.
No other English writer so obviously and consistently speak
to and about a certain king as Gower does.2

Moat particularly an

often he ind:tcates a concern tor the king's choice of counsellors;
and rightly so.

History shows that R:tchard's misfortunes began

when he surrounded himself

~ith

unworthy men, either his own

youthful and vicious appointees or the mature, cynical flatterers
found at court primarily for personal gain. 3

These advisers pre-

cipitated Richard's break with Gaunt; and his reliance on their
. counsel, together with his disrespect for law and the feelings of
his subjects, led to his downfall.4

With the assistance of wise

counsellors Richard might have prospered, as Gower implies.

When

a·king is properly wise and selects men as worthy as himself for

..

counsellors, he claims, ••the vices the.nne gon aweie ,/ And every
vertu holt his weie"- {VII, 4015-16).

In tact, good counsellors

are more essential to a country's welfare than a wise king; for
counsellors are many, while a king is only one:
And rathere sohal an one man
With fals conseil, for oght he can,
From his wisdom be mad to falle,
Thanne he al one scholde hem alle
1

~ Officio Regis,

p:

51.

2see Coffman, •Gower, Mentor for Royalty," p. 953; also
Ferguson, Articulate Citizen, P• 62.
3Ferguson, PP• 70·71
4 Brewer, pp. 56-57.
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Fro vices into vertu change,
For that is wel the more strange.
(CA, VII, 4161-66)
To illustrate what dangers lie in youthful counsel, Gower
recalls the story of Rehoboam (VII, 4027-4146).

This biblical

allusion also appears in De Officio Regisl in order to symbolize
the Christian rejection of primitive truth, a rather apt analogy
to youth and experience--to Richard II's reliance on young and
unsuitable counsellors in preference to experienced, worthy men.
At the end of Rehoboam'a tragedy, Gower warns that young counsel
~which

is to warm,/ Er man be war doth ofte harm."

Old age serves

best for advising, although youth deserves thanks •upon the travai
which he doth. 1t

With this pasae:ge we_ are reminded again of the

successful association of Edward III and his baronage; for the
king, Gower observes, must rely on both old and young followers to
pre serve the country.

"'That on can and th.at other ma1," but un-

less the king holds both old and young in governence all will go
out of rule.
Chaucer of course is not remiss in dealing with the problem
,,

of counselling, especially in his prose works.

In QThe Tale of

Melibee" we learn that three qualities are necessary for wise
counsellings

truth, wisdom, and long experience.

Great things

are not accomplished by strength or physical prowess,
'but by good oonseil, ~y auctoritee 0£ persones, and by
science; the whiohe thre thynges ne been nat fieble by age,
but oertes they entorcen and encreescen day by day.'
(1155-65)
lpage 258.

r
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Dame Prudence quotes Solomon that the ttsalvacion of thynges ia
where as ther been manye conseillours 11

(

1165-75), and adv1 sea

Melibeus to work all things by counsel, "and thou shalt never repente" ( 995-1005).

Becoming less serious for a moment, we recall

that hende Nicholas quotes this same adage from Solomon while
gulling the carpenter.

"Werk all by oonseil, and thou shalt nat

rewe,tt he tells the simple man; for,without me.st or sail,
saven hire and thee and me' (MillT, 3530-33).

1

she.l I

Unhappily, the car-

, penter is unaware, as Dame Prudence points out later on, that the
counselling of scoundrels always proves fraudulent; that fortunate
. is the person never following their advice (1195-1205).
Men giving bad counsel, Wyclif warns, are more criminal than
men of bad action.l And anyone proffering such counsel, the Par" son says, 1 s in real1 ty , a traitor for he betrays another trusting
. in him ( 635-40),

In the Middle Ages, anyone decei v1ng a monarch

through bad counsel was equated with a

politics~

traitor and, if

convicted, received the i'ull penalty for treason; the Merciless
,1

Parliament meted out such drastic justice to certain of Richard' a
associates.

Finally, take no counsel from those "that loven spe-

cially to muchel thir owene profit,'' the Parson cautions his listeners, nor from ''mu.cha worldly folk'·' ( 640-45).

issued this warning with two of his fellow Pilgrims in mind.

Isummoner, we recall,
!\

He might he. ve,·

appoints himself as counsellor. to the young

people of the parish, obviously for personal profit
l Ibid • , p , 87 •

The

(~.fr.Ql,
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663-65); while the Man of Law offers his audience some rather
I

dubious and worldly advice during his digression on poverty, for
example:

'Bet is to dyen than have indigence'

(~,

114).

In Gower's opinion "ther myhte be no worse thing/ Aboute a
kinges regalia" than the vice of flattery (VII, 2204-2206).
flatterer at court is culpable of "thre errours":

A

toward God

first of all; then toward the king; and, third, toward other subjects (2177-2203).

Basically, a flatterer loves only himself and

seeks his own profit; it follows, therefore, that if a king lis•
tens to a flatterer he will rule disastrously.

Should a king

bestow bis goods on a flatterer,
• • • he hath the le sse,
And yit ne doth he no largesse,
Bot harmeth with his oghne hond
Himself and ek his oghne lond.
( VII , 2501-2504)
One of the incidents Gower cites in his exposure of flattery is
that of.' King Lucius and his fool (VII, 3945-4010).

The Roman

ruler asks two of his courtiers what people are sating about him.
His steward gives a flattering answer; his chamberlain, more subtle and wise, says that people believe he would be a worthy king
if he had a good council.

The fool suddenly laughs and says if

the king were wise, his counsellors would not be bad.

Impressed

by such wisdom from a fool, Lucius dismisses his unfit council and
with the help of worthy men reforms the country:

laws are amended

"'the londes good is wel despended, 11 and the people are no longer
oppressed (VII,

4007-40~).
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Chaucer denounces flattery no less bluntly than his
poet.

follo~

The Parson defines flattery aa wrongful praising that

,.oomth nat gladly but for drede or for oove1tise" {610-15).

Thus,

with flattery and japes the Pardoner pleases both a parson and his
congregation and gets more money in one day than the parson gets
in two

months(~~.

703-705).

By accusing an elderly husband

of infidelity, the Wife of Bath boasts, 1'tikled I his herte, for
that he/ Wende that I hadde of hym so greet ohierteel' (WBT, 39596); and thus she flatters him out of his lordship.

We should

eschew and dread flatterers more than any other people, Dame Prudence says; for the greatest danger of friendship lies in their
deception {Mel, 1175-85).

:a.it Chaucer's most direct warning

against the danger of flattery comes from the Nun's Priest.

Many

a deceiver is in your courts, he tells his aristocratic audience,
That plesen yow wel moore, by my faith,
Than he that soothfastnesae unto yow seith.
Redeth Eoolesiaste of flaterye;
Beth war, ye lordes, of hir trecherye.
{3327-30)
.
For such deceivers, as Chauntecleer learns, may be the devil's
disciples by making a victim believe he is •1yk that he nys nat
lyk'' {ParsT, 610-15).

But once deceived through flattery, never

again, Chauntecleer tells the fox.

You will no more 'do me to

synge and wynke with myn ye' {3430); and anyone willfully winking
when he should see, rtlh.y God' never abandon him to youl
When Gower completes his gloomy view of world conditions in
the Prologue to Confessio Amantis, he proposes a panacea for these

leaders on all sides, the nations' guides, must,

general ills:

thimaelvea be guided by good counsel so that they maintain their
power in such w1 se
'',

That hate breke noght thassisel
Ot love, which is al the chief
To kepe a regne out ot meschief.
( 148-50)

Remove cupidity and ambition, Wyclif asserts
and wars will end.2

in~

Officio Regis,

It the king and his council are one in wis-

dom, Gower says, there is hope that an end may be made to war
"which every day now groweth newe" (159-63).

To be in accord Wit

his counsellors, however, requires humility on the part of a ruler.
For, as Gower tells us, a proud man scorns the counsel of others
since he believes that such as he "ther be nomo,/ So :f'air, so
semly, ne so wis. tt
ance.

Nor does the proud man deter to di vine guid-

Consequently, by presuming on his own wit he eventually

falls so deeply into ttthe pitttt that he is not able to arise
again (CA, I, 1891-1909).
We may safely conclude that Gower's "pitt" implies the kind
of disasters that befall the
dies.

arrogs.~t

rulers in the Monk's trage-

Nero so violently resents .Seneca's counsel that he orders

the philosopher's death.

Had he taken Seneca's directives to fol-

low virtue and lie.ta tyranny and not based h1 a law on his "luste s"
he would have perpetrated none of those evils that finally goad
his subjects into rebellion.
1 The order of love •
2 Page 271.

Ne.buohadnezzar, too, shows what
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price overweening pride may exact.

By

scorning Daniel's counsel

to bow to the divinely ordained laws of humanity, he is temporarily bereft of his estate and dignity.

On the other hand, a pop-

ular ruler like Walter receives his subjects as they come to him
'''flokmeele'' and hears the spokesman express their will.

In all

courtesy, he accepts their advice to marry and provide an heir for
his country.

'-I se youre trewe entente," he assures his people,

"'and truste upon youre wit, and have doon ay" ( ClT, 148-49).
Justice mingled with pity is the fo\lndation of every king's
government, Gower reminds us.
and are

~oat

4197-4202).

These two virtues remove all vice

vailable/ To meke a k1nges regne stable" {CA, VII,
Chaucer's views on the need for clemency are funda-

mentally the same as Gower•s--but they are less moralistic and les
calculated, hence warmer.

•

Perhaps his close observation of poli-

tics and aristocratic temperaments inclined him to a preocoupatio
with pity, the most frequently mentioned virtue in his writings.
Pity follows from mercy, the Parson explains.

It is the virtue
1
•by which the corage of a men is st1red by the mysese 1 of him that

t'

[

is mysesed.u
ties:

As an of:fshoot of mercy, it prompts various chari-

to give and to grant, to forgive and to release, and to

hold compassion in one's heart for the misfortune of a

fellowman~

even to correct when requi~ed in the cause of justice (~00-10).
For Chaucer a fit balance of mercy and justice requires a
flexible nobility.
lTrouble.

Moved by pity, Duke Theseus alights :from his
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steed and raises up the weeping ladies.

He swears he will punish

Creon for his cruelty, a vow he promptly keeps.

In the case of

Palamon and Arcite, although he sentences them to lifelong imprisonment he is later persuaded to free Arci te.

When he finds the

cousin~

unlawfully duelling, he justifiably sentences both to

dee. th:

Arci te for returning to Athens and Palamon for breaking

out ot prison.

In response to the pleas of the queen and her

ladies, however, he pardons the two; :for ~pitee renneth soone in
gentil herte" 1 (!fa!, 1761). As a supplement.to his clemency,
Theseus seems to follow a rule set forth by Dame Prudence:

to

change a decision is no folly when a problem changes or when it
seems otherwise than before (Mel, 1055-65).

In tact, she says,

any decision that is atfirmed so strongly that 1•1 t may nat be
chaunged for no condicioun that may bityde • • • 1s wikked' since
often a decision ia outdated by new si tuat1ona ( 1225-35).
Before going on to another topic, we should point out in
fairness to Gower that his story of Constantine and Sylvester furnishes an admirable demonstration of ·chaucer•s line:
neth soone in gent11 herte."

"pitee ren-

We might refer specifically to Con-

stantine's soliloquy wherein he rejects the barbarous treatment
prescribed for his leprosy:
• • • al his herte tendreth,
And such pita withinne engendreth,
That him was levere forto chase
l:srewer, Chaucer in His Time, pp. 157-60. In his discussio
of chivalry Brewer mention"St'h.a~haucer may have taken this
favorite line from Italian poetry.

r

,

t
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His oghne bodi forte lese
Than se so grat a moerdre wroght.
(CA, II, 3289-93)
Instead, he places his cure in the hands of Providence, for whoever 'woll ma1ster be,/ He mot be servant to pite 1 (3299-3300).
And thus, Pearsall says, Constantine reveals the noble sentiment
and fine moral diso,riminationl that Chaucer so often speaks

or

in his writings.
History reveals that Edward III and Richard I I had in common a leaning toward extravagance and a temper conducive to lack
of self-control, kingly traits of character readily overlooked
and even expected by their subjects.
lost their affection.

Edward, at least, never

His people loved him for his courage and

clemency, for his affability and generous, openhanded traits,
Armitage-Smith saya.2

Conversely, Richard progressively alien-

ated his subjects until the warm acclaim they gave him at his coronation finally lapsed into open hatred.

When Henry' of Lancaster

imprisoned his royal cousin by night, Froissart writes, the people
of London were angered at missing a chance to insult the disgraced king on his way to the Towero3

Blt Edward despite his

failings toward the end of his reign maintained his popularity;
obviously, his charisma did not come from personal stability.
lGower and. Lydgate, pp. 17-18.
2 Jolm of 3tun1, pp o 185-86; see also Bryant, Age

£f. Chivpj).2'38-3 •
3Fro1asart•s Chronicles, ed. and trans. John Jolliffe
{ London, 19 6'1 J , pp • 4b8-4o9 •
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Since Chaucer served both Edward and Richard, it is interesting to speculate on the factors that actually spelled the dif•
ference betvteen success for Edward and Richard's failure; and how
Chaucer reflects these factors in his writings.

One sign of

nobility, the Parson explains, consists in a lord's
his good subjects:

1

1

kind.~ess

to

ther is no thing moore oonvenable to a man of

heigh estaat than debonairetee and pitee. 1

Consequently, when the

bees make their king they choose •oon that bath no prikke wherwi th he may stynge' (465-70).

Tradition proves, of course, that

Edward III and his grandson held in conmon the 'debonairetee and
pitee' the Parson ascribes to.

We recall Edward's pardon of the

burgesses of Calais in response to his queen's petition,l and
Richard's clemency toward the rebels of 1381. 2 (In contrast to
these examples, the Black Prince's. savagery at Limoges seems
uncharacteristic ot a Plantagenet; and we are inclined to wonder
what kind of king he might have been.)
Perhaps some account of his uncles Lancaster and Gloucester
may help to explain why a young and clement king like Richard
gradually drifted toward autocracy.

We will bear in mind, of

course, that these aristocrats were well-known to Chaucer end his
contemporaries.

Let us first consider the Duke of Lancaster.

In

his youth, Gaunt affected the willfulness not uncommon in the
(

lsee William Longman, The Life and Times of Edward III (2
vols.; London, 1869), I, 286-87; SedgWfOk, Black Prince, P:-67.
·
2Henry Morley, Enflish Writers, IV (London, 1889), 176, 202;
Steel, Richard !!. 1 P• 1 o.
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fourteenth-century aristocrat, but he learned to master himself
in his later years.l

In his early career, as we have seen, he

performed the thankless task of royal champion and mediator, a
role prompting much harassment from both the ruling class and the
populace.

In spite of his high spirits and stormy career, how-

ever, it may be said that he never wantonly perpetrated a cruel
act; he seems to heed the advice Chaucer incorporates in the story
of Melibeus:

Let mercy be in your heart, tor "juggement with-

outen mercy shal be doon to hym that hath no mercy of another
wight" (1865-75).

Politically and militarily, Gaunt was over-

shadowed by the Black Prince; but in personal dee.lings with his
fellowmen Gaunt plainly surpassed his great brother in humanity.
When the Black Prince threatened to execute the Bi.shop of Limoges,
for example, Gaunt asked for the episcopal turncoat, a request
finally gre.nted.2

A humbler episode illustrates even more clearly

the duke's benevolence.

When some of his domestic servants were

caught stealing silver, Gaunt refused to have them hanged.

No man

he said, would lose his life because of Lancaster's chattels.3
There is no doubt that Thome.a of Gloucester possessed many
excellent qualities worthy of Gower's praise, but this uncle of
Richard is remembered less for these than for his part in events
surrounding the Merciless Parliament of 1388.

Quite likely, one

lsee Armitage-Smith's evaluation of the duke's character in
John of Gaunt, PP• 408-18; and that of Williams, New .Y!!!!. .2f.
Chaucer, PP• 16-19.
2Armitage-Smith, PP• 80-84.

3Ib1d., PP• 417-18.
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highlight of his inclemency--the refusal to spare Simon Burley
in spite of Queen Anne's pleas--never left Richard's memory and
abetted whatever other reasons the king may have had. for his uncle's assassination years later.

In general, Legouis says, the

contrast between Gaunt's reserve and the impetuous and ruthless
nature of Gloucester impressed contemporary writers.l

Gaunt may

have lacked the political drive of Gloucester and the military
genius of the mack Prince, facts much commented on by his foes;
I

but as a consequence he also lacked the ruthlessness of Gloucester and the Black Prince's fits of savage cruelty.

If there was

an ambiguity in Gsunt's nature, there was also a balance2 that
apparently prompted his leaning toward justice mingled with pity,
a combination of virtues advocated by Chaucer and Gower.
Essentially, the views of Chaucer and Gower harmonize with
In spite ot his reputation as a

Wyclit's teachings on olemenoy.

stern moralist, the reformer often expatiates on the spirit rs.the
than on the letter of the law.

In

~

Officio Regis he instructs

his readers to Jsaven justice with clemency.

Vengeance belongs to

the Lord, he..reminds them; we have no revelatl on to act as the
ministers of divine retribution.3

Most likely, with such an admo-

nition in mind, Dame Prudence reminds her husband that no conduct
is more commendable in a great lord than when he is gentle and
meek and readily appeased4r

She begs :Melibeus to control his

vengeance in such a manner:
lGeoffrey Chaucer, p. 38.
3pa es 262-63· 2
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"thst youre goode name may be kept and conserved,/ and
that men mowe have cause and mateere to preyae yow of pitee
and of mercy·,/ and that ye have no cause to repente yow of
thyng that ye doon" (1855-65).
Of the Plantageneta, John of Gaunt appears to be the likeliest
heir to Edward III's magnanimity and the prince most inclined to
heed any recommendations for clemency.

He was not vengeful, says

his biographer; he never attempted to perpetuate feuds or to protect himself by·destroying his enemies.

Did the association with

Wyclif and Chaucerl and his humanistic bent mellow Gaunt 1 s nature
and safeguard him from the brutality and cruelty of his age's
soc1ety1

Whatever the reason, his record seems extraordinarily

free from any deeds of violence and oppress1on.2
Richard I I must have known Wyclif 1 s teachings on the duties
of the king, for he reflects the reformer's views in 1397 when
naming the three essential qualities for good government: that is,
a king must be powerful enough to govern; the laws must be kept
and enforced; and the subjects must be obedient to the king and t
his laws.3

Fundamentally, as we already saw, Wyclif's theory

leads to the divine right of kings and might possibly have encouraged Richard's trend toward autocracy.

As an illustration, we

might reexamine a point already discussed, that Wyclif 'grants the
lArmitage Smith, p. ~13: Posterity has always remembered
the debt Chaucer and English literature owe to Gaunt.
2Ib1d, pp. 10-11; 415-17.
3Daly, Politics.l Theory of !_yclif, p. 131. Daly refers to
B. Wilkinson's Studies in the Constitutional History of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries (Menchester, 1937), p:-25'0:"
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monarch an option to make discretionary use of a subject's property, an opinion Richard could well use in justifying his seizure
of the Lancas·trian estates.

If so, however, while remembering

this option he failed.to recall another of Wyclif's views, that e.
ruler must govern with his people's welfare in mind; the governance he owes them is more precious than their service to him.
And part of this governance consists in safeguarding the property
rights of his subjecta.l

The allegiance of the people follows

from this defense of their rights, as well as from a ruler's generosity and moderation.

And again we hear the echoes of Wycl1f 1 s

thought in the counsel of Dame Prudence.
'Ther nys no myght so greet of any emperour that longe may
endure, but if he have moore love of the peple than drede'
(Mel, 1185-95). •No thyng that may falle unto a.man,/ is
so muchel agayns nature as a man to encressen his owene
profit to the harm of another man' (1575-95).
Margaret Schlauch comments much as Workman does on the inconsistency in Wyclif 1 s theory on .kingship.

To uphold his case against

papal jurisdiction, she says, Wyclif claims for the king an immunity from positive law; he obeys the statutes of the realm voluntarily, although in truth he is bound to obey only the divine or
moral law.

Yet, if a king lapses from the state of grace, Wyclif

says, he may be declared a tyrant.

Thus Richard' a party could

have interpreted the king's immunity from positive law as a sanction for hie unbridled

acti~n

against both laity and clergy.

the other hand, Bolingbroke's faction might have discovered in
Wyclif 's definition of tyranny e justification for rebellion.

On.
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The reformer's unorthodoxy in religion, however, would not' allow
either side to subscribe outwardly to his political theory. 1
All along Chaucer seems to uphold the claims for a forceful
monarch by giving decidedly autocratic leanings to his aristo:

crat1o people--yet he also humanizes them.

His good rulers are

compassionate, approachable, and susceptible to the faults and
virtues of average

p~ople.

Theseus reveals a royal temper, then

a sense of humor, on beholding the havoc that love perpetrated
between Arcite and Palamon.

Later, like any other Athenian, he

weeps at Arc1te•s death and remains inconsolable until persuaded
by his tether to accept the inevitable.
country quite democratically.

And the duke runs his

The people draw near him naturally;

they feel free to praise him for respecting the lives of those
fighting in the. tournament.

And we gather that Theseus, like

Walter of the Clerk's story, listens to the advice of his subjects
--at least, Arcite is able to advance at court through the recom:..
mend~tions

of his associates at court.

In spite of Walter's tyrannical treatment of Griselda, we
see him melting into a normal husband, pleased but pretending not
to be, at having a permissive wife:

mAnd forth he goth with

drery contenance,/ Blt to his herte it was tul greet plesance"
( Q.1!, 67.l!-72).

Married men like Walter, the Clerk says, equating

the aristocratic with the a.verage, use no measure when "they ·
fynde a pacient creaturett ( 622-23).

A lapse in the more moderate

lt•chaucer• s Doctrine of Kings and Tyrants," p. 149.
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behavior of an aristocrat occurs in the characterization of both
Melibeus and Alla.

On returning home and seeing the mischief his

foes had done in his absence, Melibeus "lyk a mad man, rentynge
his clothes, gan to wepe and crie" (Mtl, 967-75); and. King Alla in
retaliation for the loss of his wife and son condemns his
to death.

~other

Later, after his wife's counselling, Melibeus deals

temperately with his repentant foes; and a remorseful King Alla
pilgrimages to Rome in order to •receyven his penance" (MLT, 991)
for the death of his mother.
In his early days Richard II tried to be a popular king, G.
K. Chesterton reminds us.

What he did at times may cause modern

parliamentarians to call him a despot, but in comparison to many

ot his contemporaries and successors, he stands out as a demo•
era.tic sovereign.

The powerful conservatives of his time deterred

him from promoting the current democratic movement, as, for instance, after the uprising of 1381.' However, even though his popular ideaR then and in subsequent cases were bound to fail, Chau•
cer no doubt knew about them.l And surely the poet reflects his
approval of any democratic leanings in some of the incidents we
have already observed as well as elsewhere in his works.

On

the

whole, it seems logical to assume that the aristocrats of the
Canterbury Tales are quite like those living 1n Chaucer's age.
Brewer says that court soci<cety then enjoyed a great deal of liberty, though ideally it was an area of much bowing and kneeling.
lchaucer (New York, 1932), PP• 33-35.
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Normally all sorts of people could draw near the king and.,watch
him as he dined.

Great lords sometimes behaved wildly toward the

king, their conduct possibly similar to the emotional outburst we
just observed in the case of Melibeus.

In later years Rich.a.rd

might insist on prelates kneeling before him, but he allowed certain subjects like his Cheshire guards considerable freedom, a
practice not approved by the more conservative Englishmen, 1 possibly including Gaunt and Gower.
One wonders if Gower agreed with Chaucer that rulers are
after all human beings; or if, like Wycl1f, he made the mistake of
placing the king on a too-lofty pedestal.

In Gaunt's zeal for

monarchical dignity he, too, might have held with idealists like
VYyclif and. µower an exag'geratedly heroio image of the royal person
Notwithstanding the many negative evaluations of Richard throughout the centuries, however, the English society in his time seems
to have been mobile, active, and basically healthy, May McKisack
says; and one gets the impression that England enjoyed high prosperity in the latter years of his reign.2

Her judgment of Rich-

ard's government contradicts the popular notion of a nation ruled
by a tyrant in the late four teen th century; and with this different perspective the alarms of Richard's opponents begin to sound
more like polemic rumblings for ambitious reasons than a serious

' pp. 162-63.
lchaucer in His ~,
2Fourteenth Century, pp. 346-48.
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concern for the nation's well-being.

Of course, Chaucer must have

seen this.
Any attempt to change the setup of society was bound to dra
the disapproval of conservatives like Gower.

In his personal dis-

appointment over some of the events in Richard's reign, he idealizes the days when Edward III and the Black Prince gave England a
glory and a prosperity unknown to other nations,l

the days be-

fore the lower classes tried to overthrow the social order.2
Like most Englishmen of his time, Gower considered Edward above
reproach, although today certain policies of Edward are sometimes
blamed for a number of Richard's problems.3

•

In his poetry Gower

presents himself consistently as a staunch supporter of law end
order--particularly when the lovrer classes are in,volved--yet he
found no difficulty in joining Richard's opponents when they happened to be the Duke of Gloucester and the Earl of Derby, observes one aoholar.4

Perhaps he never forgave the young king for

hi s memorable speech to the mob at Smi thf 1e ld and his de sire to

enfranchise the serfs.5
This commentary may sound like a harsh criticism of Gower's
policies, but from it emerges the thought that at times Chaucer
lFerguaon, Articulate Citizen, p. 58,
2p. J. Snell, ~!ge of Chaucer, ed. Professor Hales
(London, 1901), P• 102.
'
3.Bryant, Ag! of Chivalry, pp. 428-29; Wilkinson, Constitutional History .2f. Medievsl F!ngland, II, 58.
4snell, Age

E.!. Chaucer, p. 102.

5Ib1d.
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may have observed his fellow poet in a similar light; and that
clashing interests msy indeed he.ve prompted a rift between the
two in their later careers.

It cert61nly seems possible th.at

Richard II and Chaucer were in many ways too democratic in outl.oo
to suit the designs of Gower and his political friends.

J. H•

Fisher explains that toward the close of the century the difference betwelh the literary interests of Chaucer and Gower widened
~ncreasingly.

Chaucer continued working on the Canterbury Tales,

while Gower beceme more and more engrossed in political pamphletearing for the Lancastrian cause. l
At this point we might bring out another facet in connectio
With the poets' rele tionship to royalty.

Throughout his career

Chaucer remains first of all a loyal servant of the king and enjoys the unabated patronage of English royalty. 2 On the other
hand, Gower is a member of the lesser nobility and not necessaril
dependent upon royal patronage.

His status in society does, how-

ever, permit him to draw "ever cioser to the person of the king. n3
In Mirour

~

l'omme he views Edward at a distance;

Richard at the end·

or

~

he addresses

Clementia and actually meets him at the

beginning of Confessio Amantis.

Then, f'inally, he receives favors

from Richard's successor and ends his career as an apologist for
the Lancastrian usurpation of Henry IV. 4
'f

-

lJohn Gower, PP•
301-302.
.
2 Legou1s, Goeffrei Chaucer, p. 13.

3F1sher, John Gower, p. 133.

CONCLUSION
It is a truism that there is no definitive solution to a
problem of English literature.

What is expected of a research

student, however, is the positing of a new question to a specific
problem and the pursuit ot that question to a plausible solution.
The problem of this.dissertation began with the questions

Why does Chaucer refer to Thomas Bradwardine as an authority on
predestine t1on and :free will in "The Nun's Priest• s Tale"f

The

question ultimately transcended the single plane of a relationship between Bradward1ne and Chaucer and developed into a problem
that involves Chaucer's position in the spectrum of fourteenthcentury English thought.

It was decided to pursue this wider

question not only through Bradwardine's connection with Chaucer,
but also through the poet's relationship with five other men of
the fourteenth centurya

Robert Holcot, a respresentative with

Bradwardine of the earlier part of the century; and Jolm Gower,
Ralph Strode, and Jolm of Gaunt as representatives of Chaucer's
own time.

The three dominant personalities are, however, Chaucer

Bradwardine, and Wyclifo
In its widest definition the problem of relating Chaucer's
views to fourteenth-centuey English thought has innumerable
ramifications that evoke innumerable questions and answers.
limited problem of this dissertation takes up

t~

The

reactions of

Chaucer and his associates to certain ecclesieatical end social
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issues disputed in the latter part of the century.

The method of

approaching the problem is pseudo-scholastic in that a composite
of philosophical, theological, and social views of the century is
applied to the attitudes of Chaucer and his English associates.·
Perhaps the student of Middle English literature, more then
any other, recognizes the rs.ct that the intellectual content of a
work can be evaluated fairly only if it is judged in the context
of its own age.

A student of Middle. English is made constantly

aware that England from 1100 to 1500 was fundamentally a Christian country, that its religious beliefs dominated all ideologies
and supervised all intellectual achievements, whether in the
philosophical, or ethical, or social area.

It is understandable

that in this ege when the Church still surpassed the State in
authority "the queen of sciences"--theology--directed and controlled not only the. ph1losoph1cel activities but also the less
speculative pursu1 ts of ethics, economics, and politics.
In general, an originality of thought was not a popular
accomplishment in the Middle Ages, nor, actually, were most
intellectuals inclined toward an exercise of original thinking.
The changes

or

thought in this period evolved not so much from

innovations as from the scholastic practice of regrouping the
already existing elements.

These elements came from the doctrines

of Church Fathers as far be.ck as St. !ugustine and his followers
and from non-Christian sources, Arabic and Islamic as well as
Greek.
In the fourteenth century many thinkers.like Bradwardine and
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Wycl1f attempted to unify the elements of both the Christian and·
non-Christian writings into one philosophy based essentially on
faith.

Others like St. Thomas Aquinas, Ockham, and Holcot tended

to emphasize the separation or faith and reason.

Lively disputes

took place between those philosophers holding to the traditional
or the Augustinian system based on raith and those accepting the
Thomistic or the Ockhamistic system.

In Chaucer's time when these

con:Cl1cting rorces were yoked to practical and sometimes radical
theories, they could be extremely useful toward furthering the aim 3
of ambitious Englishmen.
Yet, throughout the Middle

~ges

the traditional and basic

beliefs of Christianity remained intact.

•nd whether the school

of thought leaned toward Augustine's teachings or toward the
newer doctrines or Thomism or Ockhamism, the prime concern of the
typical Englishman seemed to be the question ot man's relationship to his Creator.

The most perplexing aspects of this relation

ship grew out of the paradoxical.doctrine of predestination and
free will.

:Since God is omnipotent people wondered what part, if

any, man had in the she.ping of his own destiny.

What is the

reaction or Chaucer and his English contemporaries toward the
problem of predestination and .free will?

In Chapter One it is

concluded that Chaucer holds the traditional belief of the
coexistence of free will ahd predestination just as Bradwardine
and Holcot apparently do, although they formulate this coexistence
in doctrines that appear to conflict.
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1-s twin-engines of government in the Middle 1'ges, the
Church and the State cooperated in every sphere of activity,
whether ecclesiastical, or ethical, or political.

In Chaucer's

time, however, the problem of sovereignty threatened the amicable
relationship of the two powers.

How does Chaucer reflect both the

cooperation and tl::e controversy between Church and State1

This

question is discussed in Chapter Two particularly through Wyclif's
theories of dominion and disendowment, so strongly opposed by t:te
Church's

champions, including Chaucer's friends Gower and Strodeo

It is concluded that Chaucer subscribes to the more practical
teachings of Wyclif and that he seems to favor the State in the
issue of sovereignty.
The medieval reverence for kingship underwent some qualifications in Chaucer's time.

God is still Ruler of the universe

as Chaucer, Bradward1ne, and Wycl1f reiterate.

But 1n the earthly

sphere friction arose between the adherents ot royal dignity and
those stressing the, duties of royalty.

Chapter Three relates the

views of Chaucer and his English contemporaries, chiefly Wyclif,
Gower, and Gaunt, to the two main topics:

Oaunt's solicitude for

royal dignity, and Gower's opinions on what constitutes a worthy
k1ngo

It is shown tbB,t Chaucer supports tbe cause of both royal

dignity and royal duty and that, unlike Gower, he never, swerves
in his loyalty to kingshi1'>.
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